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FEBRUARY, 1876.

CROSSING THE ST. LAWRENCE IN WINTER.

We in Canada generally prepare our- it rains; when it is fine it is fine. And
selves to meet the extremities of tem- these forties below zero are they not
perature, for the forties below zero in often enjoyable ; can we not wrap up
winter and the nineties above in sum- and exclude the cold infinitely better
mer. Those who clothe themselves at than the Englishman can, even when
one time of the year in warm furs, his thermometer stands only at zero?
adopt the light and airy serge at another The bitter east wind and chilling, search
time. But these furs of to-day are not ing blasts of the fog-surrounded island
such as weighted down our predeces- cannot he kepi from freezing his very
sors of thirtV years ago ; the ponderous marrow, by anv amount of clothing,
cap has given way to the lightest possi- the dampness of the atmosphere enters
ble substitute, and the oppressive coat his very soul. And our nineties are
which prohibited all walking is replaced not oppressive; they do not prove as
by one whose weight is a bagatelle. enervating as eighty in the mother
But, although we must endure in this country; there is not the killing and
Canada of ours the extremes of cold choking sultriness in our heats as op-
and heat, we still have consistency. A press the " Stay at home Briton." But
glance at the sky and the direction of there are times and circumstances when
the wind, and one can tell pretty closely the most inured to cold must feel its
what kind of weather is to prevail dur- intensity, and such now and then occur
ing the next two or three days. We when crossing the St. Lawrence River
are not, as in England, misled by a between Quebec and Levis during the
beautiful sunshiny morning into the coldest of months, Januarv and Febru
belief that slip coats and umbrellas are ary. Some years ago the only possible
unnecessary, and find out in two or three means of transit was by canoe; but the
hours afterwards that a steady down- advance of science has had the effect
pour has set in for the afternoon. Nor on lethargic Quebec to induce the
do we issue from our houses laden with running of steamers in winter, so that
overproofs to face the rain storm, and now one can sit in a comfortably heated
melt in the afternoon under a sultrv cabin and cross without the slightest
heat. Our weather does not snare us inconvenience. Butsteamers,likemany
into any such delusions ; when it rains other articles, are subject to breakage,
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wear and tear; and so it occurred one
day last February, when my presence
was imperatively demanded at Levis,
that I had to cross in a canoe. Looking
down from Durham Terrace on the ice-
blockaded river, from whose surface rises,
as it were, the steam from a caldron,
one shudders at the thought of passing
through a reality of one of the horrors
of Dante's Inferno. One can imagine the
last struggling with the crashing ice
and sinking anon into the freezing flood.
One can, here and there, distinguish in-
distinct forms fighting for life and es-
cape amid the battling floes ; and from
out, as might be supposed, the sulphur-
fumes, sounds as of agony reach one as
he gazes down in wonderment and fear.
But through that mundane Inferno I
had to pass; business must be attended
to, and to Levis I had to go, " though
Hades yawn between." Well clothed
in furs and my feet in Indian moccasins,
I drove down at ten o'clock in the
morning to the wharf. Before me on the
balture was the canoe-a vessel known
in many places as a " dug-out ;" it was
about thirty feet long and five feetbroad,
pointed at both ends, at one of which
there was a small Union jack display-
ed; seats were placed amidships, while
in the stern was a luxurious display of
buffalo robes, in which the cabin pas-
sengers were supposed to recline and
wrap themselves, of whom there were
two besides myself-a newly married
pair on a wedding tour to Europe. Poor
bride ! it was an ominously cold entry
on a new life. There were six steerage
passengers (those who crossed at a
cheap rate, and were obliged to assist
in working the canoe), and those with
the crew, numbering six, occupied the
seats. Some freight and some luggage
belonging to my fellow cabin passen-
gers, were also on board. It was a
bitterly cold day, thirty-eight below
zero; andas I looked upon the cruel
river I could see but the mist rising
from its surface, while within a short
distance huge masses of ice rushed

down with the resistless tide. It seemed
a rash undertaking, a tempting of Pro-
vidence, a downright madness, to face
such danger to cross that river; so I
asked one of the men how long it would
take to reach the other side ; he re-
plied about twenty minutes. This man
seemed to take things with the utmost
nonchalance ; he' was sitting on the
side of the canoe with one foot in the
icy water. I thought he was acting
so through bravado, and asked him if
he was not afraid of wetting his foot
and having it frozen. I merely showed
my ignorance by the question, as he
told me that his foot was frozen, but
that he was thawing it by keeping it in
the water, which was not frozen.

We the cabin passengers stepped into
the canoe and wrapped up ourselves as
comfortably as possible, waiting for our
departure. I could not see much of my
companions. A large cloud completely
hid the lady's face from view ; but, by
the way she clung to her husband, she
was both terrified and cold. At ten
o'clock we weighed anchor, that is, the
canoe was shoved from the batture into
the river. No sooner was it so, than
the men began paddling up the river
against the tide ; but it was so strong
that our headway was hardly percep-
tible. Extra paddles were then handed
to ihe steerage passengers to assist, and
our progress was a little better. For a
long distance we continued to skirt the
city wharves, for no opening seemed to
ofler in the compact and rugged masses
of ice which rushed down with the
stream. At times a large block would
almost graze our canoe, and the higher
parts of it overhung us as we passed.
Noy and then there would happen, as
it were, a conflict between the larger
masses, when the smaller would be im-
mediately crushed and overturned,
causing in the water a sort of miniature
maelstrom which threatened to engulf
our canoe. Higher up the river we
went, till the men thought they could
cross without danger of being carried
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down the rive; by the tide, past the o
landing place on the other side. A sort a
of channel was found, and through that i
we went, having on each side a threaten- d
ing wall ofcrashingice. Suddenly an open c
space appeared, and a sail was immediate- v
ly set and we skitnmed quietly over the v
lake-like surface without the aid of pad- c
dles.In a few minutes we were among the
ice floes again, paddling through a
channel; but this gradually closed, till
the danger of the canoe being crushed
like an eggshell, compelled the crew
and the working passengers to leap out i
and haul the lightened vessel over the
ice; this was not unaccompanied by
danger, for every now and then some
of them slipped into the water between
the pieces of ice and wet themselves to
the waist in the horridly cold river.
Then followed a respite, for another
small sheet of clear water brought the
sail again into requisition. Another im-
mense mass of ice was before us with a
welcome channel, and into that we
glided ; but pot for a great·distance, for
in a short time we became ice-locked;
the channel behind us had become
closed, and we drifted helplessly down
with the floating mass. It was impos-
sible to drag the canoe from its daiger-
ous position, as on each side the ice
was more than ten feet high, piled up
like jagged rocks. The crew for a time
seemed paralyzed ; but one of them, more
active than the rest, climbed up on one
of the ice mountains to discover a
means of escape ; he soon returned with
the dishearteningnews that hesaw none.
Swiftly we were carried down the stream,
dreading each moment to be crushed to
atoms. Two hours passed and our po-
sition was unaltered. At last a move-
ment of the ice filled us with horror;
the channel was gradually closing. All
had to leave the canoe and gain the
icy barriers. The man said that the ice
had become jammed in front, and that
the canoe would be broken to pieces if
it could not be lifted from its position;
but while he was speaking the disaster

ccurred, and we saw canoe, luggage
nd freight reduced to atoms by the
rresistible ice floes. Far away in the
istance we saw the shining roofs and
hurch steeples of Quebec; to the north
was the Island of Orleans, between
which and ourselves was a narrow strip
f the blue waters of the St. Lawrence.
Vithin half a mile to the south was the
3eaumont shore, seven miles below
Levis ; but, between us and that shore,
was a disheartening prospect. Rocks and
nountains of dangerous ice appeared
n every direction, and over it was no
road but what we ourselves must make,
The poor bride was terrified and sick
with fear, and her husband almost wild
with distraction; but the danger had to
be faced, for to remain where we were
was certain death. The captain of the
canoe took the lead, and our weary,
perilous march commenced. Half a
mile-not a long walk through country
fields-not a long stroll on a level side-
walk-not a long promenade in a fash-
ionable resort-not very tiresome on a
seaside beach-not very distressing in
the heat of summer, quite exhilarating
on a winter's day; but when that half
mile is over slippery piles of ice, acr.oss
dangerous crevices, down which may
be seen rushing the cruel, cold river,
ready to engulf you; over treacherous
and dangerous new-formed ice; when
a false step plunges you into a watery
tomb ; when every few feet a heavy
fall renders you almost senseless, and
tears the skin off your hands and legs,
notwithstanding the protection of your
clothes; when your limbs become al-
most powerless with the penetrating
cold; when the eyes become dim with
the rays of the dazzling sun and the
glare of the bright snow; when a hope-
lessness and despair take possession of
you, and your senses become paralyzed,
and a heedlessness and recklessness of
life add to your miseries,-then a half
mile seems an interminable distance.
Poor bride ! even amid my own suffer-
ing I could not help pitying and being
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wretched for you; assisting you when 1 their occupation for the winter was gone,
I found that your husband's wild devo-
tion could not add sufficient strength
to aid you. Never, perhaps, shall I see
you again, but never shall I forget your
terror and agony on that half mile walk
-a terror and agony which could be
exceeded only by your love and anxiety
for the safety of your husband. Poor
bride I when at last we arrived on shore
and found shelter in a friendly house,
what a deadly faint she fell into! And
then for the first time I saw how young
and beautiful shewas, although then
pale and death-like. On first recovering
consciousness, her first enquiry was,
" Charles, where are you-are you safe ?"
but Charles was not far away; his head
was bending over her, and her hand
clasped in his, and they were happy in
each other's safety, in each other's love ;
happy I hope they may be for many,
many years. We were rather a sorrow-
ful party as we started in carioles from
Beaumont for Point Levis, for we had
all been losers by that wretched, miser-
able trip. Charles and his wife had
lost their luggage ; but nothing could
induce her to recross the river to pur-
chase new clothing-" that," she said,
" could be had in Montreal ; " so they
drove direct to the Victoria Hotel, to
wait for the evening train. The crew
.had lost their canoe, and consequently

and their faces told a long tale of ap-
prehension and disappointment. The
steerage passengers had each, no doubt,
some minor troubles which to them
appeared irreparable ; one I heard
mournfully deploring, the loss of his
tobacco box, while another was equally
inconsolable over the disappearance of
his muffler. , As for myself, my losses
were highly problematical. I had an
engagement with an influential and
honorable member of the House of
Commons, who had promised me a
Government berth, and had made an
appointment with me to meet him at
the Grand Trunk station at eleven
o'clock that morning. A it was then
four, and the train had started at twelve,
it is hardly necessary to add that I did
not meet the influential and honorable
member. Whether the consequences
to myself would have proved otherwise
than they have done had I met him, is
highly problematical; for highly in-
fluential and honorable members are
very apt to forget in Ottawa what they
promise in Quebec. In conclusion, I
may say I did not return to the city by
canoe, but waited till the next day for
the steamer, which had, in the mean-
time, fortunately been made seaworthy.
Had she not been so, I should probably
still have been at Levis.
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TECUMSETH HALL.

BY THE AUTHOR OF " GIPSEY'S GOVERNESS," &C.

CHAPTER IV.

When Myrtle awoke next morning
her first thought was of Tom's acci-
dent; then, of Miss Douglass. Tildy,
as was her duty, would visit her mis-
tress's bedroom at an early hour, in
order to arrange it, and receive the
lady's directions for the day ; she would
in all likelihood give an account of the
evening's danger, and thus greatly ex-
cite Miss Douglass. Springing hastily
up, Myrtle dressed, and quickly, sought
Miss Douglass's room.

" You are bright and early, Myrtle,"
said Miss Douglass, pleasantly. II've
just wakened up, and was thinking of
ringing for Tildy. Touch the bell,
please. Louder, Myrtie. Now, sit
down. You look as if you had a weight
on your mind."

" Did you sleep well ?" asked Myrtle,
poking at the fire in the grate.

" Oh, beautifully. I never heard a
sound. I hope I shall leave my room
to-morrow. I feel myself getting
stronger every moment."

" That's good; then you did not hear
us. Your nephew hurt himself, but he
is all right now."

" Philip! Surely not Philip ?" asked
Miss Douglass, in alarm.

"No, not Mr. Douglass."
"Tom, then," broke in the terrified

lady. " Tell me ball about it, Myrtle.
Poor boy 1"

So Myrtle, in a few words, related
the story of Tom's adversture in the
quarry.

" Is Philip here ?" asked Miss DoQ1g-
lass, when the young girl ceased,

" He was not at home last evening,
Miss Douglass."

"Dear me !" sighed the lady, " what
shall we.do ? Do you know how Tom
is this morning, Myrtle ?"

" Please don't worry," pleaded Myr-
tie. " l'Il run down and see, and l'Il
tell Tildy to come. Perhaps she has
not heard the bell."

Myrtle, wishing to give the maid her
message, ran into the dining-room, be-
fore knocking at the library door. The
table was laid, and the fire was dancing
gleefully in the grate. Leaning on the
mantel-piece, just under Tom's favorite
picture, was Mr. Douglass. He was
watching the coals, and seemed lost in
painful thought. A weary look rested
on his brow, and no smiles lit the fierce
eyes. He was scarcely thirty, yet his
dark hair was streaked with grey. It
was a handsome, though generally cold,
face that rested on the tightly closed
hands, a face that could beam with
energy and be eloquent with the im-
pulses of a strong, sweet nature ; but
no one in Heathfield, save his aunt and
Cousin Tom, had seen that counten-
ance aught but frigidly stern.

Myrtle stood and watched him a
moment. This, then, was her guardian
-" the kind old ian," for no one but
the master of Tecumseth would invade
the hall with freedom at such an early
hour. Besides, Myrtle saw the close
resemblance which existed between the
aunt and nephew. As she was turning
to leave, Mr, Douglass glanced up,
Something in the strong, proud face,
and tç lnity Qf the now ppright,
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splendid figure, sent a throb of fear to
the girl's heart.

Before she could utter a word of
apology, he advanced, and with a cour-
teous, grave politeness, said:

"Miss Haltaine, I believe."
"Yes, Mr. Douglass," replied she,

withdrawing her 'nervously proffered
hand. " How is your cousin, please ?
Miss Douglass is anxious to know,"
asked Myrtle, feeling as if an iron hand
were rapidly closing around her whole
self.

" Better, thank you. I have just
left him. He is sleeping," said Mr.
Douglass, whose voice would have been
rich and full, save for the marked con-
straint in every tone.

" I will tell Miss Douglass," and
Myrtle turned, and when she reached
the hall, fled fleetly away, as if her im-
prisoned spirit had just escaped from a
power she could not define. After
easing the sick lady's mind she went
back to her own room, forgetful for the
moment of Mr. Douglass; but when
Rosalie knocked, and announced break-
fast quietly, so as not to disturb the
sleeping boy, all Myrtle's feeling of re-
pulsion returned. "I hate that man,-
I cannot tell why. But I won't let his
will be stronger than mine ; I will fight
against it, and be afraid of nobody."

Curling her mouth with an irony
one would scarcely dream dwelt in her
gentle self, she threw a defiant little
nod at her teflection in the mirror, and,
after a finishing touch to her collar,
tripped down the broad stairway with
the mien of a young queen.

Mr. Douglass was reading the paper,
but threw it aside on her entrance, and
gravely as possible directed her to his
aunt's accustomed seat behind the tray.
Rosalie was in waiting, and despatched
her duties with an alertness that was
wonderful to behold. Her volatile
tongue was subdued in the presence of
the master. When she withdrew, Myr-
tle made an effort, and glanced over at
her guardian. His eyes were on his

plate, and an unmistakable frown rested
on his broad brow.

" What a bear !" mentally ejaculated
Myrtle. " Wonder if I were to offer
him sugar would he sweeten up." On
the spur of the moment she bent
slightly forward and said :

" Will you have some more sugar in
your coffee ?'

Her pretty girlish voice, breaking so
suddenly on the stillness, made him
look up to see a lurking mirth shin-
ing in her dark grey eyes, and a balf
comical quiver on the coral lips.

" Sugar ? No. I'm sweet-it's sweet
enough, thank you," he replied in a
voice intended to be coldly polite, but
wh ich had an undeniable roll of thunder
in it.

" How he growls 1" thought Myrtle
as she broke a Graham biscuit, and ate
it as unconcernedly as if the bear were
miles and miles away; nevertheless her
anger was aroused. What had she done
to be treated in this strange fashion ?
Nothing at all, Myrtle dear ; but you are
one of those detestable girls--and a
lovely one, to make things worse.

When she was leaving the dining-
room she turned and said,

"If there is anything I can do for
your cousin, I wish I could help." Her
voice died away in a little appeal ; she
felt so truly sorry for Tom's trouble.
There she stood in the doorway in her
clinging black wrapper, one hand on
the door-knob, one playing nervously
with her chain. A charming picture of
a dainty young damsel, more fitted to
grace a drawing-room and finger a
piano, Philp thought, than to endure
the toils of a sickroom. He forgot
that sunbeams, little, glancing, bright-
ening sunbeams, are often of infinitely
more avail to sufferers than all the com-
pounds of learned men of medical
calibre; and that the soothing action of
one skilled in tender nursing was better
by far than the rough handling of
untrained hirelings; so he thanked her
dryly, and said that she would be spared
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the annoyance. The servants would her books, Myrtie soliloquized, girl-
assist him, and, if necessary, there fashion, thus:
should be a nurse. ."No use grumbling, Vve got to live

Myrtle sought her room in no amiable here. My heart is topsy-turvy, so I sup-

mood; she tossed round her beloved pose that's why I hate things I ought to

books, and pounded the window-sill, like. Miss Douglass, or Aunt Theresa

while two pink spots burned on her as she wishes me to call her-she s a

creamy cheeks. kind of an aunt, anyway-I like her.

I wish were eigteen,-I wish 1 Lil love her before long I am just sure.

were! Tbis borrid place! That bhorid She is ever so agreeable; Mr. Douglass
wern! This hcould only get away for is ever so disagreeable. Tom-well,

man ! Oh, if Ikcould onet awayfor one cannot dislike everyone, and he is
ever ! I feel like a prisoner. Only forsikporby;Ifesryfrhs
Miss Douglass, I know I would go wild. sick, poor boy ; I feel sorry for bis

I know tbat big bear bates me, and I broken arm. l'Il just skim along until

ate im heartily." Sbe beat ber pretty Im eighteen. I'll make Miss Douglass

foot sharply on the floor. I doubt if love me if it is possible; I won't quar-
Myrtle were ever more aroused in ail rel witb Mr. Douglass-just endure
Myrteere evrmor o him. Then, Tom; well,. I will be my-

her fifteen years' self to Tom, and he can like me or not,
The morning passed slowly away, and just as he pleases ; still I fancy there is

more quickly fled her anger. She was lots of good in him. His eyes looked
half annoyed to find that she was fast so thankful last night, when I held- his
forgiving Mr. Douglass. The bright poor hand. That Doctor Burke was so
sunshine streamed into her room, dart- rough. l'Il read a little now, and learn
ing with many a shivering slant over some more of 'Guinevere,' to keep up
the pretty chintz-covered lounge, light- the old fashion papa and I had in
ing everything with a fairy hue, and France."
beaming, too, on the girl's tossed heart, Myrtle found Miss Douglass up and
banishing her resentment, just as dressed, when, later in tbe day, sbe went
David's melody of old banished tbe to tbe lady's cbamber.
evil spirits from their stronghold in the "Oh, Miss Douglass, bow nice !" sbe
soul of the king- cried in surprise.

How small I am to be so furious at " Yes, it's time for me to be active
a trifle !" thought Myrtle, with a blush again. I am going down to the library
for her own weakness. this afternoon to see Tom. To-morrow,

"I need not mind how the bear Dr. Burke thinks, I will be much strong-
growls, providing he does not lýte ; so er."
I'll be happy if I can." The dancing " Can I read to you, Miss Douglass ?

mirth came back to her eyes, and smiles -- 0r Aunt Theresa, I should say."
curved, and chased the shadows from "l It sounds better, Myrtle," said Miss

her mouth. Happy, sunny Myrtle ! she Douglass, beaming at the young girl by
little dreamed what a power there was the hearth. " Yes, but first will you
to be some day in her own blithe pre- take a message to Tom. Philip was
sence. Possessed of a naturally buoyant called away to the office. Cheer him

temperament, although deep feelings up a bit, Myrtle ; and tell him I am

were safely hid from curious eyes, she going to make a pilgrimage downstairs

stepped over hillocks with airy footsteps, in the afternoon. I told Rosalie to

where others would have raised moun- wheel the piano close to the folding-
tains, and climbed bard day after day, doors, so we will have some music if
never catching a glimpse of the silver you wish. You will find the book we
lining behind the cloud. As she sorted were speaking of yesterday in that little
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room-' Philip's den,' Tom calls it-just
round the hall from the dining-room."

" Yes, I know the room, with all the
papers and the printing press," replied
Myrtle as she left the room.

" Another message, Myrtle," called
Miss Douglass after her. " Ask Tom if
he would like to- have Percy or Gerard
sent for. They are his chief friends."

Tom was in the library. In accord-
ance with Mr. Douglass's directions,
Rosalie that morning had arranged a
comfortable resting place on the same
great lounge where Tom had taken the
memorable nap when his dreams had
been of such a pleasant nature. Philip
had arrayed the sick boy in a gay dress-
ing gown which presented a marked
contrast to the dejected face on the pil-
low. Dr. Burke had made an early call
and left his patient with brighter pros-
pects than could have been expected
after an accident that might have prov-
ed serious.

" Good morning," said Myrtle, cheer-
fully.

Tom looked up and catching the
inspiration of her smile answered with
a nod.

" You are getting on beautifully,"
continued Myrtle arranging the tray
which the maid had just brought in.

" So Burke says, but I'm in torture
here." Tom touched a band which
strapped his arm, and came down rather
tight over his wounded hand. Myrtle
took the scissors from the table, loos-
ened the band slightly, then arranged it
in such a manner that the poor mangled
wrist was freed. Unwrapping the cruelly
torn fingers, she gently poured over
them a healing salve which had been
left by the Doctor, then she tied them
up so tenderly that Tom inwardlvless-
ed her.

"IThat is just the ticket," muttered
the lad with a pleased glance out of his
honest blue eyes. " How under the sun
did vou learn the dodge ? You might
start opposition to Burke, He is an
old rascal,"

" Rosalie says that the ' old rascal'
stayed with you all night. Not many
would do that, I fancy."

" No, I suppose not, but now can you
do this up so comfortable kind of ?"
asked Tom, nodding with a groan to-
wards his wounded armi.

"What is wrong ?-the other hand ?"
"Just a bruise or two; never mind,"

replied Tom, trying not to wince as he
lifted a cup of tea to his lips.

" I always had a fancy for taking
care of sick people. You know I nurs-
ed my father, always." Her voice
softened and a shadow crept over her
sensitive mouth. " He liked to have me
best." There was an odd little choke
in her throat as she turned for a fresh
pillow on which to better stay the brok-
en arm. When she returned she had
mastered her momentary sobs, and with
the old pleasant light in her eyes, she
said, as she carefully settled the soft
pillow,

" Let me feed you; I know it hurts.
You sit up so, and I'il cut this piece of
chicken."

Tom grew fiery red, but Myrtle
went quietly on, cutting dainty morsels
and talking as cheerfully and friendly as
if they had been brother and sister all
their lives.

" I once set a cat's tail," broke out
the amused girl.

"A cat's tail !" çchoed Tom.
"Yes, our poor old puss once on a

time broke her tail, and Mamie, our
servant, brought her to me; so I got a
little stick and tied it up."

" Was it any good ?" queried Tom, as
he nibbled off the fork which Myrtle
held up with a funny little laugh.

" The tail ? Oh, yes; it was stiff a
little. Shall I get you another cup of
tea ?-this is rather cold."

"No, thank you," said Tom, graciously
wondering meanwhile.how it was this
girl gave one such a comfortable kind
of feeling. He was fast overcoming
his bashfulness, and soon found himself
quite at ease. It was rather amusing
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after all to be fed in this way, and no
one enjoyed it more than Rosalie, who
was dusting in the next room.

* Meester Tom, for ail de world you
like one big babee; oh me ! it is vairy
funee for sure."

" You wouldn't find it so funny," said
Tom with his growl. But the French
maid was off, with a little cackle of a
laugh that amused Myrtle and Tom
immensely.

" She is a queer one," said Tom as
Myrtle put the tray on the table. "She
has lived with Aunt ever since we came
to Heathfield; so she speaks her mind.
You aren't going, surely."

"I think I must now; I am going to
read to Miss Douglass. Oh ! I forgot-
she is coming down by and by, and she
told me to ask you if you wanted either
Percy or Gerard, I think it was."

" Percy Fetcher and Gerard Irving ?
No, I guess not; they will make a racket,
and my head is upside down."

" Very well, then ; take a nap now,
and look out for company."

Half way down the hall, Myrtle could
not resist an impulse that came over
her; so she turned, and, going back, said,
with a mischievous twinkle in her gray
eyes:

" Pleasant dreams, Mr. Rayburn."
Quickly closing the door she fled.

Tom lay back on his pillows with a
frown. " That last dampens the coals
a little ; still she is a firstrate kind of
a girl. It put me in mind of her. Oh,
Mariori !" And thinking bitter thoughts
Tom dozed off, to dream of a lovely
girl bending over a little sick boy who
tossed with phin on a hospital cot.

It was late that evening when Philip
Douglass and his head bookkeeper left
the office in company. Business of an
important nature had detained them
after the closing hour.

" It looks like stormy weather," said
Mr. Douglass, as they stood a moment
at the entrance to the Hall grounds.
" Hrnry, if I am detained in the morn-
ing send 'Ouimet and Xavier up the

river to look after that affair we were
talking of."

" All right. Edith will be expeeting
me I will run up in the morning to
see Tom. There is Tessie beating on
the window pane. Good night, Mr.
Douglass."

" Good night, Henry."
HenryTrevor, with alight gay whistle,

sprang over the road and up the well
shovelled walk to the " house over the
way," an old-fashioned, rambling build-
ing, wlere ringing laughter and baby
voices made tempestuous music. He
passed into the warmth and brightness
to be rapturously welcomed home;
while his friend and employer, Philip
Douglass, lingered on his own wide
verandah, listening with compressed
lips to the sounds that floated from the
parlor, where Myrtle Haltaine's fresh
young voice rang out the words of the
well-known plantation song, " Old
Folks at Home," little dreaming in her
innocent heart, what pain she was in-
flicting on Tom, as he hid his face on
his pillow; on Miss Douglass, as she
leaned her head on her hands, and
thought of another voice, sweeter by
far ; and on the strong man, Philip
Douglass, as he leaned against a stone
pillar, while wave after wave of scorn
and anguish dashed over his face.
Long after Myrtle ceased, he entered,
and went instantly to the library. Tom
was stili there waiting for him, and
though he smiled an affectionate wel-
come, there were tears in his eyes and
on his long brown lashes ; he swept
them away at the sound of his cousin's
voice.

" All alone, Tom ?" asked the gentle-
man, bending over the tossed hair on
the pillow.

"Ali alone, Philip. Aunt and Miss
Myrtle have gone to their rooms. You
are late to-night." There was some-
thing akin to sorrow in the boyish
voice, which was softened to-night-
perhaps with a throng of- old memories.

" Rather late, Tom, poor fellow,"
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Philip smoothed back the brown short
curls as gently as Miss Douglass might
have done.

" It's nothing ; 'Il -be round soon
and larking-breaking my neck, Burke
says," laughed Tom. " Sit down and
take it cool, Philip. You are working
too hard these days. . Getting grey, too,
and not thirty yet."

" Don't you want me to help you up-
stairs ?" enquired Philip. "You will
be much more comfortable."

" Not yet. I want to be with you a
while. Now that I've hurt this abom-
inable arm, I cannot go on the drives
with you."

Mr. Douglass sank into a deep chair,
like one thoroughly weary and com-
pletely fagged out. " It's good to get
a rest," he said, leaning his head
against his hands, which he clasped on
the back of the chair.

"You work too hard, Philip."
"I ? Oh, no. I like it."

Have you seen her ?" queried Tom,
after a long pause.

" Who ?" asked the gentleman,
glancing up from the coals which he
had been intently watching.

"The little girl, Miss Myrtle."
" Oh, Myrtle Haltaine. Yes. She

is a tall girl, Tom. This has been a
dull day for you, I suppose. We have
had some trouble about the North
River timber."

"I thought something was wrong
when Trevor came after you. Oh, no,
I wasn't exactly dull," yawned Tom.
" Myrtle came in and had a talk, and
then she sang for Aunt and me to-night.
Aunt'was downstairs,.Philip."

" I hope she will be quie. well soon,"
said Mr. Douglass, in a heart-felt way,
that showed how precious the calm,
dignified lady was to her nephew.

" Myrtle heaped burning coals on
my head, and I cannot get over liking
her exactly," said Tom.

" How, Tom ?"
So Tom told all the tale in a boyish,

impulsive way that was pleasing to hear.

When he finished, Philip took up the
evening paper, and Tom did not see
the little scornful smile that flitted over
his friend's face.

" That is good," was all he said, as
he plunged into parliamentarynews; but
the words swam before his eyes, and
ever and anon came the memory of a
gleeful, charming voice ringing out
with strange, wild music-

" Oh, the world is dark and dreary,
Everywhere I roam."

He dropped the paper on the floor, and
walked up and down the room.

" Tom," he said, after a pause.
" Well!"
"This will make a break in our

lives.''
" Myrtle's coming ?"
" Yes."
" You don't like it then, Philip ?"
" Hardly, Tom; still it may be hap-

pier for Aurkt,"
" I am sure of it," cried Tom with

enthusiasm. "She is a regular splendid
girl-no airs or fuss, just sensible and
comfortable."

Tom was his true self with Mr.
Douglass, for a steady, deep love ex-
isted between these two; the boy was
dearer to the man than any other
being on earth.

" Who asked her to sing that song ?"
asked Mr. Douglass, pausing to examine
a parcel of books.

" No one. You didn't hear it, Philip ?
I was glad at the time that you were
away," said Tom quietly, as if he were
treading on forbidden ground.

" Yes, I heard it." Philip's troubled
eyes smiled reassuringly at the boy's
earnest face, " Never mind, Tom,-

" 'Into each life some rain must faIL."

He tried to speak gaily, but Tom's
eager ears caught a sound of muffled
pain.

" Come now, Tom, it is getting late;
will help you up-stairs."
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CHAPTER V.

Several weeks passed slowly away.
In due time Miss Douglass resumed the
rule of Tecumseth in person. Tom left
the seclusion of the library, to wander
at will in company with his beloved
dogs. Mr. Douglass was engrossed
in business; his absences from home
grew more frequent, until the Hall was
almost deserted by its master. Mean-
while, Myrtle enjoyed herself to her
heart's content ; there were so many new
books to read, delightful romances,
pretty home stories which she liked
best, histories, and charming books of
travel. As yet, no attention had been
paid to her studies. She practised faith-
fully, because she loved it; so that
many of her hours were spent at the
piano, playing, as Tom described it,
" sleepy music." She had a soft, but
firm, true touch, and gave great expres-
sion to everything she attempted ; still
Tom, who was fond of tempestuousjigs,
had no soul, he said, for Myrtle's
dreamy airs. However, her acquain-
tance with Tom ripened into an honest
friendship. With all his clumsy " don't
care'' ways, the boy was very lovable,
and could be a most entertaining com-
panion when he chose to exert himself.
As Myrtle proved to be just about as
nice as Aunt Theresa, he rapidly show-
ed the better side of his frank, fine
nature, interesting himself in her
pleasures. He offered to escort her to
the quarry-pond, and even guided her
safely while she learned the mystery of
skating; taught her to drive the black
Ponies, and made the Hall merry with
his boyish larks ; for all of which con-
descension she was expected to sing
her old songs, and many new ones. As
Tom was of a comic turn of mind, he
indulged largely in " Not for Joe,"
" Paddle Your Own Canoe," " Constan-
tinople," and so forth, much to Miss
Douglass's aversion, as even Myrtle's
silvery tones could not make these
songs agreeable to her ear; but the

young girl sang on enduringly, willing
to sacrifice her own tastes for the pleas-
ure of seeing Tom's evident enjoyment.

Between out-door pleasures and
home amusements the winter days
glided by. Miss Douglass rapidly gain-
ed her wonted health, and entertained
quietly the few. friends who could count
among their benefits the happiness of
her companionship, and made the Hall
bright with her own calm, sweet pres-
ence. When Tom was able to use his
gun, he went on long tramps through
the woods with Oscar, the successor
to the late lamented Boxer, whose young
life had been so thoroughly quenched
on the night of Tom's disastrous ex-
ploit in the quarry. Myrtle essayed
short snow-shoe tramps, too, and on
one of these expeditions made a pleas-
ant acquaintanceship with the inmates
of the "house over the way."

" Now, Chickie dear, be careful.
Percy, you watch well over your little
sisters, and don't let Tessie and Daisy
take Firefly to the big hill."

"I's go on 'ittle hill, eh ma ?-nice
'ittle hill, with Daisy, eh ma ?" rattled
Tessie, a young damsel of four, patting
her tiny sister of half-past two patron-
izingly on the back, after the fashion
of small fry.

" 'Il watch them from the ice, ma,"
clattered in old-fashioned Chickie, who
was but eighteen months older than
Tessie, but wise in her generation.

" I'Il fix them if they go on the big
hill, I bet," shouted Master Percy, a
young man of seven or thereabouts,
whose authority, as a juvenile "lord of
creation," was unbounded.

"Trot now," and with a wave of her'
hand, and a glad, low laugh, Mrs. Trevor
sent her flock skipping down the path
to the highway, watching them from
the storm door, with all her heart in
her violet eyes.

." Keep well away from the horses,"
she cried, as she saw Mr. Douglass
driving rapidly towards Tecumseth
gates.
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d Percy looked back and nodded;
then, having settled Daisy and Tessie
on the sledge Firefly, he trotted away
with his load, and Chickie, carrying the
skates, ambled behind. Waiting a mo-
ment, they witched Mr. Douglass drive
by.

" Oo's the man ?" queried Miss
Tessie, poking her inquisitive nose.out
of her cloud. This young mortal was
ever on the alert. A veritable

"Airy, fairy Lillian,
Flitting, fairy Lillian."

"That's our nice Mr. Douglass,"
answered old-fashioned Chickie, cover-
ing up Tessie's little snub nose.

" The old cross-patch at the Hall,
Tess," put in Percy, by way of enlight-
ning his sprightly little sister.

" What is it, Daisy ?" he asked, bend-
ing over his pet with the manly air that
comes so naturally to some boys when
their protection is claimed.

" Nossing, Purthy. I's so happy.
Pa says Mr. Douglast is the bestest man
he never did see."

"Yes; pa did say so, Percy, and you
know Ma always tells us to say when we
have prayer-times, 'God bless our dear
Mr. Douglass," cried Chickie, with ;
wise shake of her red hood.

" Oh, he is as cross as a bear. I don't
like him. Come along, girls," and away
they went down to the quarry.

Fortunately for the little Trevors, the
older lads and lasses of Heathfield were
still conning over their tasks in the big
grammar school, so that the pond was
free, and all the "'ittle hills" and big
ones too. Tessie and Daisy were soon
happilydisposed.of; they gayly gambol-
led over.a miniature coasting-ground,
while Percy and Chickie sought the ice.
This big pond was comfortably shel-
tered; the snow seldom accumulated
plentifully on its surface, and when it
did there were many willing hands to
sweep it off for delightful Saturdays
and bright moonlight nigfits.

From her watch-tower in the sewing-

room, clicking cheerfully away at the
machine, Mrs. Trevpr kept a sharp eye
over her joyous young hopefuls. By-
and-by, however, as such things will
happen in the best regulated families,
the occupant of a crib in an adjacent
apartment sent piping strains through
the nursery. Of course the little mother
was compelled to come off guard, and
go to singing " Three Little Kittens,"
" Shoe the Little Horse," and various
other soothing airs supposed to be
suited to the musical tastes of the in-
habitants of " Baby land." " They are
all right, anyway," thought Mrs. Trevor,
as she sent " The little pigs to market."
"Chickie is a little grandmother, and
Percy quite trusty. I wish Rose were
home." Baby Harry laughed, squirmed,
and made faces. All the thrilling tones
in the world wouldn't coax sleep to the
big blue eyes; so, in despair, he was en-
throned on his mother's shoulder, and
carried away to the kitchen to be en-
trusted to the tender mercies of a big
Dutch maid, while her mistress made
tea-biscuits. Just as the soda and milk
was boiling up beautifully, there came a
hue and cry at the hall door. Away
rushed Mrs. Trevor, regardless of every-
thing. To her surprise, she found her
flock in tears. Tessie sobbed in the
arms of the stranger at Tecumseth;
Daisy clung to her skirts, and flanking
all appeared Tom Rayburn, keeping
grim watch over frightened Chickie
and bawling Percy.

" What in the world ails you all, my
pets ?" gasped the excited little lady,
catching Tessie eagerly and making a
dive for Daisy.

"It's all Chickie's fault," blubbered
Percy.

" No, it wasn't me neither; now Percy,
you know it wasn't me," panted the
accused maiden with a pucker of her
round rosy face. " It was all the big
dog's fault."

" Muzzer, I bumpted my head, and
Daisy she hurted her foot," chirped
Tessie trying to moan,
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" What a row !" said Tom with huge
disdain. The young man's compassion
for the ills of juveniles was frightfully
wanting. " Trot them in, Mrs. Trevor.
Ough ! Percy, stop your nonsense.
This is Miss Myrtle Haltaine, Mrs.
Trevor, the good angel, and here are the
sinners," shaking his hat at the crying
children.

" How did it happen, Tom ?" asked
Mrs. Trevor, after she had beamed on
Myrtle, and soothed her olive branches
for a little time.

"Just this, Mrs. Trevor, I had my
new dog-the one Gerard gave me-out
hunting in Black Nan Forest. He is a
friendly kind of a chap, and when I was
coming home over the bridge, he dodg-
ed round for a bark and scamper with
the squallers here. He made for Percy
full pelt, showing, his teeth for a lark,
and, would you believe it, Mrs Trevor,
Percy skated behind Chickie ? She yell-
ed just like girls do if it's only a spider
squints at them. Anyway they all
managed to tumble before I could get
round. Miss Tessie here, in her anxiety
to be useful, danced on to the ice, and
skated on her head. Daisy fell over
Firefly, and they all bawled for dear
life. By good luck, Myrtle appeared
like a guardian spirit on snow-shoes,
and together we drove the little fellers
home. So there is the whole lingo;
come on, Myrtle," and Tom retreated
precipitately, for there was a sound o
wailing from the kitchen; clearly Mas-
ter Harry wanted to join his infant voice
with the chorus of the Trevors, and
Tom detested the whole creation o
squallers.

Mrs. Trevor shook her hand afte
Tom's departing figure with a genia
laugh that made one feel like laughing
t.oo.

" The hard-hearted boy !" she said
turning to Myrtle, who was untying
Tessie's scarlet hood; " but then Ton
always shows his worst side. He nurs
ed Percy through the scarlet fever las

inter; oh, yes, Tom is a treasure. I'n

exceedingly obliged to you, Miss Hal-
taine. Won't you rest a littte while
and I will see to the children ?-they
always undress in the nursery."

" Come up to our house, eh ma; can't
the nice girl come ?" cried Tessie, who
was now her frisky self once more, and
on hospitable thoughts intent.

" If the nice girl would like it, Tessie
dear."

" Don't oo ? don't oo like to come ?"
enquired Daisy.

" Certainly, you little darling, you,"
said Myrtle, catchingup the tiny, lisping,
blue-eyed pet, and following Mrs. Tre-
vor up the stairs and down the long
hall they reached the cozy nest of the
little Trevors.

Much to Myrtle's surprise, each wee
child put away its own scarlet cloak
and warm hood in its own appointed
plaçe. But the nursery, above every-
thing, claimed her admiration. Wait a
moment until I try and describe it,
though words can never convey the
pleasant home comfort of the sunny
region where five romping, healthy
prattlers quarrelled, laughed, played and
behaved generally as only merry sprites
can behave. There are many daintier,
richer " baby lands" in Canada, but
none more pleasing, more altogether
delightfully dear to childish hearts, than
this one in which Myrtle Haltaine for
the first time was kissed and hugged by

F the bright-eyed band of the " house
over the way."

A strong Dutch carpet covered the
1 floor. It was mended, truly, and bore
r the impress of the tramp of busy feet;

still it carried about it that idea of
r warmth which is indescribably comfort-
i able. The fire crackled a welcome home

to " blue cold hands " from its nook,
where it was well hedged in with tin.
Near by it stood a long box covered
with a lively print. In this the wood,

i poker and tongs were kept. Farther
- on, close by the wall, stood a second
t box, similar to the first. Open it,-what
i is there ? Five little compartments
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with a name written above each section, mother, witb a surprised look from out
Percy, Chickie, Tessie, Daisy, and ber drooping lashes.
Harry. Here are the worldly posses- "Well, mother, I often beqr Uncle
sions of the young people. Blocks, cars, Guy say' bully' when be thinks Maud
arks, headless dolls, cradles, and so on. Fletcher and the girls ain't there. He
Chickie's house glories in the possession says awful swearing tbings."
bf a small stove, and many gay faded "But, Percy, you must neyer say
ribbons, kept with strictest care by the tbem; papa neyer does, you know.
womanly little one. Wee Harry is as Core bere, Tessie, and let me braid your
yet poor in this world's gifts ; a rattle bair. Cbickie, dear, belp Daisy to
and a tin whistle comprise his house- button the strap of ber slipper. Perey,
hold gods. Five little wardrobes', all mn down and bring up Harry, and tell
in a row, occupy one corner, and near Teeny to finish up the biscuits!"
by stand four stools. On the wall above Ail rigbt," said Percy, scrambling
is pasted ih large letters: away.

A "Anysing to be greable, Uncle Guy
it place."reeytig n everything in says," cooed Daisy from ber littie perchy s ' b 'floor, where she lovingly cuddled

Flarge blackboard fitting in tbe plaster an ugly, battered doll.is also divided, and over eacb lot ap- Chickie baving buttoned tbe strap,pears te owner's name. At intervals climbed upon the visitor's knee.around tbe room, cots are establisbed, "Tessie, bere is your sewing; don'tover wbicb are bung placards, bearing you want to finish it before Grandma
ornamented Bible texts about cbildren. copes?" PAl tbe available space is covered witb "'Course I do," and in a fasb essiepictures, and bere fiourish rnany "lBrit- was squatted on the floor, diligentlyish Workmans," IlCild's Friends," sticking a tbreaded need e tbrougbis Litte Messengers," "Young Reap- and trougb a piece of yellow cotton,ers," and "Bands of Hope." Two wbich cotton was supposed to be abureaus, tbemother's rocking-cair,and nocturnal sbroud for one of tbe numer-
one table completed tbe furniture. Tbe ous dolos.
blinds are rolled figb, and in streams a nWill you take off your cap and wrap-wealth of sunligbt; for Mrs. Trevor is pings, Miss Haltaine ?" asked Mrs. Tre-no lover of shadows, and pale, sickly vor, wben order was restored in theboys and girls, In an adjoining room nursery, and Harry was squirming inis tbe bath, where every aorning eacb tbe maternaI ao s. f I bave neyercild is duly dipped, and rubbed until called at tbe Hall since you came," wenttheir round bodies are aglow, and don't on Mrs. Trevor. You see, tbese littlethey enjoy it? You bad better believe rascaîs keep me busy, and my nurse isthey do. only a small girl. Nevertbeless, if you

"lOb, wbat a cbarrnîng room Il' said wisb, we will dispense witb cerernonyMyrtle, gazing round witb admiration and fuss, as Tom would say."in ber eyes. Myrte glanced round. Everytbingbures, I like it," said Mrs. Trevor, as was so ceerful, the cbildren so deligbt-sbe ted tbe strings of Daisy's pinTfore. fui; and remembering tbe frequent"lBestest place ail in tbe world,"cried complimentary remarks passed by MissTessie, dancing to the window witb a Douglass on tbe family over tbe way,comb and brusb in ber band. she concluded to stop, and said, earn-IlBully " ejaculated Per y as be put estly: lI'd like to stay, splendidly."on a rean paper collar. Accordingly, sbe was soon quite at borneSPercy i Pery, boy b cried bis in the sunsbiny nursery; for it was bard
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to resist the cordial kindness of Edith
Trevor-the girlish, pretty matron, sur-
rounded by her dearly-loved and loving
children. That afternoon, she wore a
dark, close-fitting wincey dress, relieved
by lighter trimmings; and a linen collar
-- now crushed by the clinging of little
white arms ; a lively ribbon at her
throat, and a cunning twist of a cor-
responding shade in her smooth hair
completed her toilet. Her voice had a
ring of lightness. Her step was quick
and firm. No shadows seemed to rest
about her open brow. Clearly, it would
seem as if Mrs Trevor's lot was cast in
pleasant places-Was it ?

An hour sped by in happy converse,
and Myrtle and Mrs. Trevor were
startled from their talk by a rapturous
shout from Tessie, and a chirp of joy
from Daisy.

" Here's my pa! Me'll get the
firstest kiss-see if me don't! " screamed
Tessie, as she flew like a bird to the
stairway. To Myrtle's astonishment,
who could watch her from the open
door, she seemed to glide as if on wings
down the steps. Percy rushed head-
long after her. Daisy and Chickie,
hand in hand, pranced behind.

" Aren't you frightened ? " asked
Myrtle, as Mrs. Trevor picked up Harry,
and prepared to follow her darlings.

"Frightened, oh, no. I'm used to
it," laughed the little lady. " Tessie
was always a grasshopper of a child.
Sometimes I think she bears a magic
life. She is forever tumbling, and
darting up again like a shot. Mr.
Trevor calls her 'steel trap,' " said Mrs.
Trevor, goinig to the window.

" Ah, there he is. He drove up with
Mr. Douglass. I thought I saw him
going back to the office. That's what
brings Henry home so early. I hope
the biscuits will be light. I left them

to Teeny. Come down, Miss Haltaine,
and see a rousing welcome. There is
Henry's whistle at the gate." Myrtle
reached the lower hall in time to see a
sight which provoked her merry laugh,
and which was rather refreshing after
the greeting at the hall. A young man
was standing in the open porch door ;
on his back, with his, arms tightly
clasping his father's neci, was the irre-
pressible Percy, squeezing, hugging and
kissing with all his might. Tessie
safely perched in one arm, fervently
embraced his beard. Daisy cuddled
lovingly in another arm, and Chickie
held undivided possession of the happy
iidividual's legs. In the midst of the
clatter Mr. Trevor espied the new
addition to their number; so he gently
shook himselfaway from the affectionate
quartette, and with a boyish laugh,
kissed his wife and caught Harry, who
was making uglier faces than ever.

When Mrs. Trevor introduced Myrtle
to her husband he asked with a twinkle
in his honest eyes,

"Do we shock you, Miss Haltaine ?"
" Oh, no," replied Myrtle, "I like

it. I think it is nice, Do you always
do so ?"

" Always," he laughed. "I gird
myself for the strife the moment I reach
the gate. Well, Harry, you want to
go up higher, eh ? Two tosses, old
man, then I must go. I'm ravenously
hungry, Edith."

" Tea is just ready, Henry. Percy,
dear, your hair wants brushing now.
Run away ail of you, and get ready
for the table. Will you stay with us,
Miss Haltaine ?"

" No, thank you. I must go now."
" Cone again," shouted the children

in chorus from the stairs, " as often as
you like," and, with a gay adieu, Myr-
tle went back to Tecumseth.

(T7 be COfntinfued.)



St. John and the Robber.

ST. JOHN AND THE ROBBER.

AN INCIDENT FROM RUSEBIUS(Hist. Eccl.,Lib. iii., Cap. xxiii).

BY REV. W. H. WITHROW, M.A.

My son, my son ! nay, fly not from me-me,
Thy father in the gospel of the Lord.
Far hast thou wandered from thy early faith,
But not too far for Christ's dear love to bring
Thee back. Even as I, with tottering feet,
Have sought thee out upon the rugged hills
Of Ephesus; so, but with tenderer love,
The Lord Christ, yearning, seeks thy soul. Nay, now
Thou weep'st, baptized a second time in thine
Own tears. I knew thou would'st forsake thy dire
Apostacy and turn again to the
Dear Lord that bought thee with His blood.

Here, on
This bosom lay the Holy Head. These lips
That speak have felt His blessed kiss. These eyes-
Oh, why were they not blinded first !-beheld
The agony, the streaming wounds, the pale
Death-swoon, and then the hill-side tomb.

But in
The Isle of Patmos, drear and lone, I saw
The heaven ope, and by the throne of God

That Form-though, oh, how changed !-which erewhile was
So marred; that brow, once crowned with thorns, but now

With glory crowned. And low before His feet
The elders and the angels fell. Oh, fall
Thou, too, my son, in lowly penitence
Before Him now, and rise in trustful faith;
And as these lips that Christ hath kissed now give
Thee, erring but repentant, the fond kiss
Of peace: so feel that God, the loving God,
Now prints the seal of pardon on thy soul.

O little children, love ye one another;
And, once a robber band, be now a band.
Of brothers in the Lord. Do good to alil.
Await with watchful souls the coming of
The Christ, who comes and will not tarry. Watch !
Be strong in God and in the Spirit's might;
And, little children, love ye one another.

TORONTO, Ont.
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LONG FE L LO W.

BY C. CLARKSON.

" Yes, friends, not our logical, men-
surative faculty, but our imaginative one,
is king over us ; I might say, priest and
prophet to lead us heavenward ; or
iagician and wizard to lead us hell-

ward. Ever in the dullest existence
there is a sheen either of inspiration or
of madness that gleams in from the
circumambient eternity, and colore with
its own hues our little islet of Time."
Herein lies the origin and the justifi-
cation of all poetry and fiction. Imagi-
nation has power to liberate the man
from the conditions of the particular
space and time to which he belongs.
Imprisoned in Bedford jail, he is still
free, and is off with his pilgrim through
the Slough of Despo'nd, up the Delect-
able Mountains, and over the dark
river to the Celestial City. Even
though " tried at once by pain, danger,
Poverty, obloquy, and blindness," yet
he meditates (Paradise Lost) " a song
s0 sublime and so holy that it would
not misbecome the lips of those ethereal
virtues whom he sees with that inner
eye which no calamity can darken,
flinging down on the jasper pavement
their crowns of amaranth and'gold."

We all possess some portion of this
nysterious power which extricates us
from the mesh of circumstances and
mlakes us "the heirs of all the ages," the
free-commoners of all times and coun-
tries. We are with Gideon at the
beginning of the middle watch, hear
the blast of trumpets, the crash of
Pitchers and the hundred-voiced shout,
" The Sword of the Lord and Gideon 1"
We can hear Eli talking in the night
with Samuel, and listen to David and
Jonathan taking sweet counsel together.

We are alone with Jonah far under the
deep. We sit beside Xerxes on that rock
and review his mighty army. Again, we
look into Wellington's face, and see the
lines of terrible anxiety written there,
on the afternoon of that memorable
eighteenth ofJune. We catch the strange
expression of Crusoe's features as he
stares eagerly at that foot-print in the
sand. Fitz-Jgmes and Roderick Dhu
engage in mortal combat b cfore us.
Ulysses slays Antinous and the rest of
the suitors before our eyes. Imagina-
tion is our Fortunatus' Cap which
transports us wherever we wish. But
though we all have some share of this
power, we have not all the same share.
We may distinguish various degrees in
the power of imagination. It is one
degree to be able to represent to our-
selves what has happened in our own
experience, or what has been vividly
described to us, to follow our guide and
see what he shows us. We may call
this passive imagination, which differs
from the active as a bright mirror differs
from a bright flame. The one reveals
pictures only when acted upon by bor-
rowed light ; the other is self-luminous,
and makes its possessor a SEER, who,
by its aid, can trace " a path which no
fowl knoweth, and which the vulture's
eye hath not seen." It is that storied
" light that never shone on sea or land,"
but within the mind alone. He who
has it may say:-

"I know the secrets of a land,
Where human foot did never stray,

Fair is that land as evening skies,
And cool, tho' in the depth it lies,

Of burning Africa.



"Or we'll into the realms of Fairy, lofty tnission to the world has been well
Among the lovely shapes of things, expressedbyaCanadian: "Todelight

And shadowy forms of mountains bare, the world for ages; to bld the great
And strearns and bowers of ladies fair, heart of humanity throb and the cheek

The shades of palaces and kings. change tempestuously; to wave the

"The dragon's wing, the magic ring, magician's vand, and summon forth
I shall not covet for my dower the shadowy forms of other days; to

If I along the lowly way enchant by conceptions where love and
With syrnpathetic heart may stray, -her sisters exercise their sway omnipo-

And wîth a soul of power." tent and divine; to bring wild joy to
millions; to dispel the gloom that will

The lowest degree of what we have at times settl down over eyes that fail
distinguished as the active form Of with wakefulness and tears, and ache
imagination is often called the fancy, for the dark house and the long sleep;
meaning thereby the power of combin- to cheer the lone hours of the prison
ing the detatls of given experience in cel; to commend a chalice which glads,
new forms, the faculty which perceives but not intoxicates; to brighten, but not
resemblances and contrasts in the real enthral; to exhibit a splendor which
and actual, that which enables us to dazzles not; this is the difficult, and
work up old ideas into new associations, rare, and glorious power vouchsafed hy
and is by no means an uncommon gift. God to some of the children of men."

But the highest development of this But we extend the name to many

power, Imagination proper, the rare whose powers do not o far transcend
creative power which "bodies forth the the usual endowments ofthe race. This
forms of things unknown," is the en- deepest and highest inspiration is not

dowment of id few that a hierarch, an absolutely essential qualification of
therefore, and pontiff of the world,- will him whom we deservedly caîl poet. He
we cail him, the Poe and inspired may not be a chief priest of poesy, and

uAKER, who, Prometheus-like, can sti l serve worthily in the Temple of

shape new symbols and bring new fire Song. There are greater prophets and
from heavena." It is to the g rfted few lesser prophets, and so it is with poets.

who are the possessors of this power The birth of one of the grea poets
that the name poet belongs by pre- marks an epoch. He is the conet who
eminence, though the title is not exclu- appears suddenîy at rare intervas in
sively confined to them. It is in refer- the firmament of poetry, but with such
ence to such gifted sons of genius that unwonted lustre as to eclipse for the
a certain one enquires i Hast thou well time the light of al other luminaries,

considered all that lies in this im- and coneentrate our attention On hm-
measurable froth-ocean we name Liter- self. ais orbit is to b calculated by
ature? thug * And knowest thou no common rules; he moves in a path

no prophet, even in the vesture, envi- of bis own, cutting athwart ail regular
ronment, and dialect ofthis age? None tracks, revolving with surprising velocity,

to whom the God-like had revealed andfinally leaving us in such amaze-
itself, through all meanest and highest ment that we are sore time in deter-
forms of the common; and by him been mining bis real magnitude and direction.

again prophetically revealed; in whose But we have whole constellations of
inspired melody % * * * man's lesser poets whom we may call the plan-
life again begins, were it but afar off, to ets of the system. They move in courses
be divine ? Knowest thou none such ?" which we can more easily ascertain, and
Homer, Shakespeare, Dante, and Milton shine with a milder light. We can
are poets in this high sense, and their more readily compare and classify them;
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some are primary, some secondary, and is the description given of poetry by
some only satellites. Their light varies that
in color and intensity, and we derive
from them various -degrees of pleasure. * "mighty-mouthed inventor of harmonies,
Longfellow is a membef of one of these God-gifted organ-voice of Englnd,

bright constellations, and, having pre- Milton, a nae to resound for ages."
nised these general remarks, let us In the first and the second of these

direct our attention to the character- qualities, Longfellow excels;.in the third
istics and the influence of Americas he does not. His language is emin-

Most popular poet. ently simple as almost every piece will
Men have tried and failed to express prove. Yet fie is a great master of

in words the exact essence of poetry. words; they do his bidding, and leap
It were as easy to " bind the sweet in- spontaneously to their places. His
fluences of the Pleiades, or loose the extensive knowledge of the moder
bands of Orion." We ar& as unable languages, his long practice as a poeti-
to give a definition of poetry as of cal translator, his great natural fluency
electricity, or oflight, or perfume. We and his refined taste, have given him a
can only describe it by its effects. We magnificent choice of words and admir-
can feel our hearts burn within us while able tact and facility in their use.
the poet leads us by the enchantment True, he is not such a complete master
of his fancy and imagination, but we of strong, bare, nervous, telling Saxon
cannot tell what is the essential thing as Tennyson, still his language has both
by which he charms us. It is fareasier gracefulness and poetic sensibility.
to say what poetry is not, than to tell His prologue to the " Tales of a Way-
what it is. It is not-" fitting to metri- side Inn '' will compare favorably with
cal arrangement a selection of the real the prologue of the ruby-lipped Chau-
language of men in a state of viviß sensa- cer, as witness:
tion," nor " the utterance of emotion re-
membered in tranquillity," as Words- A Spanish Jew from Alicant,
worth thought; for the real language With aspect grand and grave was there
of excitement, even when arranged with Vendor of silks and fabrics rare,
metrical regularity, does not necessàrily And attar of rose from the Levant.
constitute poetry ; the idealization of
genuine poetry requires more than this. Like an old patriarch he appeared
Macaulay says "poetry produces an Wjth lustr'us eyes and olive skin,

illusion on the eye of the mind as a Andwildly tossed from cheek and chin,
tagic-lantern produces an illusion on The tumbling cataract of his beard.
the eye of the body." He calls it " the Ris garments breathed a spicy scent
art of employing words in such a man- 0f cinnamon and sandal blent,
ner as to produce an illusion on the Like the soft aromatic gales
imagination." This tells us what it That meet the mariner who sails
does rather than what it is in itself. Thro' the Moluccas or the seas
Aytoun is more definite ; he describes it That wash the shores of Celebes."
as " the art which has for its object the
creation of intellectual pleasures by The smootbness and felicity of the
means of imaginative and passionate last lines are bigbly cbaracteristic of
language,andlanguagegenerally,though Longfellow. He bas a ready command
not necessarily, formed into regular of apt diction, and considerable power
numbers." For our present purposewe asawordpainter. Asa Portrait paintec
may call it "the simple, sensuous and in words we cannot refrain from putting
passionate utterance of tbougbt r" tbis alongside the preceding passage tLve
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following, even at the risk of over multi- our poet deserves well at our hands.

plying quotations There is very littie abstraction in the

"thought as there is very litte complica-

Great scars deformed his face ;
On his forehead he bore the brand of shame, 111e in rns magt tt eir
And the rags that hid his mangled frame of Tennyson's, which require more or

Were the livery of disgrace."
Werethelivry o digrae."less analysîs and study to collect the full

And Miles Standish, the Puritan import of the enigmatical form they
captain frequently assume. We take upLong-

" Short of stature he was, but strongly built and solace and recreation; but Tennyson, as
atTletic, a rule, demands more or less exertion.

Broad in the shoulders, deep-chested, with mus- The former is the poet of the people,
es and sinews of iron ; the latter more especially of the edu-

Brown as a nut was his face, but bis rmsset beard cated classes. Lt is to this quality hat
was already we may ascribe part of Longfellows

flaked with patches of snow, as hedges sowne. wide popularity, though we cannot say it
Brod in oer d eom, ni

No mere journeyman poet could have fame with posterity. In the course of
so nearly succeeded with the exotic and a generation, it is probable bisprincipal
monotonous hexameters of " Evange- readers will be students and bookworms

mooonuhxmeessh le a tyok likel

line." Compare the "Evening Hexa-
meters " of the late Dean Alford, or the "* everymargin scribbled, crost and crammed
" Experiments " of Tennyson, and With comment, densest condensation, hard
Longfellow does not suffer by the com- To mind and eye."
parison, though our limits will not per-
mit quotatiOns. But not the skill of As a poet read in schools and colleges
Longfellow, nor the novelty of " Hia- for intellectual discipline, hé cannot
watha," can naturalize poetic measures equal Milton, Cowper, or Browning.
that are foreign to the genius of our Tennyson will long be studied as a mine
language. of pure Saxon, and for the sake of the

Like Tennyson he carefully polishes multitude of more or less obsolete
all his productions, and the general purity Saxon words he has revived. But Long-
and correctness of his language is a fellow has aimed " to act in the living
standing rebuke to the shabby and slip- present," and " let the dead past bury
shod English which it is an American its dead." His fame will rest on the
heresy of the day to tolerate and en- hold that many of his shorter pieces
courage. Yet no man can wholly escape have taken on the affections and the
from the influence of his surroundings. milder emotions in the hearts of the

people. The following sweet lines have
Like the swell of some sweet tune, soothed many a reader; they convey a
Morning rises into noon ; fair estimate of the poet's own mission,
May glides onward into June," and we quote them as describing his

suggests an impure, nasal pronunciation sphere far better than anything we
of " tune '' which, alas ! is only too could say
commonly heard, even in Canada. "Come, read to me some short poem,

Turning to the second of Milton's Some simple and heartfelt lay,adjectives, sensuous, i. e., realistic as. That shall soothe this restless feeling,0 Pposed to the abstraet, we find that And banish the thoughts of day.
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"Not from the grand old masters, Though neyer entirely absent, his

Not from the bards sublime, dramatic power is not remarkable, and

Whose distant footsteps echo in his longest pieces the interest is not

Thro' the corridors of Time. always sustained between the different

"For, like strains of martial music, parts. I The Spanish Student," dith

Theirits 
matchless serenade, and the mirth-

Life's endless toilughd sudest fui story of the "Puritan Captain," are

Aie' nds toil and endevor;s perhaps the least fauity in this respect.
And toight I long for rest.The New England

" Read from some humbler poet, Tragedies," "The Golden Legend,"

Whose songs gushed from his heart, "The Divine Tragedy," &c., far less

As showers fron the clouds in summer, for their effeet as wholes, than for the

Or tears from the eye-lids start quiet, rippling beauty, and the thought-
fu, subdued feeling of partcular pas-

sages. Here is a sample gem from the

"Such songs have power to quiet last mentioned piece :

The restless pulse of "iThe things that have been, and shail b no

And coree like the benediction

That follows after prayer.p more;
The things that are, and that hereater shall be

The "Wreck of the esperust, f and The things that might have been, and yet

"The Skeleton in Armour," are not far The were not

behind Coleridge's "lAncient Mariner " Tefading twilight of great joys departed;
r The daybreak ofgreat truths as yet unrisen

quiThe intuition and the expectation

and ghastly, while they possess far ul something, which, when core, is not the

greater probability. LikeiWordsworth, sage,

he has clothed many common objects and But only like its forecast in men's dres

events with a beauty we had not been able The longing, the delay, and the delight
Ssc n he oe Tweeter for the delay; youth hope, love,

Th se i rete puleofècre,e..,IThy

Arsenal at Springfield," The Rope- death,

alk," "he Old Clock on the Stairs," And disappointment, which is also deat

&c., which simply and naturally suggest Al these make up the sur of huran life;

trains of sentiment and reflection to A drear within a drear, a wind at night,

the poet that make they pregnant with Howling across the desert in despair,

meaning to us ever afterwards. Seeking for sonthing lost it cannot find.

But we must hastily leave this topic,

glance hurriedly at the third point, and fAs e havsmo e aredy onict his re

ed urt limits. avngaledypas pieces. It has been said that the poet's
e it own originality has been crippled by his

Longfellow neyer rises into the im-
passioncd earnestness of Byron, and n y strn erten denies oee ;

others. He does not carry us awayy as byt whi k e tensiv imation of ethe;

with a torrent, into the midst of things t wen tis has been orte

Prieatio&. does no te usrest charge, beyond the unreality and senti-
timea ike mentalis that tinge a few ofhis earier

tivelikepoems, and reach their anti-climax in

"The ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~I Kigwso i hoeExcelsior."BuThK obWhatever be Our estimate of his
The satrapt thronged the poetic genius, we cannot read his

A thousand brght lightS shone

On that high festivalt" &h. poehs without feeling that he is, ih the
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highest and best sense, a great man,
viz., a good man. His life is as beauti-
ful as his life-work is useful. When
we know of his happy home and affec-
tionate family, we can guess where he
caught the inspiration of his many
pieces on children.

"Come to me, O ye children,
And whisper in my ear,

What the birds and the winds are singing
In your sunny atmosphere.

For what are ail our contrivings,
And the wisdom of our books,

Compared with your caresses,
And the gladness of your looks?

"You are better than ail the ballads
That ever were sung or said;

For ye are the living poems,
And ail the rest are dead."

His writings are pervaded by the
carnestness of "The Psalm of Life"

and the " Translation of Coplas de
Maurique." Most of them are medita-
tive, but still he is a chzef of " the story
telling tribe," and we do not love him
less in " Outre-mer," &c., in which he
appears without his singing robes.

In closing our imperfect sketch, we
cannot do'so better than in the poet's
own words :

"A pôet, too, was there, whose verse
Was tender, musical, and terse,
The inspiration, the delight,
The gleam, the glory, the swift flight
Of thoughts so sudden that they scem
The revelations of a dream,-
Ail these were his; but with them came
No envy of another's fame.

lonor and blessings on his head
While living, good report when dead."

"God sent lis singers upon earth
With songs of sadness, songs ot mirth,
That they might touch the hearts of men,
And bring them back to Ileaven again."

THE STORY OF A GIRL ARTIST.

PART Il.

The great steamer sped on her north-
ern way, and Verda found the voyage
too short, for the sea seemed like her
native element, and hour by hour she
sat gazing at the tossing waves, feeling
as if the salt wind almost blew away
the memory of the long, dull years at
the Orphan House. Not the memory
of lier little friend, though, for her
heart clung to Rilla as to no other hu-
man being, and many a time, when she
stood in the bow, looking ahead with
eves that seemed to be gazing into a far-
off future, she was dreaming of a time
when she might be able to provide a
home, however humble, where her pa-

tient friend could fnd with her that real
home-happiness of which her life had
known so little.

The kind-hearted Mrs. Donaldson
hbl fully intended to keep her young
protégée in her house merely as a guest
while she pursued her art lessons; but
Verda's pride was too much for the be-
nevolent plan, and she insisted on tak-
ing many of a housemaid's duties. Mrs.
Donaldson allowed it, knowing that the
girl could not be happy with too great
a weight of obligation upon her. Early
every morning Verda was at work, there-
fore-dusting, sweeping, setting the
breakfast table; and not until ten o'clock
was herstreet suitdonned, and she on her
way to Mr. King's studio, where, at her
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easel, she forgot the existence of such
things as brooms and dustpans, and
wore a beaming face that made her
master think his room had gained a
new brightness since this "charity pu-
pil" came to learn of him. Her pro-
gress was even greater than he had ex-
pected it would be, and before the win-
ter was half over, several of her pictures
were sold. Verda felt, with joyful tri-
umph, that her hopes were in a fair way
to be realized when she received a twen-
ty dollar bill for one of her sea-views.

"You must soon begin to paint from
nature," said Mr. King one day, as he
stood by her easel to criticise and com-
ment upon a finished picture. " This
summer, Mrs. Donaldson will take you
with her to the country, or seaside, and
I will come, now and then, to give you
a few hints; then in the fall it will be
easy for me to find pupils for you."

These pleasant plans were realized,
and Verda spent a summer in the study
of rocks, clouds, and sea; growing tall
and womanly, meantime.

"Verda, my dear," said her kind
friend, Mrs. Donaldson, "it is useless
for you to be so proud that you cannot
remain comfortably in my home with-
out working like a servant. I have let
you do it thus far against my will; now
You are to spend the summer with me
in the, character of a young friend and
companion, and the hardest work I shall

give you, will be a ruffle to plait now
and then."

Verda thought she should much pre-
fer never to be under obligations to any
one; but remembering that "every good
and perfect gift is from above," she con-
sidered that the great kindness of her
friends should be viewed in that light,
and enjoyed freely, with a heart fuIl off
gratitude to them, but especially to the
great Giver of all good.

The autumn found her in Boston
again, ready for a winter of hard work,
with seven pupils, to whom she gave
lessons at their own homes; pursuing
her own education, meantime, by tak-

ing two lessons a week at the studio of
an artist friend of Mr. Kings who had
grown gray in the profession by which
he had won a wide reputation.

When another summer came, Verda
was on her way to Charlestcn, with a
heart so full of a joyful hope soon to be
realized, that only one thought had any
power to cast a shade upon her-that
thought was of a day at the Isles
of Shoals, when she sat on the rocks,
listening to the surging ocean, and a few
words spoken by her friend, Mr. King,
that thrilled her with a deep, painful
astonishment. He asked of his young
pupil one favor in token of the grati-
tude which she had been trying to ex-
press to him, for the great kindness he
had shown her; and that was-to be
his wife. In her eyes, the request
seemed one of the most unheard-of
condescension, and it fairly took from
her the power of speech.

" You surely cannot find it hard to
believe that I love you?" he said at last.

"I could believe anything kind and
generous of you, Mr. King," Verda re-
plied, as if awakening from a trance;
" and I suppose you really do if you say
so ; but I can't possibly be what you
ask, and you don't know how it grieves
me to say anything that will trouble
you, after all your goodness to me."

" Never mind that," he said, smiling
rather sadly. " I don't want you to
love me out of gratitude, and the de-
light of lending a helping hand to such
an artist as I know you are going to be,
is quite enough recompense to me; so put
aside all idea of obligation, and tell me
if you will not give me the privilege of
loving and taking care of you all my
life ?"

" But, Mr. King, I do not feel the
need of being taken care of in that way.
It is my plan to take care of myself, and
Rilla, too, as long as my life and hcalth
are spared, and you surely wouldn't wish
to marry one who bas only a grateful,
affectionate regard for you !"

"Those are hard words," he answered
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very gravely ; "yet I know they are
faithful ones, and I am willing to hear
the truth, even if it is bitter. It would
be unmanly in me to add another word
of persuasion ; but I must take leave of
you for a long time, as I go back to the
mainland to-morrow, and prepare for a
Western tour. We are friends still ?"
he added, enquiringly.

Verdie arose from her rocky seat and
frankly gave him her hand. " Always
if it depends on me," she said. He held
her hand fast, and stood looking at her
-this orphan girl who felt no need of
the love he had for her, or the protec-
tion he wished to give her ;, ready with
her deep, strong nature, to lavish love
and care upon those who were weaker
than herself, rather than to receive it.
He wondered if she realized what life's
conflict might be, and his heart ached
with a longing to have it always in his
power to help her.

" Good-bye, dear Verdie! May God
bless and keep you !"
' "And you also," she answered, the
tears starting as her friend turned
hastily from her and went his way. She
had wounded and grieved her benefac-
tor, and might never see him again.
Was not that excuse enough for tears ?
They were soon dried, for the future
had too much work and interest for her
to waste any time in tears for what was
past.

In the Orphan House reception-room
a lady waited to see Rilla Stanwood;
and the lame girl well knew that her
dearly-loved, long-looked-for friend had
really come. She stood timidly at the
door, wondering if the stately, graceful
figure in a gray travelling dress, could
be her old companion and champion.
The lady turned her head, held out her
arms to her, and folded the slender
girl in an embrace that spoke of love
such as she had never known except
from Verdie Creighton.

" My darling, I have come at last!
Have the years seerned very long ?"

hair from Rilla's forehead, and looked
anxiously at the pale face whose sweet
patience had been gained by long suf-
fering of loneliness and weakness.

" Yes, dear; but I had one Friend
whose promises have never failed me,
and this day is worth all the waiting,"
said Rilla.

The girls rejoiced over each other,
and discussed their future plans, till
Verdie started up, declaring that she
must return to Mrs. Hayden's house,
where she had been invited to stay for
a few days.

"I have engaged our passages on the
'Champion,' and we sail to-'morrow
afternoon, so you will soon see the last
of the Orphan House, my little girl ;"
and having made all necessary arrange-
ments with the matron, Verdie went to
the mansion on the Battery, where Mrs.
Hayden entertained her former servant
with embarrassed politeness.

" Can it be possible," thought the
lady, " that I ever told this queenly
young woman to wash my china and
dust the dining-room ! Belle used to
say that she was like a disguised prin-
cess, but I never expected her to turn
out like this."

" Miss Creighton, allow me to intro-
duce Colonel Waye," said Verdie's host-
ess, as she entered the dining-room.
A tall, grey-headed man bowed cour-
teously, and, during the hour that he
faced her at the table, she was often
disconcerted to find his keen gaze fast-
ened upon her face with earnest scru-
tiny.

" Do you remember hearing of my
niece, Lula Denio ?" Colonel Waye en-
quired of Mrs. Hayden when he found
himself alone with her.

" The one who married against the
approval of her guardians ? Oh, yes !"

" She went off with a sea-captain
and died abroad," said the Colonel.
gloomily; " and this"young girl you
have here, reminds me of her even to a
painful degree. Lula was the pride of

and Verdie snoothed back the waves of all her relatives, and never was an or-
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phan girl more tenderly loved and pet-
ted, till she took a fancy to disgrace her
kin by an alliance with a roving sailor
whom nobody knew anything about.
Who is this Miss Clayton ? Her face
haunts me."

" Creighton, not Clayton," said Mrs.
Hayden. " She is "-

" Creighton ! That was the name of
Lula's husband. Do, my dear madam,
tell me all you know about this girl."

After hearing all that Mrs. Hayden
could tell concerning her daughter's
protégée, dating from the day when Belle
was first attracted by her face at the
Orphan House, the Colonel grew more
and more excited, and longed to hear
from the girl herself of her history be-
fore she came to Charleston. Mrs.
Hayden could hardly restrain the im-
petuous old man from bursting upon
Verda like a bombshell and demanding
her story ; also that of her ancestors.
But she contrived to bring her into the
parlor that evening, and, as the uncon-
scious girl sat there with her crotchet-
work, they opened the attack by leading
her to speak of her childhood. Very
simply she told them of her young
mother who was buried in a far country
-of her brave father, and her own hap-
py years with him upon the sea, until
Colonel Waye had heard more than
enough to convince him that the child
of his beloved niece was before him,
and in that relation he claimed Verda,
whosé astonishment was great at this
sudden turn of the conversation, and
the discovery of a great-uncle. A stormy
time ensued; for the Colonel, in his
exultation, forgot to be discreet in deal-
ing with a young lady of very independ-
ent character, and took it entirely for
granted that her plans were all to be
put aside, Rilla given up, and herself
taken to his estate in Georgia, where
she should be at liberty to daub as
much as she liked-but not for money!

Verda could not help feeling grate-
ful for his kindness, but had no idea of
receiving favors against her will ; and

a few disparaging remarks upon " that
sailor fellow," her father, decided her
that to eat the bread of her mother's re-
lations would not suit her at all. She
said, with quiet decision, that her plans
were of no sudden growth to be easily
uprooted, but had been maturing for
many months; that Rilla Stanwood was
dearer to her than anyone else in the
world, and that she was fully able to
support herself and friend without any
assistance. "Besides all this, Colonel
Waye," she added, "I don't see how I
could be happy with anyone who re-
gards the memory of my father as you
do."

The Colonel stormed, and Mrs. Hay-
den protested weakly against Verda's
rashness in giving up such a brilliant
prospect as that just offered her ; but
Verda was unmoved as a rock, and
respectfully assuring the irascible old
gentleman that she was deeply grieved
to offend one who had loved her mother,
she concluded the conflict by saying
that, as she had secured a passage in
the " Champion," which was to sail on
the following day, it was time for her
to make some preparations for her voy-
age, and quietly left the room, catch-
ing, as she went upstairs, a remark of
the Colonel that she was a romantic
young fool, as her mother was before
her, and after all she might prove a
grief to him if he did adopt her.

This episode made Verda glad to
leave Charleston behind her, and when
bracing October weather began to in-
vigorate Rilla's delicate constitution,
which had suffered from the enervating
Southern climate, the two friends were
happily settled in a private boarding-
house on one of the pleasant squares
of Boston.

" Now, this is domestic bliss !" said
Verda, throwing back her head upon the
cushioned easy-chair to take a general
survev of their room, which looked very
homelike to her after a rapid walk frora
her studio in the frosty twilight. " Let
me take an inventory of my present bless-
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ings: A glowing fire of Sydney coal-
a centre table, covered by the fascina-
ting attractions of new magazines,books,
and that fleecy knitting-work-warm
crimson curtains and carpet-five flour-
ishing geraniums and an ivy on
that green flower-stand that I earned
with my tiny painting, ' The Fisher
Maiden,'-pleasant society in the parlor
below if I want it, which I don't, hav-
ing better here,-and last, but not least,
my precious girlie, who sits on the
hearth rug with her pretty head in my
lap. My treasure ! I think of you every
hour during the day, whether teaching
or learning my beloved art, and look
forward to this happy evening hour as
if I were a young husband going home
from business to his bride."

" No husband could be better to me
than you are, Verdie," replied Rilla,
looking up fondly into the clear eyes
bent upon her. " We are blest indeed,
and how often we find that our very
trials are made the means of blessing to
us ! For example, my lameness, without
which Miss Stone would never have
thought to give me the benefit of such
instruction in music as I had at the
Orphan House; and now, with three
little pupils in this house, and two more
in the next street, I needn't be quite a
burden to you."

" Now don't be a vicious child, talk-
ing of burdens when you know very
well that I can easily earn enough to
support us both in our present economi-
cal fashion, and that it has been the
dream of my life, ever since the days
when I used to fight with Maria Fitz-
gerald, to provide for you. It does seem
wonderful that .I should be able to make
so much money by my pictures and
pupils, and-oh, Rilla! " cried Verdie
impetuously, " just sit perfectly still
there for a minute ; I've got an idea."

" What is it ? " asked Rilla as she sat
on the hearth-rug, her wavy hair loosen-
ed from its usual coil, and gleaming in
the firelight.

"I am going to take a crayon likeness

of you in your present condition : head
thrown back a little, eyes thoughtfully
gazing into space, hair slightly dishevel-
led. Oh ! won't it be lovely ? "

" You absurd girl! " said Rilla, laugh-
ing. " The idea of wasting time and
crayons on my head with dishevelled
locks! What will you do with it when
it is finished ? You can't make money
out of that, you know."

Verdie vouchsafed no reply, but got
her paper and rapidly sketched her
friend, mentally rejoicing that she had
taken lessons in the use of crayon and
charcoal, although she had once grudged
the time spared from her painting.
Evening after evening she loosened
Rilla's hair and made her sit on the
hearth-rug with " a far-away look " in
her eyes until the picture was done, and
she surveyed it with satisfaction greater
than any of her oil paintings had ever
given her. A lovely face was represent-
ed by the soft, shadowycrayon-delicate
and .refined; a sweet mouth, dreamy
brown eyes, hair rippling back from a
full, musical brow, and a look of slight-
ly sorrowful expectancy.

" We will name it 'The Lady of
Shalott," said Verda. " That is just
how she must have looked when she
left off spinning her magic web and
went to the window to see if Launcelot
was coming."

This work of the young artist gained
celebrity for itself and her. It was
lithographed, and before the next sum-
mer every picture store in Boston sold
"The Lady of Shalott." Few people
ever suspected to whom belonged the
original of that sweet face; for, as Rilla
remarked, " she didn't look so romantic
very often," but the picture became
popular, and gained for Miss Creighton
many a profitable day's work.

When the summer came, the girls
found that their united earnings and
savings would take them on a tour
among the White Mountains, and with
their friend Mrs. Donaldson as chape-
ron, they drove and sketched beside the
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blue Androscoggin, and underthe tower-
ing heights of Washington and Adams.

A group of loungers and smokers
were watching the stage arrivals at the
Glen House when our heroines prepar-
cd to alight there and run the gauntlet
of male criticism. One young man
who had been sitting nonchalantly with
his chair tilted back against the house,
suddenly sprang forward to offer an
arn to the little lady whose crutch
showed the reason that she did not at
once follow the others out of the musty
old coach. With a grateful smile Rilla
accepted his aid; then assuring him
that she could quite easily proceed,
entered the hotel with her friend, leav-
ing the loungers to indulge in comments
upon the new arrivals-especially " the
tall girl who gave Glover such a look
when he helped the lame one."

" She is decidedly picturesque," re-
marked Glover.

" I shouldn't be surprised to hear
that she is an artist's daughter, for her
style of dress, though quiet, is original
-expresses artistic ideas."

"Of whom are you speaking, Arthur?
The new comer, Miss Creighton ! Oh!
she is an artist herself, my dear fellow,
and a rising one, I can tell you. Don't
you remember that picture we saw in a
Boston gallery. 'The Spirit of Star
Island ?' Well! she painted it from
her own imagination, founded upon a
legend of the shoalers about a ghostly
maiden; and Mr. Tompkins, I have

heard, bought it from her for three hun-
dred dollars."

" Indeed ! She is worth knowing, I
am sure; but, alas for me! I must
leave the Glen to-morrow, notwithstand-
ing the attractions of graceful young
'painteresses.' "

" Well ! if the cool, elegant, cynical
Glover really considers a young lady
' worth knowing,' it is a shame for him
not to stay and let us have the fun of
seeing him try his powers of being
agreeable. You haven't exerted your
powers too much in that way lately."

" I don't see any girls here who are
worth the trouble except these two new
ones. The little one is as sweet as a
May-flower; but I am going to-morrow,
as I said before. Perhaps they will
appear in the parlor to-night; shall we
go up there ?"

The travellers were too weary after
their journey to leave their roorn that
evening, and Arthur Glover was more
disappointed than he chose to own,
even to himself ; but their faces seemed
to rise up before him as the stage
whirled him over the rough mountain
roads on the next morning-one sweet
and pure in its paleness, one earnest
and strong, yet very womanly, and
bright with the flush of health.

"I must see thern again ;" thought
Glover, watching the curling smoke of
his cigar, " but when and how ?-that
is the question.''
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GERTRUDE LEIGH'S STORY.

BY " CORrNNE."

When father died, I was left to my
own resources. My stepmother was
kind enough, and it was only natural
that she should keep what he left, as it
was found to be only enough for one,
and that I should have to turn out and
get my living ; but it seemed very hard.
I was his only child, and I felt as if I
ought to have been provided for first ;
and then, to leave my old home, simple
as it was, was only next to losing Nther;
but I felt that I had to go, and learn to
fight the world on my own account.
And then, having to learn, was such a
disadvantage; I could do nothing but
fancy cooking and sewing, and light
housework, for before father's long ill-
ness came, which made such a confus-
ion in his affairs, we were very comfort-
able, and it was not thought necessary
tohave me taught a trade. I couldn't go
out as domestic servant,-I didn't even
know enough for that, and I was not
strong enough, but if I had been I should
have liked that best. I couldn't teach,
and I was too shy to serve in a shop; so
there was nothing for it but to try sew-
ing. When I decided on that, Mrs.
Leigh was kind enough to go and see
the dressmaker who had always worked
for her, and enquire on what terms she
would take me to learn the business.
She was in great spirits when she came
back.

" Well, Gertrude," she said, taking
off the heavy widow's bonnet and veil
as she spoke, " I have talked Mrs.
Adams over nicely. She's willing to
take you and find you in everything for
two years (excepting clothes of course,
but your mourning is very good, and
must last you as long as that), and

teach you the business in return for
your services. You will have to work
hard of course, but that, you must ex-
pect now, and if I stay in the town you
must come and see me sometimes. I
told Mrs. Adams that I wanted to keep
you for a week longer to help me pack
.up my things, and prepare for the sale,
and she was quite agreeable."

Well, the week passed quickly enough
and then I bade a final farewell to my
old home, and went to my first situa-
tion. Mrs. Adams was not an unkind
woman, but she was determined, from
the first, to get the worth of my board
out of me; and sometimes, when she
was roused, she had a fearful temper.
She didn't treat me quite fairly either,
for she kept me too much at the
plain, easy parts of the work, because
it was less trouble for her to
do the trimming and fitting her-
self, than to teach me; and then I
could do so much more for her at sew-
ing on hooks and buttons, making pock-
ets, and running up seams, stitching,
and hemming, and whipping. And
then there was one thing she did that
I liked very much, though it wasn't
right. When we were not very busy,
she sent me into the kitchen to make
pies and puddings and cakes, and to
help a little in the housework.

" But don't you ever tell your mother,
Gertrude," she said once in an uncom-
mon burst of confidence over a very
delicious tea cake that I had made.

"I don't think she would mind," i
said; "but I shall never say anything
about it."

"It wouldn't be good for a young girl
like you to sit too close at your needle,"
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she said, benevolently. I knew that;
but at'the same time I knew that was
not Mrs. Adams' motive, and in busy
times she didn't care how long I sat at
my needle. I didn't see Mrs. Leigh
very often. Sometimes when I went
to chapel on Sunday morning, she took
'e home to her genteel lodgings to
dinner; but I seldom went out in the
morning,-I was generally too tired.
We were often at work on Saturday
night until twelve. Mrs. Adams thought
that when we didn't work later than
that, it was all right, and not a bit of
harm; but I often wondered what dif-
ference there was between working on
Sunday morning, and working so late
on Saturday night as to have to lie in
bed all Sunday morning. And then in
the afternoon, although I had a run-
ning invitation from my stepmother to
take tea with her, after the first novelty
of the walk up to Richmond Terrace
had worn off, I generally preferred to
lie on my bed and read. I had a good
many books of my own, but I am afraid
they were not very good Sunday read-
ing. Then in the evening I sometimes
went to chapel; but if I was very much
interested in my book, I stayed at home
imstead, especially after my clothes got
shabby. Before my two years had run
out, Mrs. Leigh married again, and
noved away to some place in Cumber-
land, and I heard no more of her.

Gertrude," said Mrs. Adams, one
Morning during the last month of my
apprentiçeship, " here's a letter for you.

expect it's fron your mother."
But it was not. It was dated from

Grand Lake, in New Brunswick, and
the Contents of it were:-

" MY DEAR COUSIN GERTRUDE,-I suppose
You scarcely remember Philip Hamilton, who
came out to this country thirteen years ago? I
remember you as a littie girl, playing with al
broken doll. In answer to some enquiries that
} made of an old friend a littie while ago, I
learned that you were an orphan, and not ii

VCry good circumstances. I am thankful to Say
that I have prospered since I came to this coun

try. It was hard work at first, but now I have
a splendid farm and a comfortable house, and if
you would like to try your fortune out here, I
should be happy to receive you as a guest for a
few months, while you look about you. I must
tell you that it is a very cold country. The
winters are long and hard, but the summers are
delightfnl. There is plenty of work for every.
one who is willing to do it, and, as far as I have
seen, no ope who is industrious and manages well,
need want. Enclosed you will find a draft,
which you will please use in purchasing an out-
fit. Your passage' is already taken in the
' Europa,' which will leave Liverpool on the
twentieth of August. Should you prefer re-
maining in England, you have only to write to
the agent in Liverpool, whose address you will
find on the back ; and in that case, please ac-
cept the draft as a present from your cousin,

" PHILIP HAMILTON."

I think if the moon had dropped on
the windowsill, and then rolled into the
middle of the room, I shouldn't have
been much more surprised; and as for
Mrs. Adams, when I told her, she near-
ly went off her head. I did remember
Cousin Phillip very well, as a pale, sad-
looking, but very kind gentleman who
took me on his knee, and gave me some
money to buy a new doll, as my old
one was sadly defaced. And to think
that he should have remembered me !
What a delightful three weeks I had
preparing for my voyage ! Mrs. Adams
became very kind to me, now that I had
so much less need of it. She helped
me purchase my outfit, made nie an
elegant brown pongee suit, a black silk
dress for best, trimmed with the love-
liest flutings, and a grey serge suit for
travelling; and wouldn't hear of being
paid for it. The time soon passed away.
The last Sunday came, and I went to
chapel morning and evening, and wish-
ed the dear old minister and his wife
good-bye, and, oh! how sorry I was
then that I had not attended more re-
gularly. Then I finished my sewing
and packing, and said good-bye to the
few friends I had; and on Friday went
to Liverpool, and presented myself at-the agent's office. He received me very
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kindly, but with very few words handed
me over to a clerk, who took me to a
quiet hotel, where I spent the night.
There were several young people
there who were going to be my fellow-
voyagers, I learned from what they said ;
but they were nearly all strangers to
each other, and we exchanged very few
words. We went on board about mid-
day on Saturday, and when I was shoývn
to my stateroom, I found that I was to
share it with one of the girls I had
seen in the hotel. She looked so pleas-
ant and lively that I liked the arrange-
ment very well, but I was so shy with
strangers that we didn't say much to
each other at first. But when we were
undressing at night, she told me that
her name was Margaret Ratcliff, and
that she was going out to New Bruns-
wick to seek her fortune.

'I daresay you think that sounds
hardly respectable," she said in her
rattling, merry way as she took down
her hair, " but I am going out to a re-
lative, so it's all right. Now, where
would you rather sleep-up aloft or
down here ?"

" I would rather sleep down here,
but I don't wish-"

Oh, it's all right," she said ; "I'm
fond of climbing," and up she scrambled
before a word more could be said, and
looked down merrily at me between the
curtains, as she said good-night.

I liked her at once, she was so un-
affectedly kind, with all her nonsense.
On Sunday she made me still more
pleased with her, by lending me the
"Schönberg Cotta Family," which I
had been longing to read. I was not
the only one who liked her either ; I
soon noticed the looks a quiet young
man of " our party," as we callèd those
who had stopped at the saine hotel
with us, began to cast at her.

" Do you know it's the strangest thing
about my going to New Brunswick that
I ever heard," said Miss Ratcliff to me,
on Monday afternoon, as we promenad-
ed the deck. " It's almost like a romance.

I have been in a bookseller's shop sinée
my mother died, and I found it pretty
hard work to get my own living comfort-
ably, and a few weeks ago I had a letter
from a cousin out here asking me to
come out and stay with him while I look
about me and find something to do.
I'm afraid it won't suit though ; I hear
that women don't serve in shops, or
stores as they call them, in America.
Why, what are you looking at me like
that for ? Are you disgusted at my "-

" What is your cousin's name ? Is it
Philip Hamilton," I asked, interrupt-
ing her.

"V es, why !" she exclaimed, " are
you another ?'

" Yes," I cried. " Isn't it delightful
We must be cousins. What relation is
he to you ?"

" First cousin," she said; " my mother
was his father's sister. I don't remem-
ber hearing your name at ail."

" Nor I yours," I answered. " How
strange that seems, and yet I don't know
that it is either. I am only very, dis-
tantly related to him, and I knew no-
thing of his family at ail."

Well after that we were better friends
than ever, and the quiet young man,
who was the only one of our party that
seemed to care anything about us, paid
us, or rather Margaret, a great deal of
attention. We three were the best
sailors of all, and so we seemed to be
thrown together a great deal. One
evening, when the young man, whose
name« we neither of us liked to ask, was
playing chess with Margaret, he began
to tell us something of his history in
his own droll, quiet way.

" Perhaps you mightn't think it," he
said, " but I've been walking about
London steadily for six weeks, looking
for a situation, and by the greatest piece
of good-fortune, just as I was wonder-
ing whether I had better séll myself for
rags and bones, I received a letter froin
a rich old relative in New Brunswick,
inviting me to

"Oh, how jolly !" interiupted Mar-
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garet, jumping up and down on her seat
and clapping her hands, " here's
another I do believe, Gerty."

" What do you mean ?" he asked
wonderingly.

"Is it Philip Hamilton ?" she asked.
"Yes; do you mean to tell me you

are going out to him too ?"
" Yes, we are, both of us, and we

didn't know each other a bit more than
You did until Monday. What's your
name ? It's no harm to ask now we
know we are cousins."

"James Long," he answered, "and
what's yours ?"

" Jimmy Long ?" I cried in astonish-
ment, for this was my first cousin whom
I had often seen in childhood.

" Yes,' he said turning to me, " and
You are called Gerty. You must be
little Gertrude Leigh ?"

So we shook hands, and I introduced
Margaret, who was not so near a relative.
After that cousin " Jim," as we both
called him, was very kind and brotherly
to me, but Margaret still received the
most attention.

" I am so glad we know hiin," she
said to me the night of the discovery.
" You know, I was a little afraid before
that we ought not to be so friendly with
him, but now of course it's all right. I
Wonder if there are any more on board.
I have a kind of fancy that some of
those girls and boys that stopped at the
' Saddle Hotel' are going out to Cousin
Philip's too ; I think so because I know
We'are not the only poor relations he
has. Some of the Hamiltons are as
Poor as church mice and as proud as
Lucifer."

"But don't you know them ?"
" Oh, no. I used to know some of

them when we were children; but, then,
you see, I was so low-minded as to take
a situation, and we have grown out of
each other's recollections. I wonder
who that fretful little woman with the
three children is."

Jim expressed the same opinion about
there being more of "us " on board,
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but the young people kept away from us
so much that we had no opportunity of
finding out. We reached Halifax on
the twelfth day, and then.were transfer-
red by rail and boat to St. John, and
from there by boat again to Grand
Lake. There were several vehicles
waiting for us, but it was too dark to see
who went in them ; only Jim, Maggie.
and I kept together. We had a long
drive, and were very tired by the time
we reached the. house, which was all a
blaze of light, and from the opening
door of which came the most delicious
smell of supper. Our dear host met us
in the hall with open arms. I hung
back, as usual, to the last, and when he
came to me, he put his arm round me,'
and said so kindly, " Why is this little
Gertrude, grown so tall and pretty ?
You were such a little thing when I saw
you last ; I am glad to see you, my
child."

" Now, I suppose you young people
are all very well acquainted with each
other ?" he said, when we were all
gathered in the parlor. Everybody
hesitated for a minute, and then Jim
said, "No, sir, we are not; Maggie and
Gerty and I made each other's acquain-
tance coming out, but we didn't know
there were any more of our relatives on
board."

Mr. Hamilton looked surprised and
ratherdisappointed, and proceeded to in-
troduce us to each other. I didn't notice,
until then, that the fretful little woman
with the three children was there. She
was introduced to us as Mr. Hamilton's
aunt by marriage, and he called her
Aunt Charlotte, but she was not more
than a year or two older than he was.
Then there were his first cousins Mar-
garet and Sue Hamilton and their
brother Walter; Letty Hamilton and
her two brothers, Lionel and Godfrey,
belonging to another family, and they,
with Maggie, and Jim, and I, made up
the party. When we had all shaken
hands with each other, Mr. Hamilton
called in his housekeeper and introduced
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her. She and her husband had come
out with him from England, and he was
sincerely attached to them. She took
us up to our rooms; Maggie and I
chose each other for room-mates as
we had to sleep two together. When
we had taken off our hats and jackets,
and unpacked a few things for the night,
we went down, and soon were all seated
round the supper table, on which was
spread such a supper as I had never
seen before. Old Hester, the house-
keeper had evidently done her utmost
to prepare for us. Roast turkey and
goose, fried chicken, pink slices ofham
and tongue, arranged round a plate in
the most artistic manner, almost like
the petals of a flower; delicate slices of
white bread, new biscuits and toast;
rich pound-cake and sponge-cake ;
cream pies and Washington pies, deli-
cacies hitherto entirely unknown to us;
jellies, preserves, and pickles ; to say
nothing of the cheese, butter, and
cream, and the appropriate sauces for
the different hot dishes, all excellent
and in the greatest abundance, were set
before us, with tea and coffee, which
Hester poured out for us at a side table.
Our host attended to us with that hearty
old-fashioned politeness which can only
come from a generous heart, and we all
did ample justice to the good things..

After supper we went back to the
parlor and talked about our- voyage,
Mr. Hamilton walking about from one
to another, with kind words ahd smiles
for all. Soon after nine Hester and John
were called in for prayers. Before he
opened the Bible, Mr. Hamilton said a
few kind, serious words to us. He said
that since he came to New Brunswick
he had found one thing of more value than
all besides. In his youth, and until he
left England, he had been " Gospel-
hardened;" but when he had got into
the woods, far from the means of grace,
and had seen what bad, reckless lives
men could lead, he had seen what a
power the Gospel was, and had set
lhimself to consider these things; and

the end of it was that he found a holy
life, such as the Bible and the Spirit of
God dictated, was the only thing worth
striving after; and, in conclusion, he
hoped that the service in which we
were about for the first time to join,
would not be a mere form to any of us,
but that we would all help each other
to walk in th' path of duty. He spoke
to.us so solemnly that every one was im-
pressed, and as for me, I couldn't hold
up my heal for the rest of the even-
ing. It was something so new and
beautiful to be in a Christian home, and
to have some one care about my soul.
I suppose it was not just the same to
any of the others, for most of them
had sisters and brothers; Maggie was
an independent spirit, and so was Jim,
and besides I could see that they had
each other; but I had no one, and with
so much desire to cling to some one,
was it any wonder that I clung to Cousin
Philip ?

" Oh, isn't he a noble man ?" said
Maggie, when we were undressing.

Truly he was a noble man, and after
Maggie was asleep that night I lay
awake for hours thinking of him. AI-
though so distantly related to him as to
be hardly a relative at all, perhaps I
knew more of his life's history than
any one of them. My father and
mother,-my own mother I mean,-had
been very fond of him, and they had
told me of the noble sacrifices he had
made. His young life had been so
sad; the eldest of a large family, he had
been left, just at the verge of man-
hood, " the only son of his mother and
she a widow," and for her sake he had
stayed on year after year, uncomplain-
ing, struggling with difficulties when he
was longing' to emigrate and make a
home for one that he loved with all the
pure, strong passion of first love. And
then, when his mother died, that girl,
-oh, how could she do it !-turned
from him to a wealthier suitor, who
would not have to keep her waiting
while he made a home, and he, stifling
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all his wild, unavailing regret lest it
should make her life miserable, gave
her back her freedom without an uttered
reproach, but with kind wishes and
words that I should think must have
been the keenest reproach in the world;
and then he had come out here alone,
or with only those two old faithful ser-
vants, and now his noble life spoke for
itself.

Before I go any farther, I had better
give a little account of my companions.
I will begin with Letty Hamilton, who
was the one I liked best of the girls
next to Maggie, who had to be called
" Maggie " by all in the house, because
of there being two Margarets, both nAm-
ed after their grandmother Hamilton.
Letty was almost an authoress, we con-
sidered, because she had been employ-
ed in copying for one, and she was a
very lady-like, intelligent girl. She was
iapried about two years after we came
out, to amember of Parliament, whoused
his influence to help her brothers on.
They were both young lads, and it had
been her ambition to have them well-
educated and trained to some profes-
sion, which laudable ambition bids fair
to be gratified, between ber cousin's and
ber husband's help. I may as well tell
the truth about Sue Hamilton, though
it seems dreadfully wicked to say such
things of her. She was a scheming,
arbitious, unprincipled girl. I could
Soon see that ber intention was to get
the rest of us ou4 of the house, and ber-
self established as mistress of it. She
was not very pretty, nothing like so
Pretty as ber sister Margaret, whose
Stateliness as well became her graceful
form and delicate regular features, as it
ill became her position; but Sue had so
luch more force of characterand so much
style, that she was far more generally
admired. She took a dislike to me from
the first, and hinted things to me that
made me afraid to show my deep love
and gratitude to Cousin Philip, for fear
of being misunderstood, while she hung
over his chair, linked her arm in his,

and gave him smiles and songs, and
graceful, pretty words, day after day,
and evening after evening, and I sat by
mute, and shy and distant. Sue had
the greatest passion for admiration; she
even condescended to seek it from the
servants. Hester gave it to ber in style.
One day when she was preserving, and
Maggie and I were in the closet wiping
preserve glasses and jars for her, Sue
came sailing into the kitchen in a pretty
blue and white dress, trimmed with
black lace, and began to display her-
self as usual, not knowing that we were
by. Hester looked at her for a minute,
and then said grimly, " Oh, dear! you
look as fine as a scraped pumpkin,"
which-sent Sue out of the kitchen, and
we into fits.

Poor Walter was th best of them,
and he, from having been brought up
with the idea that work, real, honest,
laborious work, was degrading to a
gentleman, had soon found that a gen-
tleman might be ever so dissipated and
still be called a gentleman, and had
been very wild; but still we couldn't
help liking him, he was so pleasant and
frank. How tenderly his cousin dealt
with him, cheering and encouraging
him to try and regain the self-respect
without which his life would be ruined
and worthless.

Aunt Charlotte was just what Maggie
called her at first, " a fretful little woman
with three children." Those children
nearly plagued her to death. That she
was a lone lorn woman, "with whom
everything went contrary," was written
all over her face, and, of course, Maggie
christened her the Widow Grummidge.
But, for all that, she got married before
any of us girls. A neighboring farmer,
very well-to-do, took a fancy to her,-I
don't know for what,-and married her
before we had been three months in
the province. She made him a good
wife after all, and brightened up a great
deal when she had some one to take
care of her, and make the children
"stand round,"
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Our good cousin wanted us ail to
stay with him for a month or two, and
see the country and look about us well
before we decided what our future
course should be. This arrangement
did not suit Jim nor Walter, however.
Jim went to St. John and took the first
situation he could find. A very humble
one it mas; but by his determined energy
he soon rose, and Walter, stimulated by
bis example, and by his cousin's kind
and sensible advice and help, went into
the woods, and, having obtained a grant
of land, set to work to clear it, and
make a home on it, that he hoped
sometime to fetch out a dear little girl
that he had left in England to share
with him. •

But, dear me, it would make a story
of itself if I were to tell the struggles of
each of our little company, and it is my
own simple story that I am trying to
tell. I w- s well content to stay in such
a safe sheltered haven as this was, and
I soon found plenty of occupation.
Hester took a great fancy to me. She
had known my mother, and loved me
for her sake. There vas so mu.h to
do nôw, there were so many of us, that
she was very glad of some help, and it
was delightful to me to help her. She
taught me how to do aIl the delicate
cooking that she knew, and so I helped
her with that, and with little things about
the house. As soon as Mr. Hamilton
was gone out in the morning to his
farm, or shut jn his study, I put on a
big apron and flew about the house, as
busy as a bee, and as gay as a lark.
Sue affected to despise my tastes and
occupations, but she didn't despise my
cakes and pies; and while Maggie and
Letty stood my friends, I didn't care a
bit for her contempt. My work was ail
done up in the morning, and the after-
noon brought such a sweet, happy
resting-time -- something like my Sun-
day afternoons at Mrs. Adams', only
better. And when Cousin Philip took
us ail out for a walk in the autumn-
tinted woods, beautiful beyond anything

I had ever imagined before, the pleasure
was something that no words of mine
could do justice to. It was only when
we were ail together in the evening, and
the girls got round their cousin Philip
with their fun and laughter and caresses,
that I felt dull or unhappy; and then I
used to get back in a corner with my
sewing or book, and feel very much
alone ail the evening through, except-
ing when he broke away from them and
came and talked to me.

I was so foolish. One evening, soon
after our arrivai, Sue had been singing
nearly ail the evening, and Walter came
and asked me if I could sing. I was
frightened, and said no, without think-
ing of what I was saying; for I knew,
without any vanity, that I could sing
better than Sue. Maggie had heard me
Qften in the kitchen and up in our room,
and she said so, and was angry with me
for refusing. Mr. Hamilton found it
out, too, for he heard me, one morning,
singing " The Legend of the Crossbill,"
and said to me, very gravely: " Ger-
trude, you have deceived us all, and de-
prived us of a very great pleasure.
Don't do so any more; " and I felt so
ashamed. After that, I was obliged to
sing sometimes, but I often excused
myself; for I was conscious ail the time
of a feeling of triumph over Sue, and I
did not want to desecrate my one talent
by mixing it up with any such feeling
as that.

It was decided that we should ail
meet at Christmas, and we looked for-
ward to it with some excitement, for
we felt that after that our paths would
be separated. Jim was the first to ar-
rive. I was sitting, one day, resting,
after making a great panful of crullers,
and deep in the " Vicar's Daughter,"
when Maggie burst into the room, with
her merry face ail aglow, crying, "I He
is coming, Gerty 1 " and then I heard
sleigh-bells, and the next minute Jim
came in.

He either didn't see me, or didn't
care for my presence, for he caught
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Maggie in his arms and kissed her be-
fore she knew what he was going to do.
Then he turned to me, and came and
kissed me too, but it wasn't in the same
way. The same evening he asked Mr.
Hamilton's consent to his engagement
with Maggie, as his prospects were
good enough on the whole to justify
his taking such a step.

"We may have to wait some time, per-
haps a year," he said; " but, if it should
be that, or even more, we shall be hap-
pier for knowing each other's hearts,"
and Mr. Hamilton heartily approved,
and then Jim had a little talk with
Maggie, and afterwards she came up-
stairs to me with such a happy face.

That night I dreamt that Sue was
married to her cousin Philip, and in
some way or other had brought him a
fortune, so that she was able to indulge
her taste for elegant, costly dresses, and
I thought she looked so queenly in her
sweeping white silk and sparkling jewel-
lery. Then I thought that I was out
in a large, sunny valley, picking beauti-
ful flowers, which I brought in to adorn
the house. They were tall white lilies
and roses, and other flowers, but in one
thing they were unlike any that I had
ever seen before; they were all white,
stems, leaves and all, and they never
faded. I placed some in all the rooms,
and I was glad to see that Cousin
Philip admired them more than he did
Sue's white silk and golden ornaments.
The next day I thought that Sue went out
and presently returned with a bunch of
flowers, which she showed me exulting-
ly* They were white like mine, but, on
looking at them closely, I found that
each had a golden calyx and stamens,
and gold twined about the stems, and
after that, for a long time, all the flowers
in the valley were touched with gold,
and at last I became disgusted with them
and longed to find mypure, unfadingones
again. And at last my painful search was
rewarded, and in a distant part of the val-
ley, in a littie secluded spot by a sil-
very stream, I found some again like

those I had first brought in, and I was
so glad that I awoke. Then I lay think-
ing it over. I was always a little fanci-
ful about dreams, and I thought that
this one must have a meaning--that
perhaps Sue would be enriched by her
cousin's love through life, and that I
should find my pure white flowers to
bring him, in something that her wealth
of wit and brilliance could add no beau-
ty to. Well, I couldn't make it out ex-
actly,-in fact, my dreams were so per-
verse that I never could ; but still I
thought it meant something.

What a holiday we had that Christ-
mas time! It was very cold, but we
edefied the roaring winds and searching
frost with our immense fires; and the
Frost King had few terrors for us when
we went out, wrapped in our furs, and
skimmed over the hard frozen snow
with the gayest of horses, to the merry
music of sleigh-bells, waking the echoes
far and near with our voices and laugh-
ter. Then there was the skating, a
great source of enjoyment to those who
could join in it; but, alas! Maggie and
Sue were the only ones, among us girls,
who could. Margaret was too digni-
fied to run the risk of making herself
ridiculous. Letty suffered very much
from a weak ankle, and dared not at-
tempt it; while I, it must be confessed,
was so awkward, and bruised myself so
terribly in my first attempts, that I gave
it up in disgust ; so, while the two lucky
ones, with the gentlemen and the two
boys, were gracefully gliding over the
ice, all laughing and glowing with
pleasure and exercise, we three walked
about on the bank until our feet were
nearly frozen, and our faces blue with
the cold, and we looked and feit most
doleful.

On the last day of the year, we held
a grand consultation over our affairs.
Mr. Hamilton told us that Maggie and
Letty had both signified their desire to
find some occupation at once. " Of
course," he said, with a smile, <" we
know that our lively Maggie will only
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need it for a while; but I think it is level of those about him who indulged
very wise of her to choose not to spend in the coarse vices. We hoped great
the time idly waiting. Would you like things of Walter, in spite of the past,
to go back to your old occupation of and we were fot disappointed; for,
serving in a store, Maggie ?" though he broke out once or twice, it

" Yes, sir," she said, with some diffi- was a very short time before he repent-
culty lifting her blushing face. ed and tried again. Jim's success stimu-

" Well, then, I think I can find some- iated him, and he had two good things
thing to suit you, only it will be in a besides to help him-his Cousin Philip's
general store. There is one wanted exemple, and his object in life. And
badly over at the Mill Village, and I thedear littlewoman in England-bless-
have thought for some time of establish- ings on her true heart!-trusted him,
ing one there. It would afford occupa- and hoped for him ail the time. There
tion for both you and Letty, if you was a littie silence after Walter's affairs
would like to be together." had been duly considered, during which

IllYes, indeed, we should," they both I was thinking what a pity it was that
answered, at once. he should be burdened with his sisters,

Very wellt; that's good. You are as he would be if their cousin were
a good writer, Letty, and you must flot; and it appeared as if Mr. ram-
learn to keep accounts. l'Il teach you, ilton thought the same, for the next
and then you can keep ail my ac- thing he did was to turn to them, and
counts for me, and save a good bit of offer thes their choice of situations
my time. You can board with Mrs. similar to Maggie's and Lettys, or a
Thomson, or she will let you have term at the training-schoo to fit then
rooms and board yourselves; and, as for teachers. They chose the training-
the store is in the same building, you school without much hesitation, though
will aiways be close to your work." it was easy to see that they were dis-

',<Oh!1 let us take rooms and board gusteedat the turn affairs had taken.
ourselves, Letty," said Maggie. Margaret is married now, but not very

" Yes,' said Letty; s eep old maids' weal, even as this world estimates it;
hall. That will be delightfl " and Sue lives with her, and manages to

That is how those two went out into keep up an appearance for both that is
the world, brightly determined to find supposed to deceive the world as to
ail that was pleasant, and yet lot with- their real circumstances. But to return
out much serious thought. They soon to our council. When he had unfolded
had a cozy littie home behind and over his plan for those two, Mr. Hamilton
their store, and it was deiightful to visit rose and said, kindly and cheerily:
them. n Wel, girls, I hope youll buckle-to

The next thing was to discuss Wal- with a will. Learning is up-hill work,
ters plans. He was diligently clearing and o is teaching; but if it is done con-
his land, and his roughened hands and, scientiously, it brings a bessing with it,
it must be acknowledged, roughened as ail useful, necessary work does." And
manners and speech, spoke for his in- then he abruptly left the roor, and I
tercourse with tough work and uncul- neyer notjoed, until Letty reminded me
tured men. Hôw he had acquired it of it, that he had left me out.
ail so soon, seemed a wonder at first; On New Years night we were ail in-
but, then, we refilected that it was his vited to Aunt Charlotte's. I had caught
purpose to cut himself adrift from ail a littie cold, and decided ot to go; so
dangerous associations, and, happily, ester brought my tea into the sitting-
the gentlemanly instinct was too strong room for me about half-an-hour after
in hin to permit of his inki g to the they went away. had but just begun,
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when I heard sleigh-bells, and the next
minute the master of the house walked
in. He had driven Jim, and Maggie,
and Walter over in the small sleigh,
and had come back himself to stay with
me. I was jumping up to run and get
a cup and saucer for him, but he quietly
put me back in my chair, and went and
asked Hester for it; and then we sat
down together, and had the cosiest little
tea imaginable. When the things were
cleared away, I was placed in the great
easy-chair by the fire, and Cousin
Philip sat down opposite me, and talked
to me for awhile, after which we both
relapsed into silence, which was broken
at last by his saying : " My first experi-
ment has succeeded so well, Gertrude,
that I think I shall try again. What
do you think of getting out some more
young people, not more at a time than
I Could take under my own care, and
chiefly of a class that could be trained
for mechanics and domestics ?"

" I think it would be excellent," I
said warmly, and then relapsed into
silence again.

" What are you thinking about, Ger-
trude ?" he asked me after a long time.
" You look as if you had something on
your mind."

I had, but it was hard work to speak
of it. " You forgot me, sir, when you
Were talking to us yesterday," I said at
last; " you didn't suggest any employ-
ment for me.".

" No, Gertrude, I can't spare you. I
cannot carry out that plan I spoke of
without you to help me, and I don't in-
tend to banish the sunshine from the
house.»"

I sat like one in a dream after those
quiet words were uttered, and Cousin
Philip rose and walked two or three
times across the room. Presently he stop-
ped in front of me and said : " Gertrude,
could you be happy as an old man's
darling ?"

My heart seemed almost to stop its
beating; but, yielding to the impulse that
drew me, I rose and moved towards

him. He clasped me in his arms, close
to his great loving heart. My own
Philip, the dearest and grandest of
men !

" You won't be cold and shy and
distant to me now, my little Gertrude,"
he said, after an interval too sacred in
its joy for words from either. " Sue
won't be able to annoy my darling any
more."

"i.How did you know about it ?" I
asked, looking up into the noble face
that was smiling down at me so lovingly.

" Don't you think I could see and
understand her plans, as well as you
could ? Oh, I'm not one of those ver-
dantly innocent young men that you
read of in novels, who never suspect
any design upon theni."

" If you hadn't suspected her, per-
haps you might have liked her the best."

" Do you think it is likely.?" he said,
turning his laughing face towards me.
"I don't, for she's not a bit like my
Gertrude, and Gertrude is the one I
loved from the first."

Oh, how happy it made me to hear
him say so! I tried to tell him how
happy I was, when we sat down side
by side, with his arm round me, and
my head nestling up against his shoul-
der; and then I gave him a little scold-
ing for calling himself an old man, and
then he made me call him " Philip,"
and that seemed so strange at first, and
made me tell him all about my past life,
and talked a little about the future, and
then we had prayers all alone, for the
first time, for Hester had gone to bed
very tired, and John had stayed to drive
the girls back from Aunt Charlotte's;
and then he sent me up to bed. I was
awake when Maggie came up, long
after midnight, looking as fresh and
bright as if it were midday; and when
she saw that my eyes were open, she
came and knelt down by me, and said:

" Are you better, deary ? We missed
you very much, but then we missed
Cousin Philip too, so we came to the
conclusion that you were ail right,"
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My only answer was to hide my face
on her neck and burst into tears, which
was quite enough to tell the whole
matter.

" Oh, Gerty, I'm so glad, I'm so glad!"
she said, kissing me rapturously. " We're
a pair of happy girls this Christmas,
arn't we ?"

After breakfast the next morning,
Philip took me away to his study, and
when he had attended to some letters
that lay on the table, he turned to me,
and, after giving me the kiss that the
morning didn't seem complete without,
he told me I must make my prepara-
tions quickly. I was startled and
frightened, and my heart began to
flutter painfully, until he took me in his
arms in that strong way of his that al-
ways stills and quiets me.

" You know, darling," he said in his
deep, earnest voice, " they will all be
going away soon, and I must have my

wife before they go. You don't want
long to prepare, do you ? Wouldn't it
be pretty to celebrate the day they leave
us to go out into the world, with a
wedding, and so begin our new life all
together ?"

I tremblingly assented, and so it was
settled. I had only three weeks in which
to prepare. Of course Jim and Walter
could not stay all that time, but they
came back, for Jim was to give me away,
and I had all the girls for bridesmaids.
Philip sent to St. John for the things
that I wanted, and when they came, there
was a beautiful white dress and veil for
me, and a pretty light dress for each of
the girls.

When I came downstairs on the wed-
ding day, dressed ready for church, in
my bridal white, Philip met me in the
hall and said I was a white flower.
Then I remembered my dream. I had
found my white flowers. à .
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TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF MADAME ELISA FRANK BY J. J. PROCTER.

I.
Dick's mother was a Frenchwoman,

who had married a captain in the Eng-
lish merchant service, and had lived in
England up to the period of the birth
of her little Richard, when her husband
died. The same year and month,
alnost the same week, had seen the
death of the father and the birth of the
child, so that in later years Mrs. Morton
could never look back into the past
without a smile before a little cradle,
and a tear before a tomb.

She returned to France to her aged
father, M. Dorbigny, who lived by
himself in a small cottage by the bay of
Saint Michael, between Saint Malo and
the coast of Normandy, and there
Richard was brought up.

M. Dorbigny was, in more respects
than one, an eccentric personage. In
185+ he still clung to the fashions that
preceded the French Revolution, an'd if
he had been left to his own devices,
Dick weuld have been clad like an
honest citizen of the days of Louis XV.,
as he himself was; but Mrs. Morton,
by dint of skill and cajoleries, had man-
aged to keep the simple and convenient
dress worn by English children for her
little boy. As for intellect, if the old
man was a little fantastic and original,
if he sometimes so far forgot the age
Of his little grandson as to discourse
with him on politics and philosophy, he
was none the less an excellent man and
a good teacher. When ten years old

his pupil knew more than a good many

at fifteen, and he was especially well
advanced in the natural sciences, for
which his venerable teacher had a most
passionate ardor.

His lessons were so much the more
pleasant to Dick that he had to put
them into practice at every fitting op-
portunity. If botany was the subject
on hand, the garden, the meadows and
the copses were exptored minutely, and
the explanation was made by the light
of the bright sun, or in the twilight of
a vault of verdure which the travellers
would choose to halt under at mid-day,
there to dine, and take an hour's rest.
Again when marine plants were in ques-
tion, or the pebbles and innumerable
shells which strewed the shores, the
grandfather would take Dick by the
hand, and lead him along the beach,
every moment pointing out to him with
his gold-headed cane, here shells shap-
ed like a Roman helmet, or the pearly
interior cf an empty oyster shell, or a
sea-ear; there a hairy seaweed, a pebble
spangled with gold, a tuft of ,seamoss
as green as an emerald, a crab walking
sideways, or a lobster in a complete suit
of armor lurking under some huge
rock.

It must be said that Dick much pre-
ferred these last studies to those which
he had to pursue inland, and that he
would have given all the meadows, all
the woods, and all the gardens in the
world for the privilege of wandering
morning and evening on the white
sands from which he could watch the

,iq
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blue waves that roared and foamed with with the map of the quicksands. " Suchlofty crests around the giant rock of St. an adventure," thought he, "would raiseMichael. It was on the top of this me in the eyes of mny comrades ; theyrock that ages ago was erected that would admire me, would envy me; Ifamous abbey dedicated to the arch- should be a hero with all the commun-
angel Michael, which in our own days ity. It is true I should have driven myhas become a state prison. grandfather and mother to despair,A hundred times had his grandfather that I should have given-them a terriblerelated to Dick the old legend how the affliction; but, then, what joy would suc-archange] Michael, wishing to rid the ceed to this anguish !-bow I should becountry of a demon who had taken up his embraced an fonded !-whatrejoicingsquarters on the rock of Tombelaine, and there would be on my return!" As ifthence scattered misfortune through the the ungrateful child had had need towhole country, descended on the loftiest confront death in order to be caressedpeak of the opposite rock to challenge by the two beings who only lived forhim to the combat. The archangel him and in himi1had a long flaming sword and a buckler So one day that his mother, accom-of fine gold ; the fiend was armed with panied by M. Dorbigny. had gone ona lance of blue steel, and a brazeh hel- a little journey to St. Malo, and Dick,met. The champion of heaven and confided to the care of a servant, wasthe champion of bell combated an supposed to be stopping in the house,entire day in the sight of the inhabi- or in the garden, the child, eager fortants of the coast, who were filled with adventures, and thinking very little offear and wonder; but the victory re- the price they would cost his parents,mained with the archangel, and the slipped out of the garden whist thefiend was hurled into the sea which servant was spreading out some linenboiled between the two rocks. St. on the hedge, and gained the beach,Michael ascended towards the heavens, armed with a basket, heavy boots, andand soon a magnificent abbey, called sticks to sound the quicksands, and fol.by bis name, rose on the very spot lowed by his dog.where he had fought. As for the place In the evening when Mrs. Mortonwhere the evil spirit had been swallowed and M. Dorbigny arrived Dick was stillup, it was found when the tide ebbed absent, and no one had seen him dur-that it had become moving and full of ing the day, either on the beach or increvasses, and, in spite of the care with the village. Despair had driven biswhich these dangerous spots were after- mother almost mad, and his poor oldwards marked, the loss of persons grandfather was sinking under an attackimprudent enough to venture upon of apoplexy and paralysis.them without a guide was, and is now,too often to be deplored. The quick- CHAPTER Il.sands of St. Michael's Bay have opened In one of the most fertile spots in theunder the feet of many a traveller, and isle of jersey, is a large and fine far,even among the fishermen of this fatal superintended by M. Aubin, a Frenchbay, there are many who could not farmer. It is not far distant from thesafgly explore it, r much is the danger sea, and the ships and fishing smacksdisguised under treacherous appear- which traverse the Channel often stayances. Dick knew ail this well, but it in a littie harbor not half a mile off.did not hinder him from ardentiy wish- Ouie fine day in spring a boy of abouting for an opportunity to go alone, only twelve years, was walking on the roadonce, to St. Michael's rock that he to the fars, accompanied by a dogmight put into practice his acquaintance which barked and bounded merrily
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before him. He carried on his shoul-
der some sticks bound up in a bundle,
a basket and a pair of fisher's boots
hung at his back, and his turned up
trousers exposed to view a pair of stoul
shoes thoroughly soaked with water;
yet he walked along jauntily enough,
Pointing out the road to the dog with
his hand, and seeming to inhale with
Pleasure the pure and fresh air that
carne laden with the sweet scents of the
farrn.

But as he drew nearer to ther bùild-
ings the little traveller became less and
less brisk ;- a shadow came over his face,
and a deep sigh escaped his lips. At
last the farm came in view, white in its
walls, red in its roof, and surrounded
with fine trees, pools of water, and green
and flowery meadows covered with
cattle. Tom(for that was the name of the
dog) darted towards the yard-gate, but a
formidable barking made him execute
a quick movement to the rear, for this
gate was guarded by two huge bulldogs
whose mouths showed teeth capable of
cracking stones. The child stopped
short, and looked around, while Tom,
taking up a pos'tion full twenty paces
behind him, barked in a rather timid
and hesitating tone. At this moment a
Young and blooming girl came ont of
the yard, with a pitcher in one hand,
and a basket of linen in the other. She
saw the confused look of the child, his
Pretty face, and his dress partly wet,
and approaching, addressed him *in
English.

Blushing like a pomegranate flower,
the boy answered her a few words in the
sane language, but with a foreign accent.
"Peter," cried the farm-girl, in French,
"go and tell the master that here is a
Young boy who may have need of himn."
Then turning towards the child, " Cone
in, ny little man."

The little man looked at the dogs,
and did not dare to advance one step.

"Ah, I see what stops you," said the
servant, laughing. "Come with me," and
she drew off the child to pass between

the frightful guardians, with his face
white with terror. As for Tom, he
took his part like a hero, and darted
with one bound after his master.

A kind-looking man appeared at this
moment at the door of the house, and
the servant departed, saying:

" There, my dear, that is Mr. Aubin."
The child took a step forward, took off
his hat, and then stopped, uncertain
whether to advance further, arid not
daring to say a word.

During all this time, Tom, seated in
the middle of the yard, growled in an
undertone at the bulldogs, who seemed
now to completely ignore his existence,
for they had lain down again opposite
each other, and shut their great round
eyes as if they were asleep.

" Who are you, my child, and what
do you want ?" asked the farmer in an
encouraging tone.

" My name is Dick Morton," stam-
mered our adventurer in a low voice.

"Are you an Englishman ?"
"My father was, but my mother is a

Frenchwoman, and I want to get back
to France."

" And how does it happen that you
are here alone, and far from your
mother ?'

Dick began to cry so bitterly that the
good farmer went up to him, and took
him gently by the hand. "l It is no use
crying, my little friend. Come, don't
be afraid, and tell me the truth."

" I left the house during the absence
of my mother and grandfather. I want-
ed to see if I could not find my way
through the quick sands of the beach of
St. Michael's Mount, and the sea very
nearly carried me off."

" But all that does not explain how
you happen to be at Jersey."

"Just as I was clinging to a rock to
keep myself from the waves, I saw a
fishing-boat at anchor. I hid myseif in
it, thinking it would go to Cancale,
whence I could easily have got back
before evening, and when they were
out at sea I showed myself, but they
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told me the boat was going back to
Jersey. Ah! I cried then, thinking
that my mother would think me dead."

"And why did you come to me ?"
"The captain of the ship sent me

here, telling me that you were a French-
man, and that you would know what to
do with me. Oh, my poor grandfather,
andmydearmother! howgrievedyouwill
be 1" and he burst into a fresh flood of
tears.

" If you have told me the exact
truth," said Mr. Aubin, " I will see what
can be done to return you as soon as
possible to your relations ; but, first of
all, it is important that I should write
to them, and for that, I shall want you
to give me their address. And now
come in and rest; we will talk further
by-and-by."

Dick thanked the farmer, and after
having put down his baggage in a corner
of the yard, entered the large kitchen
of the farm, where dinner was being
got ready. He sat down on a joint-
stool with downcast eyes, waiting for
Mr. Aubin to give orders concerning
him. Suddenly he was seized with a
violent headache, nausea followed, and
then fever. They had to put him to
bed and send for the doctor-he had
the scarlet fever.

CHAPTER IIU.
The excitement and the subsequent

regret which this escapade caused him,
and perhaps also the fatigue of a long
journey through the heavy sand, had
brought upon Dick that sickness which
attacks children more especially, and
sometimes endangers their lives. , He
was delirious for several days, and so
completely so that it was impossible for
Mr. Aubin to learn the address of his
mother; but he had spoken of Cancale,
near St. Michael's Mount. The farmer,
therefore, wrote to that place to let Mrs.
Morton know the fate of her son. Al
this had taken up several days, and Dick

was in the crisis of the fever before an
answer arrived to the communication of
Mr. Aubin. Aunt Jane, an old rela-
tion of the farmer, had installed herself
by the bedside of the little invalid,
where she watched day and night with
the greatest anxiety. Every care was
lavished upon him with rare zeal and
intelligence. Mr. Aubin had given
orders that nothing was to be neglected
and no pains to be spared, for he had
but one thought, to rescue the child
from death and restore him to his
mother. Aunt Jane, whilst watching
over him, used to read the Bible con-
tinually, and often she forgot herself so
far as to read in a low voice, as if she
understood the sense of this sacred
book better by spelling as it were every
word. One evening, when she was
more than usually absorbed in this occu-
pation, Dick, whose delirium had left
him, raised himself gently on his el-
bow, and tried to make out what his
nurse was saying. She was reading the
history of the prodigal son, and had
come to this passage: " I will arise and
go to my father, and will say unto him,
' Father, I have sinned against heaven
and before Thee."' Dick, on hearing
those words, felt his heart breaking.
Up to this moment the violence of the
fever had taken from him all idea of
what had happened, and he had not
thought of asking Mr. Aubin what was
the result of his letter. All this came
back to his mind upon hearing Aunt
Jane murmur, "I will arise and go to
my father," etc.

" Tell me about my mother," said he
in a voice changed by fear; " please,
Aunt Jane, tell me what you know."

" There, there, my dear boy, don't
excite yourself in this way. Your
mother has been told, and she will be
here in a few days, perhaps to-morrow;
but be reasonable and don't expose
yourself to danger again."

"And grandfather- ?"
Aunt Jane hesitated a moment.
" My poor grandpapa! Is he ill?'
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"i He has been unwell, and is yet
but we hope he will be better soon."

Diek cried bitterly in spite of all tha
Aunt Jane could do to quiet him. A
horrible apprehension had seized or
hir on learning that Mr. Dorbigny hadc
been ill.

The day after this Mr. Aubin entered
with a rathe.r troubled face and told his
Young guest that he had received a let-
ter from France, telling him that Mrs
Morton could not come immediately tc
Jersey on account of his grandfather,
but she had sent a person to take charge
of Dick as soon as he could safely bear
the journey.

"Is my grandfather worse, then ?"
said the convalescent to the farmer, who
was preparing to leave the room.

"Yes and no, master Dick. The old
man has received a great shock from
your flight. I tell you so candidly,
because I think that the lesson, severe
though it is, is needful for you, A boy-
ish freak may cause cruel and irrepar-
able evils, and we cannot insist on it
too strongly ; an evil once lone is not
easily effaced, my boy, but the future is
ours, and God wills that the faults of
the past should be'redeemed by a better
life in the future. You have too much
heart and intelligence, I fancy, not to
refect on this. In three or four days
you will be fit to go on board the
vessel. I will give you a horse to take
YOu to the creek where a boat from
Cancale will be waiting for you ; her
captain is a friend of your mother's, and
is commissioned by her to bring you
back to your home."

" Four days is a long time."
" Prudence requires it. I wilIl only

let you go when it is safe to do so ; and
with this, good-night, my child."

And the farmer withdrew, leaving
bick to his meditations.

CHAPTER IV.
In four days after this conversation-

four days which had seemed so mUY

ages to Dick,-Mr. Aubin came to tell
him that the grey mare was waiting for

t him at the gate, and that a little farm-
L boy was charged to follow him to bring
1 the beast back again.

At this announcement Dick's heart
beat so violently that he was almost

I suffocated; but he soon recovered from
the sudden shock, and, in the best way
he could, expressed his thanks to Mr.

. Aubin who would not hear a word, then
he affectionately kissed Aunt Jane and
went into the yard.

His clothes had been mended during
his sickness, and Aunt Jane had made
him a present of a pair of black gloves.
When he had mounted the grey mare,
on which he made a fine figure, the
farmer put a switch in his hand and
wished him a good journey.

A quarter of an hour later he was on
the road, followed by the little farm-boy,
and Tom, who bounded before the horse
barking as if he would say, " We are
going to see our dear home."

On reaching the last stage of his short
voyage, Dick perceived an old wayside
inn, before which hung a wooden sign
whose many-colored letters dazzled the
eyes.

On the doorsteps of this primitive
inn were a man and woman, by whose
stoutness and red face it was easy to
recognize the proprietors of this open
house. The host and hostess came
eagerly toward Dick Morton and offered
him the most recherché dishes they could
think of, though, to tell the truth, these
delicious dishes'only existed in the bill
of fare, and any one dining at the inn
would have had to content himself with
potatoes and a piece of roast beef
more or less tough. Dick thanked
them as if they had served up the soup
and the three courses, but told then
timidly that he was not hungry, and
that he wanted to get.to the place of
embarkation as soon as possible.

Whenour little wanderer saw the sea
again he experienced so great a joy,
and at the same time so bitter a repen-
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tance, that he stayed bis horse for a
moment, that he might not arrive with
red eyes and heaving breast, to meet
the captain that was waiting for him.-
After a pause of a few minutes, he trot-
ted forward again, and went straight to
the place where the fishing-smack was
anchored.

A friendly face awaited him on board;
he resigned the mare to the farm-boy,
not without being greatly ashamed at
giving him nothing,-but his purse was
empty; consequently he had to content
himself with warm thanks, and begged
him to give his grateful compliments to
the farmer and Aunt Jane.

Early in the morning of the next day,
young Dick Mortonlanded on the beach
of St. Michael, and went with a hesitat-
ing step towards his home, which could
be seen from the Bay.

A heart-rending sight awaited him;
not for one moment did his mother
leave the couch of bis grandfather, whom
pqalysis confined to bis bed ; and, when
Dick showed himself at the door, now
flooded with the rays of the sun, the
poor old man had not strength to utter
a cry, but stretched out his hand toward
the door, and thus Mrs. Morton learnt
the arrival of her son.

To turn round and dart towards him
with all the strength ber love gave
ber, was the work of an instant. The
poor woman, as we said before, had
been very near losing ber reason, but
the deplorable condition of her father
had recalled her to herself. Her care
was indispensable to him, and she had
lavished it upon him, stifling in the
inmost depths of ber heart ber desire
to fly to Jersey, there to embrace the
dear culprit who had caused ber so much
suffering.

It may therefore be easily imagined
with what transport she covered ber son
with kisses-moch more than he had
dreamed of when he had determined on
bis foolish expedition; but if the mater-
nal caresses were lavished upon him
without reserve, in spite of bis fault, the

sight which the old man, frozen under
a terrible and implacable disease, pre-
sented to him, was well calculated to
revive Dick's remorse. So, as soon as
he could extricate himself from the arms
of bis mother, he ran and fell on bis
knees by the bedside, crying, "Pardon,
grandfather! Oh, pardon me, pardon
me 1"

In reply the sick man placed bis right
hand on the head of bis little grandson,
and said very gently, and very tenderly,
" My child, may God pardon you, as
your mother and I have forgiven you."

From this day forth, the strength of
M. Dorbigny declined perceptibly, and
the paralysis seized on one side of his
body ; but he supported this trial with
heroic courage, that he might not rouse
too violently the remorse of bis dear
Dick. He lingered thus for a few
months, during which the young boy
shared with bis mother the cares which
bis grandfather's state demanded.

He watched the slightest signs;
followed on bis furrowed countenance
the lightest traces of the disease, and
by dint of tenderness divined and fore-
stalled his most secret wishes.

But all this was vain before the inten-
sity of the disease. The old grand-
father succumbed to it towards the end
of the summer, and Dick mourned for
him with so true and deep a sorrow and
despair that bis mother found herself
obliged to conceal ber own grief in
order to moderate that of ber child.

Never since that epoch bas Dick
gazed upon the quicksands of Mount
St. Michael without feeling oppressed
with a heavy weight, and turning aside
to weep over him who had so tenderly
pardoned bis death.

Children, keep carefully your young
consciences from those sorrowful re-
grets which nothing can efface.
Obedience often presses heavily upon
you, but the consequences of Idisobedi-
ence are still more heavy to bear.

Dick Morton may lead the life of an
honest man, and henceforward fulfil all

124.
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his duties with the scrupulousness of a
Pious and sensitive nature; but a voice
at the bottom of his heart will always
whisper to him that it is he who has
caused the death of his grandfather,
and this voice will trouble his purest
Pleasures.

" But," you will perhaps say, " Dick
had a good heart; he was tenderly at-
tached to his relations, and without
doubt he would never have ventured
among the quicksands if he could have
foreseen all the misery that would
result from it." Granted,-he would
have been a monster otherwise; but,
like a great many children, he loved his
mother and grandfather with that
species of egotism which prevents the
actions from harmonizing with the in-
tentions. He loved them for himself,

and he could not resist the temptation
to escape from them for afew hours, with
the sole aim of running after a new
sensation, and satisfying an imprudent
curiosity.

Let children be well convinced of
this, that there cannot be true pleasure
where there is a fault, and virtue, at the
age of Dick Morton, is contained in the
one word " obedience."

An obedient child is almost sure of
never going wrong, so long as his
parents are continually watching with
the most tender solicitude against the
evil and the dangers that nfay threaten
him, and ward them off. The duty of
a child is therefore most -simple, if not
most easy. It is indeed difficult, but
where there is no struggle there is no
virtue, and obedience is a virtue.

OUR THREE BOYS.

BY SARAH E. CHESTER,

(American Tract Society.)

CHAPTER III. "Who pulled it ?" asked Jack, just
coming in the door. "I'll have to take

Joey's mamma came smiling through a look at your mouth before I believe
the side-door into the dii:ing-room, that you had pluck enough to let cousin
with a Sabbath-school book full of pic- Louisa do it."
tures, and a Child's Paper in her hand. " She did," said Joey. "You can

"JHow is my baby ?" she said. just look." And he displayed the new

"Better," gurgled Joey through the hole in his gum.
water that he had plunged his face into. • "It's a wonder your screams didn't

" Has the tooth s'topped aching, dar- take the roof off the church, and spoil
ling ?" she asked as she pulled off her father's sermon," said Jack. " Did he
gloves. kick, cousin Louisa ?"

" That toof ? oh, I had that out," " He behaved very well,'' said cousin
said Joey, as if it were a matter scarcely Louisa.

worth mentioning, and had all but " Joe, you'll be a man before your
escaped his memory. mother," said Dan. " What sort of a

Mamma paused in her disrobing to bargain did you make with cousin
Oxclaim, " Why, Joey Sheppard 1" Louisa ?"
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"Pantaloons," said Joey, smiling his Cousin Louisa took a volume fromdelight, and showing all his teeth and the bookcase, and retired to her chair.the little new hole. That particular rocking-chair was called"Good enough !" said Dan. hers, because she preferred it to any" Then I shall have to make a little other. It had a long straight back, andjacket to wear with them," said Mrs. a creak in one of its legs. It creakedSheppard. "Joey dear, run up stairs whenever she rocked it, and she rocked itwith mamma's bonnet and shawl, and whenever she was in it.then l'Il show you your book and The book that she had chosen was apaper." large History of the Jews in very fineJoey was back very quickly, looking print, written many hundred years agoat the pictures in the book and paper. by a gentleman named Josephus." After dinner," said mamma, "we'll Cousin Louisa opened it at a mark.see if we can't find something to learn, On the mark the words, " From aJoey. You and I will have a little Sun- Friend," were embroidered. Havingday-school to make up for your not laid the mark carefully in the back ofgoing to-day. Your teacher sent her the book, smoothing out the ribbons aslove, and so did Mamie Cady. They if it were something she prized highly,both hope that you will be well very Cousin Louisa began to read.soon. . " Well, Joey," said Mrs. Sheppard,"Mamie Cady didn't know 'bout my speaking softly that she niight not dis-pantaloons when she sent that love," turb any one, " do you think of any-said Joey, "or I guess she'd a sent thing you would like to learn "more. Won't she open her eyes big "Another.Psalm, mamma ?"when she sees 'cm, mamma? Don't "We will have another Psalm," saidyou think l'Il look pretty nice in 'em ?" mamma, "unless you think of some-"Yes, dear," said mamma. "But thing in the New Testament, or somesuppose we don't talk any more about hymn, you would rather learn."pantaloons to-day. This is God's day, " There's a little hymn in my paperyou know, Joey; and we'll have the pan- this week," said Joey--" the one youtaloons and all such things to-morrow." brought me from Sunday-school. See"Yes, ma'am," said Joey. if it's nice to learn, mamma."He amused himself with bis paper Mrs. Sheppard opened the paper andand book until dinner-time; and after read it.
dinner, when the table had been cleared " Oh lovely, Joey!" she said. "l It isoff and Cousin Louisa and mamma had a beautiful little thing about 'The Fly-washed the dishes, Joey and mamma ing Birds.' You shall learn it, and Iwent over in one corner of the parlor to will only teach you one little Bible versehave their Sunday-school. besides, to-day. Let me think what itMr. Sheppard had read bis religious shall be. I know. It will go nicelyweekly through since dinner-time, and with your hymn. Repeat it after me,as he was always rather tired after Joey. 'If any man serve Me, jet himpreaching, he leaned back in bis big follow Me."'chair, put the paper over bis head to "' If any man.serve Me, let him fol-keep the flues and the breezes off from low Me,'" repeated Joey over and overbis bald spot, and went to sleep. uuitil they were certain that he knew itDan put a pillow at one end of the perfectly.
lounge,Jack put one at the other, and they " What does that mean, Joey ? " saidlay down with their feet in the neigh. mamna.
borhood of each other's heads to read " Follow means go after," answeredtheir Sunday-school book*. Joey.
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" Then following Christ is going after

him," said mamma; "and what does
that mean, dear ? "

Joey thought a few moments.
" We can't," he said, " cause we'd

have to go up to heaven, mamma, if we

went after. Jesus Christ went right up,

up through the air, over the tree-tops,
and into the clouds, don't you 'member?
Don't you think Jesus meant that verse
for the angels that have got wingo,

mamma ? or maybe for the birds, tOO."

" Oh, no, dear," said mamma. " He

meant it for people like you and me.
He was talking to men when he said

it; and he meant men, and women like

me, and little boys like you, just as well
as men."

" And little girls, too, mamma, like
Mamie Cady ?"

" Yes, dear, everybody. But there is
a way for us to follow Christ, Joey ; and

I want you think what it is without my

telling you, if you can."
" We can't fly up into the clouds, can

we, mamma ? "

" No, darling; but is that the only
way people get to heaven ?" l

" Oh, no ! said Joey. Allie Pol-
lard went through the ground. That's

the way she got there ; and so did my

little baby sister too. But, mamma,

what makes everybody go down to get

up ? It's so queer."
" Part of them goes down into the

ground and part goes up to heaven,

Joey. The part that goes to heal en

doesn't go through the ground at ail to

get there. It goes straight up to Gbd.
Your baby sister's soul went to God,

and it was just her little body that we

put under the grass and tbe flowers.

But, 4Joey, all souls that leave their

bodies to be put under the grass, and

go away out of this world, don't go UP

to God. What is the reason ?
"I don't know," said Joey.
"Oh, my darling, mamma has told

you that often."
" Mamma," said Joey, " do you mean

those sinners ? I

" We are all sinners," said mamma.
"But I mean the sinners who do not
love our Lord Jesus and pray to Him
to make them better. Do the people
who live without caring that Christ
died for them go to His home in heaven
Joey, after they are dead ?"

" Oh, no!" said Joey, very softly.
"They go away for ever, and it's dark
and cold, and they cry."

" But God would gladly have taken
them to heaven if they would have
come," said mamma.

Yes," said Joey.
"The trouble was that they wouldn't

go in the only way that would ete -
them there. There is only one way to
heaven, darling. and that is by Christ's
taking us there. If we follow Him, we
shall get there, too. I don't mean the
way through the clouds; I mean -the
way Qf being good. We cannot be
good like Jesus Christ, for he was

God as well as a man; but we can

be a great deal better than we are, if we

try very hard and ask Him to help us.
" Christ was gentle, and he never

said cross things. He gave up his own

way, and he thought of every one be-

fore himself. He was so loeely while

he lived down here, that the way he
went to heaven through his life on

earth was more beautiful even than the

way he went through the clouds. And I

would rather go to heaven through lov-

ing and trusting him, and being like

him, than to go up through the clouds,
Joey; wouldn't you?"

"Yes, niamma," said Joey.
"I wonder what Dan thinks about

it," said mamma, for she saw that he

had dropped his book and was listening
to her.

Dan rolled off the lounge and came
over and sat on the floor, and put his
head in her lap. That was his only
answer.

" If my boys are Christians," said
mamma, " which simply means if they
are followers of Christ, and are kind
ad gentle and honest and noble, like
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him, then they will be the manly men
that I have set my heart on their being.

" Christ's way is the only way that
leads to heaven," she said.

One of her hands clasped Joey and
the other played with Dan's curly hair.
So they sat for a little while, all of them
thinking and no one speaking.

" Mamma," said Dan, " you remem-
ber that story about St. Christopher,
how he vowed he would serve only the
mightiest ? I'd rather have a Perfect
Man for my pattern than a man with
faults like my own. And Christ is not
only the mightiest, but the noblest and
best of all."

" I long to see you loving and follow-
ing him," said mamma, gently, thank-
ing God in her heart that her boy had
such desires.

" But it's one thing to aim, and an-
other to succeed," said Dan.

" God will help you," said mamma.
" You must ask him."

After playing with his curls a little
while, she was reminded by Joey of the
hymn in his paper.

"l 'll read it to you before you learn
it," said mamma, " and see if you like
it. Its n'ame is,

" THE FLYING BIRDS.

"O wise little birds, how do you know
The way to go,

Southward, northward, to and fro ?

"Far up in the ether pipéd they:
' We but obey

'One who calleth us far away.

"d' He calleth and calleth year by year,
Now there, now here ;

Ever He maketh the way appear.'

" Dear littie bird, Hie calleth me
Who calleth thee ;

Would that I might as trusting be "

Joey liked it very much, and he
learned it easily by repeating it after
his mother. When he had said it
through without one mistake, mamma
dismissed her Sabbath-school.

CHAPTER IV.

Then she tiptoed across the room
and peeped under the paper to see if
Mr, Sheppard was still asleep. His
eyelashes were lying peacefully on his
cheeks, and he looked perfectly uncon-
scious of anything except, his dreams.
But as mamma turned to tiptoe away,
he surprised her by pulling a little lock
of hair that had escaped into her
neck.

Then they both remembered that it
was Sunday and the children were look-
ing.

" Have you had a nice nap, father ?"
said she.

" Charming, mother," said he.
"It is time for prayers. That is why

I looked under your paper.
'' Yery well. I am ready."
After prayers there was still time to be

disposed of before tea. It was at this
hour, between prayers and evening ser-
vice, when Sunday seemed the longest
day of all the seven. The boys were
always restless, and inclined to violate
the solemnity with which they had been
taught to observe Sunday.

Dan and Jack had found their Sun-
day-school books not interesting enough
to read through. They were wide
awake aftertheir naps, and they wanted
something to do. They couldn't talk
about their plays and playmates, and of
course any sort of amusement was out
of the question. It was rather tedious
to roam about the house with nothing
to say or do.

Dan in despair picked up the volume
that cousin Louisa had been reading,
and opened it at the beginning. Pre-
sently yack was aware that the cough
on the other side of the table was ad-
dressed to him, and he went over.

" Guess how jnany children Adam
had," whispered Dan.

Jack guessed on his fingers all the
way from ten to twenty, and gave it
up.

" That's good for Sunday," said Dan,
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L l'Il ask father. Do you know how her and all the particulars, which might

many children Adam had, father ?" be more interesting than his present
" The Bible doesn't tell," replied his occupation of doing nothing.

father. But as he reached the kitchen door
"There's a tradition that tells, to go out, Joey came in. His face was

though." ful of something to tell, as jack knew

" We don't place any dependence on the moment he put bis eyes on him.
traditions." There was nothing Joey enjoyed 80

" There's a chance of their being much as having something to tell, and
true," said Dan. " If this one is true, some one to tell it to. He had such a
he only had fifty-six-thirty-three sons very confiding nature, that bis mother
and twenty-three daughters." was often tempted to think it might be

Jack began to giggle very gently, as better for them ail, as a minister's fam-
if he might be checked if he were dis- ily, if Joey had been bon dumb.
covered ; but very steadily, too, as if he He loved to mn away from home on
had no idea of giving it up. He seem- pleasant mornings and meet nice old
ed to be exceedingly amused at Dan's ladies, who asked hlm questions alI
statement, and he giggled on, Dan keep- along the street. Lt was a real pleasure

ing him company. It is very easy to to hlm to send them on their way re-

laugh ât nothing when one particularly joicing by telling them all they asked,
wants to laugh ; and in this long, last and a great deal that they would neyer
hour of the Sabbath afternoons, small have dreamed of asking.
trifles were apt to become interesting He was more than willing to let them
to the boys. know what he had had for breakfast,

" I believe this old man was crazy," whether there was always dessert for

whispered Jack, reading over Dan's dinner, and if rich cake abounded in
shoulder. " What in the name of com- their pantry.
mon sense does that mean?" WhenquestionedastoCousinLouisa's

Dan read, following Jack's finger, temper, he poured out bis mmd witout
that " Adam had indeed many other any reserve. He had a peculiar talent
children, but Seth in particular. As for remembering and repeating remarks
for the rest, it would be tedious to name that he had overbeard about the people
them." in the church; and he was especially

"Slightly, I should think," said Dan, fond of spreading far and wide the
"if he undertook the whole fifty-six ;whispered observations that his sharp
aud the two boys giggled till their faces little ears were lucky enough to catch

were purple. at times.

"Boys 1" said their father. Reasoning and entreaties. and even
"Yes, sir," gasped Jack. scoldings and whippings, had failed to
"We are reading Josephus, sir," said make Joey a better boy in this respect.

Dan. le was constantly getting bis family

"You boys can find better books into trouble.
than that to read on Sunday; put it jack came back into the parlor and

away." waited for Joey to unburden.

As Jack walked over to the book-case Joey climbed up into bis fathers lap

with it he dropped Cousin Louisa's and said:
book-mark on the floor. Instead of re- I know somfin l"

Placing it in the book he put it in his Someihing good for Sunday ?" said
Pocket. He thought he would make bis father.
Cousin Louisa tell him the history of it, "Yes," said Joey confidently; for if
the namne of the friend who gave it to Cousin Louisa had told it to hm o

Sz g
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Sunday, Joey thought it must be good
for him to repeat it on Sunday.

" Poor old papa! " said Joey, and he
patted his father's cheek. " Ill pay
'ern !"

" Whom ? " said his father. "What's
the matter now ? "

"Them dekings," said Joey.
"The deacons, do you mean, Joey ?

What about them ? "
" I know," said Joey. "Cousin

Louisa told me heaps o' things this
morning."

" Joey," said his father, "tell me
this minute what you are talking about."

" I'm talking about them elders and
dekings," said Joey, " that make you
and mamma and Cousin Louisa work;
and don't give us any money to buy a
girl or any pantaloons with."

" Did you say Cousin Louisa had
been telling you that ?"

Yes, sir."
"What else ? Tell me all she said."
"They're mean and stingy and every-

thing," said Joey.
Mr. Sheppard was a very mild man,

but he put Joey down and opened the
kitchen-door and went in. Cousin
Louisa was there, and he said to her,

" I am astonished, Cousin Louisa, to
learn how you have been talking to Joey.
Every member of the congregation will
have heard of it before Saturday night."

" It might do them good to hear the
truth occasionally," she answered. " I
am not afraid to express my opinion."

" Il is one thing to express it your-
self or to me, and quite another to put
into the mouth of a child like Joey. I
must repeat that I am greatly surprised
at your indiscretion. I begyou will be
more careful in future."

Mr. Sheppard returned to the parlor
and closed the door.

" Now, Joey, come to me," he said.
He took him on his knee, and looked

as serious as he possibly could.
" I want vou to understand," he said,

"that you are not to repeat a word of
this. If I hear of your having done it,

you shall be severely punished. Do you
understand ?"

Joey hung his head, and replied that
he did.

" It might do some good, father,"
suggested Dan.

" If my salary is too small for my
services, I don't know that it is the
fault of the elders and deacons, Dan."

Somebody is to blame," said Dan.
"Custom is to blame," said his

father.
" Men make customs," said Dan.

"I think every person in the church
ought, to be held guilty for letting a
man that works as hard as you do sup-
port his family on seven hundred dol-
lars."

" Joey, run into the kitchen," said
his father.

"Joey having obeyed, Mr, Sheppard
said to Dan,

" You know individuals don't feel the
responsibility of public wrongs as they
ought to."

" We'd better get them all together
then," said Dan, " and see if we can't
make them feel it. Something ought
to be done. I think the way country
ministers are paid is a digrace to re-
ligion."

" It is not our place to do anything
about it, Dan. If there is to be a reform
in these matters, it must begin with the
laymen, not with the clergy. And I
have no disposition to complain my-
self. I think this matter will come
right, with a great many others, in
God's own time. People will wake up
to it by-and-by. Meanwhile we must
make the best of what we have, and
feel paid by the consciousness that we
are serving our master."

" Oh, I wouldn't care," said Dan, " if
mother didn't have to work so hard,
and be forever denying herself."

" That's the hardest part of it to me."
said his father.

" Why, r quite enjoy poverty," said
mother, laughing. "You needn't any
oi you be pitying me."

( To ber continued.)
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ADALMINA'S PEARL.

There was once upon a time a king
and a queen who had a little girl, and
as -she was a king's daughter, she was
called a princess. Her name was

Adalmina. She was her parents' only
child, and on that account they loved
her very, very much, almost too much;
for God does not like men to idolize
their fellow-beings, lest they should for-

get what is said in the catechism about
loving God above everything, with all

one's heart and with all one's soul.
Wheh the Princess Adalmina was

christened, two good fairies, one Red,
and the other Blue, were invited to be

godmothers, as always happens in
stories about royal christenings. The
two good fairies did not forget each to
give the princess a gift: the Red Fairy

gave her a large valuable pearl, so
exquisitely beautiful that no one had

ever seen the like of it; moreover, it was

accompanied by three other good gifts.

"Know," said the fairy, " that as

long as Adalmina wears this pearl she

will become more beautiful, more rich,
and more clever every day; but should

she lose her pearl she will forfeit the

three other gifts at the same time-
beauty, riches, and cleverness; there is

no help for that, and she will not get
them back until she finds her pearl
again."

So spoke the Red Fairy; then the

Blue Fairy said:
" Adalmina has received three such

great gifts that few people would wish
for anything beyond them in this world.

Still there is• one gift yet remainig,
which is, in truth, the best of all, and I
Will give that to Adalmina on one con-
dition. So long as the princess pos-
sesses her pearl with its three accom-
panying qualities my gift will have no
power, but should she lose her pearl,

her beauty, her riches, and her clever-
ness, I will grant her as a compensation
a fourth gift, which consists of a humble
heart. Be it so!"

With these words the two fairies
nodded farewell, and disappeared like
two white clouds in the blue summer
sky.

The king and the queen were very
much delighted. They thought to
themselves: " If only our little princess
is beautiful, rich, and clever, it will not
matter much what kind of a heart she
has; we will take good care of her
pearl, and then she will do very well
without the Blue Fairy's shabby gift.
The Red Fairy knew better what was a
suitable present for a princess : her gifts
were royal gifts. But the Blue one was
stingy-that can't be denied; she gave
the dear child alms just as one might
throw a penny to a beggar girl on the
high-road."

The king had a golden crown made,
which exactly fitted little Adalmina's
head, and was so ingeniously contrived
that, as the princess grew, the crown
grew too, and fitted just as well as be-
fore; but it was either too big or too
small for everyone else. At the top of
the crown was a point, and in the point
the pearl was fastened so firmly and
strongly that it was impossible that it
could fall out.

The crown was plated upon Adalmina's
head, and she wore it constantly,
both when she slept in her little gilt
cradle, and when she was awake, and
ran about in the castle. But the king

and queen were so much afraid of her
losing the pearl that they strictly for-

bade anyone to let the princess go out
beyond the large gate between the gar-
den and the park; and, besides this,
they ordered that whenever she went
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out she was always to be followed by
four gentlemen-in-waiting and four
ladies-in-waiting, who had strict orders
to watch the princess and her pearl most
carefully.

They had better not venture to ne-
glect their charge, for the grim red-
coated executioner, with his ugly beard
and horrible axe, was not a man to be
trifled with !

The princess grew up, and everything
happened just as the Red Fairy had
foretold ; Adalmina became the most
beautiful princess that had ever been
seen. She was so beautiful that her
eyes shone like two bright silver stars
on a spring night, and wherever she
went there was sunshine around her,
and all the flowers in the garden bowed
down to her and said, " You are more
beautiful than we." She became so
rich-yes, so rich .that it seemed as if
treasures sprang up around her. The
floor of her room was inlaid with silver
and mother-of-pearl, the walls were
one large looking-glass, and the roof
was gold bestrewn with diamonds; you
should have seen how it glittered by
lamp-light! Adalmina ate on gold,
slept on gold, and dressed in gold, and
if it had been possible to eat gold
itself, she would have done so, but it
was too hard for her to bite.

So wonderfully clever was she, so
clever, that she could guess the most
difficult riddles, and remember the long-
est lessons if she only once looked at
them. All the wise and learned men
in the king's kingdom came together
to question the princess, and all agreed
that such a clever and wise princess as
Adalmina had never existed before in
the world, and certainly never would
exist again as long as the world lasted.

This was all very well. There is no
harm in being beautiful, rich, and clever,
if only we know how to use these gifts
according to God's wili ; but there lies
the difficulty. The king and queen
thought in their rapture that -the Prin-
çess Adalmina was the best and most

perfect being on earth, and unluckily
Adalmina soon began to think the same
herself. When everyone constantly
told her that she was a thousand times
richer and cleverer and more beautiful
than the rest of mankind, she readily
believed it, and she consequently be-
came proud in her heart, and thought
that everybody else, even her own pa-
rents, were inferior to her. Poor Adal-
mina! This was a large ugly blot on
her bright beauty-great poverty in the
midst of all her riches, extreme folly
amidst all her cleverness ; and through
this she was very nearly ruined.

The older she grew the more haughty
she became, and through her pride
came other great faults, so that Adal-
mina became hard-hearted, naughty,
greedy, and envious. When she saw
a beautiful flower in the garden, she at
once trampled it under foot, because she
only had a right to be beautiful. When
Adalmina met any other princess driv-
ing in a golden carriage, she felt very
much vexed, because she thought no
one had a right to be rich and grand
save herself. If people spoke of other
girls being good and clever, Adalmina
cried with sheer vexation, for why
should any one but she be clever ?
Adalmina scolded every one who did
not flatter her and do all she wanted,
and yet she despised those most who
were most submissive to her. She was,
in fact, a tyrant whom everybody feared
and nobody loved ; the king and queen
were the only people in their kingdom
who were not angry with her for her
pride.

When the princess was fifteen years
old she went out one day for a walk in
the royal gardens. As she came to the
gate she felt inclined to go out into the
park, but the gate was lacked, and no
one dared to open it, as the king had
strictly forbidden it. The four ladies-
in-waiting and the four gentlemen-in-
waiting were in attendance, and for the
first time they refused to obey the prin-
cess's orders. Adalmina then became
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angry, so angry that the brightness of

her beauty was quite overclouded. She

struck her faithful servants on their

faces, ran away from them and climbed

over the gate, and when they followed

her she ran farther and farther away

through the park, till at last the trees

hid her from their sight.
For the first time in her life Adalmimà

now felt tired and thirsty, and sat down

by a spring to re't. She even stopped
to take water from the spring in her

royal white hand, and drink, just as

other people have to do when there is

no one bowing and offering a glass of

water on a silver salver. At that mo-

ment she caught sight of her face

reflected in the spring. " Ah ! how

beautiful I am !" she said to herself,

bending her head lower toward the

water in order to see it better; when-

splash !-down fell the golden crown

with the precious pearl from Adalmina's

head, and disappeared like lightning in

the rippling spring.
Adalmina hardly noticed it, so en-

grossed was she with her own beauty.

But what happened next ? No sooner

had the water become smooth again

than Adalmina saw reflected in it quite

a different image from her own. In-

stead of a wonderfully handsome prin-

cess in gold-stitched clothing, with

jewels in her hair and ear-rings of glit-

tering diamonds, she saw only a poor

ugly beggar-girl, bare-headed and bare-

foot, with ragged clothes and uncombed

hair. In an instant all her extreme

cleverness forsook her also. She be-

came as ignorant and as simple as if

she had never learned anything, and,

what was still more remarkable, she

completelv lost her memory, so that she

did not recollect who she had been,

wherice she came, or 4where she was

going. She only dimly knew that some

great change had taken place, and this

idea frightened her so much that she

ran away from the spring deeper and

deeper into the forest, without knowmng

in what direction she was going.

As night came on the wolves began
to howl in the forest, and Adalmina
felt still more frightened, and ran on
faster than ever, till she saw a light in
the distance. When she came up to it
she found that it proceeded from a little
cottage in which lived a poor old woman.

" Poor child," said the old woman,
" where do you come from so late at
night ? " But Adalmina could give n6
answer; she did not even know who
she was, or where her parents lived.
The old woman thought this very
strange, but she had compassion upon
her, and said,

" Since ýou are so poor and lonely
in the wide world, you may come and
live with me ; I want some one to watch
my goats in the forest. You may do
that, my child, if you are a good girl,
and contented to live on bread and
water, with goat's milk now and then

when we have a feast."
Adalmina was very much pleased

with this offer, and gratefully kissed the

old woman's hand; for, although the

princess did not know it, the Blue Fairy

had fulfilled her promise, and Adalmina

had now obtained what is far better

than beauty, riches, or cleverness, name-

ly, a good and humble heart. She was
much happier now watching her goats,

eating her dry bread, and sleeping on

her hard bed of straw and moss, and

much better also, than of old ; for

many costly gifts follow a humble heart,

such as a good conscience, quiet con-

tentment, calm peace, kindness, and

love, wherever one may be in the world.

Wherever Adalmina went now there

was sunshin? again around her; but it

came not, as heretofore, from her

outward, perishable beauty, but from

the silent glory which the good and

innocent on earth always shed around

them-those whose souls stream with

beauty, as the angels' faces do when

they descend on their large white wings

to the valley of the earth.
Meanwhile there was a tremendous

uproar at the palace when the princess
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was found to have disappeared. The before he had seen the tip of her nose.poor ladies - in - waiting and terror- He asked her if she had ever seen thestricken gentlemen-in-waiting pleaded princess.
in vain that they had followed the "No,' said Adalmina.
princess to the gate ; they were thrown "It is strange," resumed the prince,at once into a dark prison, where " that for three long years I have
neither sun nor moonlight reached thought of no one but the little prin-
them, and where the red-robed execu- cess; but now I shall search for her no
tioner with the ugly beard stood outside more; I shall build a castle in thethe door, axe in hand. The king and middle of this wood, and live here for
queen were utterly inconsolable. They the rest of my life."
ordered all their subjects to go into Thereupon the prince built a castle,mourning, and had proclaimed in every and it stood close to the spring where
church that whoever could find the Adalmina had been transformed. NowPrincess Adalmina should marry her, it so happened one day when it wasand-if he would not be content with very warm that the prince felt thirsty,less-have half the kingdom into the and bent over the spring to drink.
bargain! It was the fashion in those "What can it be that glitters sodays to make this kind of offer, as wonderfully down there at' the bottomevery one knows. of the spring ?" said he to himself.

The reward was good, and many "I must see what it is."
princes and knights longed to earn it. The prince bent down, dipped hisFor three whole years they rode through arm into the spring, and brought upthe wide world, winter and summer, from thence a golden crown, with anand sought and sought in vain; but exquisitely beautiful pearl in the top of
they never found even as much as the it. It then struck him, what if it shouldgilt heel of Adalmina's shoe. be Adalmina's pearl! Whereupon heAt last it happened that the young took the crown to the king's castle;and brave Prince Sigismond, of Frank- and no sooner had the king and queenland, while travelling about to find the set eves on the jewel than they bothprincess, arrived at the old woman's exclaimed at once, '- Adalmina's crown !cottage. There she sat dressed in Adalmina's pearl! Alas! where is shemourning, not of very fine quality, it is herself ? where is our beautiful, deartrue, but still, black it was, and the little princess ?"
goats were black and white in color too. The king then calculated that if thedWhom do you wear mourning for, princess was still living, she would nowgood mother ?" asked the prince. be eighteen years old. He recollected"The king has ordered that every- what the Red Fairy had predicted, andbody shall wear mourriing for our lost began to guess the truth as to what hadprincess," answere(d the old woman; really happened. He therefore had abut she was no great loss, though it new proclamation read in all theis true she was rich, beautiful, and churches, stating that all girls of eigh-clever; for people say she had a proud teen should assemble in his court to try
heart, which was bad indeed, and the on the crown, and she whom it fittedreason why no one loved her." perfectly should be recognized as theAt this moment Adalmina came home lost princess, and marry Prince Sigis-from the forest with her goats. The mond of Frankland.
prince looked at ber, and could 'not 1 It scarcely need be said that all theunderstand how a girl who was so poor girls in the kingdom instantly hurriedand plain yet touched his heart so to the castle, and those who were ratherwonderfully that he almost loved her more or less than eighteen years
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old happened to forget their exact

age.
It was a beautiful summer's day, and

at least one thousand girls stood in long
rows to try their luck. Fron early

morning till late at night the golden

crown passed from head to head, and
was trieji by every one, but fitted none.

At last the girls began to grumble and

say, " The king is making game of us;

let us cast lots, and she who wins ought
to have both the crown and the prince."

But Prince Sigismond thought this a

a very bad plan, and asked them to wait

until the sun had set. " Very well,

then," said the.girls.
A little before sunset a watchman was

placed to see if anyone was comimg

along the high-road. The prince cried,

" The evening passes; watchman, do

you perceive anyone coming along the
road ?"

The watchman answered, "I see the

flowers bend their heads to sleep, for

night is near ; but no one, no one is

coming along the road."
Again the prince said, " The evening

passes ; watchman, do you perceive

anyone coming along the road ?"

The watchman answered, " A cloud

hides the setting sun, and the bird in

the forest hides its head under its tired

wing; night is fast approaching, but

no one, no one is coming along the

road."
Once more the prince asked, The

evening is at an end; watchman, do

you not see anyone coming along the

road ?"
The watchman said, .se.e a little

cloud of dust far away by the edge of

the forest. Now it approaches, and I
see a poor goat girl drivimg a dock
before her on the road."

" Let us try the crown on the goat

girl," said the prince. The other girls,
who all considered themselves tuch

above her, cried, " No, no ." But the
king had the goat girl brought in, and

behold, when they tried the crown on

her head it fitted exactly.

Just at that moment the sun went
completely down, and it was so dark
that it was impossible to see what the
girl looked like. But Prince Sigismond
thought in his heart, " It is the will of
God that I should marry this poor goat
girl, and I will do it, for I have watched
her out in the forest with the poor old
woman, and I know that there is sun-
shine about her wherever she goes."

All the people cried " Long live Prince
Sigismond and Princess Adalmina l "
But many thought within themselves,
"She is nothing but a poor goat girl."

The goat girl, with the gold crown
on her head, was now brought into the
king's hall, which was lighted with
thousands of wax-candles; but far
brighter than the thousand wax-lights
shone out the Princess Adalmina in her
incomparable beauty, as she suddenly
stood before them ail clad in ber golden
garments ; for at the same moment that

she recovered her pearl, she also got
back the Red Fairy's other gifts. But

the best thing of all was that she kept
at the same time the Blue Fairy's gift,
her good and humble heart, and as she

had now recovered her memory, she

recollected quite clearly how wicked

she had formerly been in her soul, and

how she had been transformed, and

learned that the poor and plain are far

happier, from possessing a peaceful
conscience, than the rich and beautiful

who are proud in heart.
She now fell on her knees before her

father and mother, and asked them and

everybody to pardon her former pride,
and as a proof of how changed her

heart was, she fetched the poor old

woman out of the crowd, embraced her,
and said, " The charitable are rich in

their poverty, but the rich who are hard-

heàrted suffer want and poverty in the
midst of their riches."

AIl who saw this could scarcely be-

lieve their eyes, but Prince Sigismond
said, " I knew that this would be so:

Adalmina's pearl is beautiful, but far

more beautiful is a humble heart."
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Then there was a wedding and great put his axe into the corner, and every-joy in the king's castle ; the four ladies- one throughout the land cried, " Beau-in-waiting and the four gentlemen-in- tiful indeed is Adalmina's peari, but farwaiting were set at liberty, and the red- more beautiful is a humble heart! "-robed executioner with the ugly beard Selected.

HOW TO ACQUIRE GOOD MANNERS.

Diffidence and awkwardness arise, at
first, chiefly from youth and ignorance
of society, and also from too much
consciousness of self. Especially to
the young I would say, Do not cri-
ticise your own actions in company too
minutely and severely, and imagine
you have committed an unpardonable
crime if xou have not given just the
proper depth to a bow, or used just the
conventional phrases. It is well to be
correct in these little items, and for
this purpose practice them among your
intimates, where they will set more
easily, for you will not appear at ease
in them until you have practiced them
thoroughly enough to do them me-
chanically.

Do not reproach yourself that you
are not as easy and as much at home
in society as the older ladies and
gentlemen whose manners you covet.
Experience has brought them to this
point of perfection, as it will bring you
in time. If vou could be actor or
actress enough to assume their exact
manners, it would be affectation, which
is a deformity; or, if that entire ease
could be real at vour age, it would look
unnatural and forward. The blushes,
little alarms, and stammerings, thevery
memory of which causes you, as they
should not, to shrink within yourself
for months afterward when you think
of them, are not treasured up in the
minds of your elders, as you imagine,
as guilty stains upon your character
that nothing may ever wash out, but

are sometimes highly charming to them,
recalling like trials in their own early
life, and showing them that moun-
tainous as. these trials seemed then,
they were naught but fresh dew of
youth. In fact, uncomfortable as they
are, they make to the beholder the
very charm and newness of youth. You
can not know yet how pretty mere
modest youthfulness looks to your
elders, and how it atones for little
ignorances of polite usages of society.
Real rudeness or ill-nature, however,
will not be excused on account of
vouth. People will think at once
" Poor child ! her mother has not
taught her how to behave."

But if easy positions of the feet or
hands, comfortable attitudes, bowings,
and facility of motion seem among
things unattainable, the " thank you's,"
"excuse mc's," "introductions," are
almost impossible of articulation even
when you know what ought to be said
or done; it is nothing but want of
practice. Practice them, then, with
vour intimate friends before whom you
feel easy, and with your sisters and
brothers, and you will speedily become
accomplished in them.

Do not shun company and social
gatherings, for the more you do so
from diffidence, the more out of place
you will feel among your fellow-beings.
You will be silly enough to imagine
the awkwardness inborn and incurable,
when all you need is practice in social
isages, which is best attained by con-
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stant association with persons proficient

in these things. Do not associate with

ill-bred people, as many do, merely

because you feel more at ease among
them, as you will be liable to grow like

them. If your place in life or your
training has been such that you really
do not know what is. required, there
are books of etiquette that teach these
things, and which, indeed, ail peciple
should keep about them. But remember

pracice is the only thing that will cause
them to fit easily.

If one is new to society, one should
not attempt to lead, but be rather quiet,

and do no more than is necessary. Be
deliberate. Many of the blunders of

the inexperienced which are worse in

their imagination than in reality are
caused- by haste to get through what
is disagreeable from its novelty. There
are few tings we can do well rapîdly
until we are proficient in the. Do

not speak in too low a voice, but do

not by any means raise your voice to
too loud a pitch, as, besides startling
yourself, it will not sound well to "ears

polite." Do not mumble and have to

repeat your remarks, but pronouice
distinctly and audibly. Db not sit

perfectly silent in company waiting for
some very wise remark to corne into

your mmd, but say the little trifles and

natural, common-place thoughts that
the surrounding circumstances suggest,

or that you would say to more familiar

friends. People are not noticing you
half as much as you imagine.

There is a subject I have never seen

dwelt upon, and young people are very

much wronged by'not knowig it. It is
this: You have just as much right to

be graceful as anyone. If your father,
mother, sister, or brother, or the whole

family have a trick of poking the head
forward, sticking the shoulder-blades
out, carrying the elbows at right angles
to the body, or even a shuffling or

shambling walk, you do not have to do
as they do if forty generations have done

so, and the family are known by it.

Just be the more watchful of yourself,
as it is difficult to avoid following the
example of those we are with. But
widen your chest, strengthen your
shoulders by the proper daily exercise,
turn your toes out and lift your feet
properly in walking; hold up your head.
Do not act before you think, as many
people do, and plunge into some clum-
siness, but think first. Again, do not
be too hasty, but do what you do in the
best manner. Nothing appears more
easy and graceful than deliberation, if
it be not overdone, and it prevents
awkwardness and the consequent con-
fusion of wits.

I have seen people prolong family
peculiarities and disagreeable ways by a
sort of idea that if they should drop
them and adopt more pleasing habits,
they would be unnatural and affected.
There are two ways of adopting more
pleasing characteristics, one only skin-

deep, and to make an appearance
before company, wearing like a garment
that is thrown off the moment the latter
are gone. This, especially if selected
without taste and judgment, is affecta-

tion, and never looks natural. But
select a new way, because it is sensible

and best; make it your own, in com-

pany and, out of company, and it will

become a natural possession and uncon-

scious habit-a part of you, and your

friends will say, "It always was born

in her," and you will know whether
that is true or not.

Many parents, who provide well
otherwise for their children, are ex-

tremely negligent in practically and

systematically teaching them the arts of
" good breeding," so that they set easily

and well upon them; the consequence
is, that the lives of such children are
embittered by this deprivation at school

and during the first years of their en-

trance into society; and many, seeking
those with whom they do feel at ease,
are thus dragged down for life to com-
panionship that is unworthy of them.
-Kate Kavanagh, in Phresî. Journal.
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MRS. HARTS IDOL.

BY CLARA F. GUERNSEY.

" Won't you come and drive this lovely after-
noon, Anne ?" said Mr. Hart to his wife as he
was rising from.the dinner-table.

" Oh, I can't," said Mrs. Hart, in a tone
between the positive and the complaining. " I
must wash the dishes, and I've got to bake, and
I've some sewing I have planned to finish this
week, and it's impossible."

" Oh, let the work go, Anne," said Mr. Hart
good naturedly. " We can buy bread for once,
and the sewing can wait, can't it ?"

" No. I have planned to have it done this
week, and I can't possibly have it round after-
wards."

"I wish you would go, really, my dear,"
persisted Mr. Hart. " I have to go out to the
Red Mills, and we could call on Mrs. Barry and
see how the old lady is. She thought so much
of your mother, Anne,-and has wanted to see
you so long. It seems unkind not to go. She
won't always be there, you know."

" I wish you would not tease me, John," re-
plied his wife with a shade of irritation. " I have
my work to do, and I must do it. I can't help
it if my duties keep me at home."

" Then I must go back to the old subject,"
said Mr. Hart, smiling and keeping his temper
in a very wonderful manner, considering that lie
vas a man arguing with his wife, " and say

that I wish you would keep a girl. You know
that I can afford it quite well, and I would so
much rather not have your time taken up in
washing dishes. Corne, Anne, say that you will
begin to look out for a servant to do the work, so
that I can have my wife's society now and then."

" Now, John, I thought we had settled that
question," replied Mrs. Hart, the more posi-
tively that some inward feeling which she was re-
solved not to recognize as conscience was worry-
ing her with certain half-heard whispers. "I
hate having a girl. You know how particular

I am, and there never was a girl yet that could
understand my ways and do my work as I want
it done. I should be miserable to have my
pantry get into the state a girl would have it in
a week. As long as I can do my own work I
can have my house respectable, and when I
can't it will be time enough to talk to me about
having help."

While the discussion had been going on Mrs.
Hart had been gathering ber disheslogether on
the waiter, and she now carried them out into
her spotless kitchen and began to wash them
with a certain air, which, perhaps, it would be
harsh to call one of self-conscious virtue, but
which it is not easy to describe by any other
term.

"Anne will work so hard," Mr. Hart said,
with a little sigh, to Aunt Susan Willis, who
had been a silent listener to this little discussion.
" I wish she wouldn't. It isn't as if there was
any need of it."

" Anne is very neat and particular, thee
knows,. John," said Aunt Susan, in a tone so
carefully regulated as to suggest the idea that
the speaker was trying to keep some inward
feeling from outward manifestation.

" Yes, I know ; but, Aunt Susan, it does
seem to me as if I would compound for a cup
out of place on the pantry shelf or even a little
dust now and then, if Anne would but give me
a little more of her society, or would go out a
little more. She does not return any calls, she
can't find time to go anywhere with me, not even
to see hjrdead mother's dear old friend. But
there," said Mr. Hart, catching himself up
with a sort of shock as he realized that he was
almost complaining of his wife to a third person,
"I don't mean to find fault. Anne is a good
wife and a good Christian. I only wish she'd
spare herself a little more ;" and with that Mr.
Hart went away.
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Presently Mrs. Hart came in and sat down to

her sewing, an elaborate pair of pillow shams,

ruffled, tucked, puffed, embroidered. If there

be other decorative verbs applicable to pillow

shams they were applicable to Mrs. Hart's.

By-and-by there went past the window a low

basket carriage in which was a lady and as manY

children as could be packed into the little vehicle.

The lady, who was prettily dressed, nodded,

smiled, and waved her hand as she went by.

" I see," said Aunt Susan, looking out,

"Cousin Alice has taken those two little Elberts

that have been sick out for a drive with her boy

and girl. It will be a treat for them."

Something in Aunt Susan's remark some way

seemed to annoy Mrs. Hart. Her needle flew

faster.
"Alice can find time for such things," she

said quickly.
"She's looking better since she came home

from New York," continued Aunt Susan.

" Such a quantity of finery as she brought

home," remarked Mrs. Hart. " Really, I do

think Alice is not consistent. She's too much

taken up with dress and society, more than I

could see would be right for me to conform: to

the world."
" What does thee mean by the worid, Anne ?"

asked Aunt Susan, who had been brought up

among " Friends " and often used their fashion

of speech.
" Why, what does any one mean, aunt? I

mean gayet> and trifling and dress and amuse-

ment, things, I am thankful to say, I never had

any taste for."
Aunt Susan smiled over her knitting.

" And does thee think a Christian ought to

give up all these for Christ ?"

" Certainly, aunt ; don't you ?"

Aunt Susan was silent, and took up a dropped

stitch.
Mrs. Hart looked up a moment.

" Now, aunt, I know you tbink 1 am ta blame

some way," she said, a little inclined to be in-

jured. " You may as well say wbat you have

on your mind."
" I only want to ask thee a question or two,

Anne. When a person gives himself to Christ

ought it to be wholly or in part only ?'

"Why, Aunt Susan, what a question. We Ought

to consecrate ourselves wholly to lim of course.

" And thee thinks it is a sin to spend tOO

much on ourselves and make idols of our Own

pleasures and pursuits ?"

" Certainly I do," sid Mrs. Hart, " and
really it has troubled me to see how much Alice
dresses lately and how much she goes about.
She and Charley are driving round with the
children half the time, and her dresses-really I

do think it's sinful extravagance. She says
Charley bought them for her, and excuses her-
self by saying she dresses to please him. John
wanted me to have one of those summer silks

with a flounce in a pattern like hers, but I would

not. He was really quite vexed about it, but I

hope I know my duty bette ; besides I don'

like them. It really has troubled me to see how

close Alice and Charley are getting to the world."

" Thee thinks then," said Aunt Susan, laying

her finger lightly on the pillow sham nearest to

her, "that silk ruffles are worldly but cambric
ruffles are pious ?"

The color rushed over Mrs. Hart's face.

" This isn't for myself," she said stiffly ; "it's

for the house."

" To spend one's time, then, in decorating

one's body is sinful, but in decorating one's house

is righteous ?" continued Aunt Susan placidly.

" Well, Aunt Susan, I can't bear that every-

thing about my house should not be as nice as

other people's.''

" That's why thee will do all thy own work,

I suppose."

"Yes. John worries aboutit. And he wants

me to have a girl, and to go out more and re-

turn calls. But I can't. It would just make me

miserable to have my kitchen not just exactly

so, and things as girls will have them. I dare-

say I do think too much of it, and am too par-

ticular," continued Mrs. Hart, in that tone of

complacency with which people sometimes con-

fess their pet sins ; " but when I have planned

to do certain things I must do them. I know it

annoys John sometimes, but it's my way and I

can't help it."

" That is to say, child, to put it in plain

words, thee must please thyself, no matter who

suffers, and thee says thee can't help it. Anne,

did thee ever try to help it-once in all thy life?"

Mrs. Hart put down her work. She had a

great mind to be very angry, but she could not.

A light seemed suddenly to shine into her soul

and to show her that something she had hitherto

cherished as au adornment and a glory was in

fact something too closely resembling that ugly

little idol selfishness.
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" I think you are rather hard on my weak-
ness, Aunt Susan," she said with a trembling
voice, " if it is a weakness."

"Anne, is thee really calling this thing by a
right name ?" said Aunt Susan gently.

"M We all have our ways, I suppose," returned
Mrs. Hart.

"And when thee gave thyself to Christ, Anne,
tid thee arrange with thy blessed Lord that thy
Cways' and thy 'weaknesses ' were to be left
to thyself and were not to be transformed by his
Spirit where they were not conformable to him
anti bis example?"

Mrs. Hart said nothing in reply, and Aunt
Susan went on quietly with her book and her
knitting.

Presently, Mrs. Hart, saying something about
a spool of thread, rose and went out of the room.
She did not go for the thread, however. She
went up to her own chamber and sat herself
down and thought.

Was it possible that all her persistence in doing
ber own work, her scrubbings, her scourings,
her window-washing, her arrangements of dishes

and Cups and platters, her beautiful hand-sewing,
on which she had so prided herself, and on
which she built up such a sense of her own
superiority, were after all but sacrifices to the
idol of self, instead of righteous self-sacrifice.
She had saved for her husband the cost of a ser-
vant when he had wished to keep one ; she hadt
made his shirts when he would have preferred to
buy them ; she hadi spent hours in cleaning and
scouring, and sweeping, and baking for him,
when he would have preferred to have her drive
with him, or read with him, or receive or visit
his friends ; but had she ever really cheerfully
given up her own way ?

She thought of old Mrs. Barry now with an
actual pang. Would she only have been willing
to give up for a little some of her " plans," some
of her cherished "ways," she might long ago
have cheered and comforted an aged sister in
Christ, her own dead mother's dearest frieni,
whom she had put aside that very afternoon for
the sake of the pillow shams, which, having re-
solved to finish, she could not put aside.

Mrs. Hart was a proud woman, and she-had
built up unawares a wall of self-righteousness
against which she had leaned for support, and
in her self-satisfaction she had forgotten to de-
pend on the Rock that was higher than herself. t

It was hard for her to confess to herself t
that she had béen selfish, pharisaical, unkind ;

but she was a truthful woman, and was really
desirous to follow her Saviour.

The struggle was a hard one, but she sought
for help and conquered. In the course of an
hour she came down again, the traces of tears
on her face, but with them a certain softened,
transformed expression that made her seem ten
years younger. Just then Mr. Hart drove up
to the door, having come back to the bouse for
his gloves.

" Can you wait till I get my things on, John
dear ?" said Mrs. Hart in a low voice. " I have
been thinking it over-and I should like to go
witb you-I ougbt to have gone to see Mrs.
Barry before.

" 0f course I can," said Mr. Hart, who was
one of the best-tempered men in the world.
" Besies, it doesn't take you an hour to put on
your bonnet."

Aunt Susan watched them drive away with a
smile. 1

"John," said Mrs. Hart, after they had gone
about a mile, " I have been thinking about
what you said-and-and I think I will look
out for a girl."

woor Mrs. Hart ! No one but herself knèw
wbat it cost ber, that resolve to introduce into
the temple where she worshipped the goddess
of ordei with solemn rite and sacrifice, that outer
barbarian, the average girl.

"\Vill you ?" said Mr. Hart, surprised and
delighted. " 0 Anne ! You don't know how
glad I am to hear it."

" 1-I think I haven't been right, John," said
Mrs. Hart, humbly enough. " I think I have
been selfish and unkind-and you've been very
patient with me. Ill try not to be so fussy if I
can help it-any more."

And from that day to this Mrs. Hart bas never,
even to herself, pleaded "her way " as an ex-
cuse, and I am happy to say that she so far
conquered lier " weakness " as not to fret or to
be absolutely miserable even though she never
found a servant who would scrape out the cor-
ners of the kitchen floor with a hair-pin.

The man or woman who bas learned to say
of any unchristlike habit, " It is my besetting
sn," instead of "It is my way," " my weak-
ness," " my natural disposition," bas made a
great advance ori the road to the heavenly king-dom, an advance which it is a priceless advan-
age to have gaineti, even though the path lay
hrough the Valley of Humiliation. -Christian
Weekly.
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BY J. MILNER FOTHERGILL, M.D., M. R.C.P.

NOTHING is of more importance to man,

either in the maintenance of health or the pre-

servation of life, than the question of the food

he eats. Without supplies of food to meet the

wear and tear of the body, and the consumption

of material to maintain the body-temperature,

rapid emaciation and death would quickly re-

sult. It has been calculated that one twenty-

fourth of the total of the body-material is

changed every day of twenty - four hours.

Without vouching for the strict accuracy of the

statement, it is certain that the change is uiuch

more rapid, infinitely more rapid, than is

usually supposed. In order then to meet these

changes, food is consumed ; of various natures

to meet varied wants. The chief division adopted

commonly is that of dividing food into Liebig's

divisions of respiratory, those which are burnt

off by the respired air to maintain the body-

heat ; and plastic, those which go to forin the

tissues of the body. This is a good broad di-

vision, but not exactly true, for a quantity of the

first division is absolutely required to be added

to the second in order to procure healthy tissue-

formation ; at the same time a small combustion

of the second division is always going on in the

body, especially in febrile conditions.

This melting down of the nitrogenîzed tissues

in fever constitutes one of the chief dangers,

and is in strict proportion to the rise of the

temperature. Liebig's division, though not

strictly correct, is the best and simplest, and is

more generally true than any other yet devised.

The great difference betwixt these two di-

visions of food is the presence of nitrogen.

Respiratory foods consist essentially of carbon

and hydrogen in varied proportions, and more

or less oxygen; this latter, however, being

unimportant. Nitrogenized or plastic foods

contain nitrogen and various substances, as

phosphoric acid, lime, soda, potash, iron, etc.

The term respiratory food indicates the nature

of the foods. They are really fuel, and are

burnt up by union with the respired oxygent

and maintain that slow and regulated combuston

which gives the body its heat. In this respect

the body is simply a furnace into which so much

fuel is thrown every day ; this is burnt up, and

in the process of burning gives off so much

heat. It will be obvious that the colder the

climate the more fuel must be furnished to the

furnace. This is the ease in reality, and the

food daily consumed by an Esquimaux would

serve an Arab for weeks.
The respiratory foods of man are divided into

the three subdivisions : i. FarinaceOuS, 2. Sac-

charine, and 3. Oleaginous or fatty.

i. Farinaceous foods are those which contain

starch, and this is a large class. It includes

the cereals-wheat, barley, rye, oats, maize or

Indian corn; the pulses-peas, beans, and

lentals; the pith of trees, as sago ; or pots, as

arrow-root, tapioca, and potatoes, etc. It is

exclusively vegetable. This starch is converted

by the saliva into sugar, and as sugar is assi-

milated in the system.
2. Saccharine foods are those coutain1flg

sugar, and the list includes grape sugar, honey,

sugar, dates, Prunes, beet-root, man-

golds, carrots, turips, etc. ; or animal sugar,

as found in milk. This sugar is readily assi-

ilated as such. The chemical difference

betwixt starch and sugar is slight, and consists

of somewhat more water in the composition of

sugar. Oleaginous, or fatty foods, are drawn fron

both the animal and vegetable kingdoms, but

here, those derived fron the animal and ve-

getable kingdom preponderate. The. list in-

cludes vegetable oils, of which that derived

frm the olive is chiefly consumed by man,

though linseed oil and rape oil are equally

nutritious ; animal oils and fats, and butter.

The animal fats are the products of the two first

divisions of respiratory foods stored up in the

bodies of animals.
These respiratorY foods are absolutely ne-

cessary to our existence as living animals, and

on them and water alone can life be maintained

for a limited time. With very small proportion,
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of other foods life can be nlaintained in its
integrity for years. Much of the best agricul.
tural work of the world is done on a diet almost
entirely composed of those respiratory food s.
In Ireland, first-class agricultural work is per-
formed-not only on potatoes and milk, the
milk containing a certain amount of nitrogen_
but on maize flour, and treacle. Certain experi.
ments lead, however, to the strong assumption
that under these circumstances of a dietary very
defective in nitrogen, some nitrogen is absorbed
from the respired air. (Air consists of oxygen
largely diluted with nitrogen.)

Plastic or albuminous foods are those con-
taining nitrogen, of which albumen is the type.
Albumen is found largely in the vegetable World,
and is a constituent of every seed, as the pea
and bean for instance. It constitutes the great
portion of the egg, not only in birds, but in the
eggs of reptiles, and of fishes (roe). The white
of egg is pure albumen. The flesh of animais,
of beasts, birds, and fishes, and the curd o
milk, cheese, are also albusinous the*s cud f
albuminoVs materials go to foru the tissues of
the body, and in combination with them are
found the different salts and iner matters
necessary for the wants of the systeam.

In addition to these foods there are two other
forms of food called gluten or vegetablw atter,
and gelatine, an animal product. These two
foods are interesting. The first is found in the
different cereals, but especially in wheat, and it
is from the presence of the gluten in large
quantities that wheat has been unconsilrge
and in ignorance of the why, chosen as the food
of man tfar excelence. It 's thas gluten which
makes the paste of flour tenaciou and causes
flour to be manufuctured into macaroni, veusi.
celli, etc. Gluten has been utaized in a pe-
culiar way, viz., in the treatnent of diabet-
Here all the starch is washed eut of ia fletu,
and the residue, the gluten, is made into bread,
and eaten with butter, or other non.saJadin,
furnishing material.

The second, gelatine, is the albunineus
terial of bones, and is also a product of car-
tilages. It is the constituent par eceofca of
calves-foot jelly. It was long thought the moft
nutritive of al foods, and was specially t
for the use of sick persens and f invalida
Doubts, however, arose as to its digeatibilit.
and the French Academy appointed the faious
" Gelatine Commission " to report upon it as a

food. The report appeared in 1841, and dis.

posed of gelatine as a nutritive material. Raw
bones, containing fat, albumen, and salts, as
well as gelatine, along with water, would sup-
port life in dogs, but gelatine would not. And
what will not maintain life in a healthy dog is
scarcely likely to be a suitable food for a sitk
human being. Along with other material ge-
.atine is not wholly indigestible or valueless ;
nor as jelly, with adjuncts, is it altogether use-
less to an invalid.

There are also other constituents of food
without which life could not be maintained.
These are the earthy salts, etc. First of all
comes phosphate of lime, the chief constituent,
along with gelatine, of bones. (Phosphorus is
also a large factor in the composition of the
brain.) These phosphates are found in cereals,
and it is on their presence that the selection of
cereals over pulses, as the food of man, is
founded. Various other mineral matters, as
soda, potash, magnesia, and iron, are requisite
to maintain the integrity of the body.

But while admitting the value of the divisions
of foods, and the importance of the classifications
from a scientific point of view, the practical
utility of a knowledge of the constituents of
foods is the power such knowledge confers of
combining these foods according to our wants.
The instinctive selective choice of man has long
since arranged the combinations of foods most
palatable and suitable to our needs, long indeed
ere science came to explain the why of the
combinations. What we now know is this:
certain combin&tions of the various foods of
man are absolutely necessary for the nutrition of
his tissues, the maintenance of the body heat,
and the evolution of force. Consequently, we
find meat, especially lean meat, and potatoes
taken together ; pork and boiled peas ; liver
and bacon; bacon and beans ; lean beef and
fat bacon ; bread and butter and cheese ;
raisins and almonds, etc. In these combinations
the different forms of food are included, the one
constituent supplementing what is deficient in
the other. The most perfect combination, both
chemically and for bulk and keeping qualities,
is the sausage invented for the German army in
the war with France in 187o. It consists of two
concentrated forms of food, or, to speak more
correctly, of food in a fÔrmn to give the maximum
of nutrition with the minimum of bulk, pea-
meal and bacon fat, with condiments. It is a
combination at first sight scarcely likely to form
an article of common use, but it suits its
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purpose well, and supplied the absolutely es-
sential material for nutrition, leaving the soldier

to add bulk in any form he found agreeable and

palatable.
A well-known and excellent combination of

foods is that of milk and sone farinaceous ma-

terials. It forms the best food for the growing
child-indeed, it is or ought to be the staple
food of childhood. Not only so, but in Scotland

this combination is adhered to throughout life.

A story is related of a Perthshire ploughiman
who, when asked about his diet, declared that

milk and oatmeal porridge had formed his only

food for five-and thirty-years.
In addition to our ordinary food we use

additions called spices or condiments, which

rerder the food either more palatable or more

wholesome. This last' comprises salt, a uni-

versal necessity-fortunately for us so cheap

that we scarcely know its cost, but in some

parts of the globe so scarce that the expression
used to indicate a rich man is ' He eats salt to

his food' - without which digestion would be

but imperfect, and health could not be long
maintained. This was seen in the terrible

effects of a Dutch punishment, which consisted

of imprisonment on a diet of bread, made
without salt, and water. Pepper, for which the

Romans exchanged equal weights of gold ;
cayenne; curry, by means of which the Hindoo
makes his boiled rice palatable and wholesome;
cinnamon ; the numerous sauces now in such

universal request, all more or less wholesomc
and agreeable ; vinegar, which the Romans
always served out to their soldiers as a re.
freshing beverage ; pickles of various kinds,
chutnee, etc., etc. ; are all valuable and agreeabe

condiments in moderation.
Other articles are consumed by us eithel

because pleasant to eat, or as furnishing bulk-
an essential matter to meet our cravings. Such
articles as contain cellulose, mere vegetabli
Matter-the bulk of all leaves, not being th,
ribs or vessels-are in great request ; as lettuces

spinach, celery, endive, onions, etc., all fur
nishing bulk or flavor rather than nutritivi
Material. Other articles consumed as food ar,
far removed from our ordinary impressions as t
what is food. Some tribes in South Americ
eat large quantities of a peculiar clay with thei
food when the pressure of famine is upon then
and the necessity for the presence of somethin
in the stomach becomes imperative ; and thi

clay-eating at times becomes a passion quickl

destructive of life. Ehrenberg foutnd the edible
sand of Scandinavia to consist largely of tiny
organisms of past geologic ages. Many coun-
tries have clay eating tribes. In famines roots
are resorted to, then the bark of trees, and
straw and thatch have not unfrequently been
consumed to appease the pangs of hunger. In
the recent siege of Paris, straw, ground husks,
etc., formed the bulk of the bread served out.
Even less suitable materials are reported to have
been added. This craving after something to
fill the stomach and so to appease the pangs of
hunger, induces men to consume anything which
is edible at all. At' the siege of Rome by
Totila, where the Teutons sat down round the
city "like wolves round a dying buffalo," when
the final capitulation Same, the Romans, brown
with famine, were found dead and dying with
half-chewed nettles in their mouths.

Another form of food is also requisite to
health, and this division consists of the subacid
fruits, as the apple, pear, plum, apricot, peach,
cherry, strawberry, nectarine, melon, pineapple,
orange, etc., and the still more acid fruits, as
the citron, lemon, and lime. These last are not
so agreeable and palatable, but the acid con-
tained in them is a pleasant febrifuge and cooling
agent. They are all more or less laxative.
There is too much fear about allowing children
to have fruit. It should form a regular article
of their diet, and as such is wholesome.

These fruits and their juices are very de-
ài-able as articles of diet ; especially on
shipboard where fresh vegetables are not to
be had, and daily rations of lime-juice are nbw
served out as an effectual preventive of scurvy,
from which our early navigators suffered terribly.
Scurvy is also seen en land in persons who

r restrict themselves to, a diet of which fresh
-vegetabies are not a constituent part. The
Scombination of these vegetable, aeids; and their
*satts, is not, however, to be made as yet anti-

ficiaily, and stili remains a part of the inimitable
chemistry of nature. In hot climates these

*refreshing fruits grow in grect abundance, and
Srender a residence in the tropics tolerable. A
Cslice of melon or other fruit is the coxnmon

D gratuity given in addition to the regular charge
a for any service in bot climates, and forme; a
r contrast to the lump of fat wbich is its, equi-

,valent with the Esquimaux.
g The presence of the différent saîts ini our
s articles of food is Most important, and witbout
y thons food is unpalatable, unwholesome, and
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repugnant to our instinctive choice. Meat
deprived of its salts. by long boiling, will not
sustain life, and dogs placed on it as a diet,
after one meal will hunger to death sooner than
again eat it.

Having gone roughly over the different forms
of our foods, and pointed out the peculiarities
and qualities of each, we may now proceed to
some further considerations about our food in
relation to ourselves.

Food furnishes the force which the system
evolves. The material of food is requisite to
the performance of all action, and the force
involved in every movement is the equivalent of
so much food. The drawing of a bow-string,
each step we take, every stroke of the pen, the
movements of the intes4nes, al involve the
expenditure of force; which force is supplied to
us in our food, and chiefly in that .division
called respiratory food. This food not only
furnishes the great portion of our heat, but also
of our acting force.

According to different climates and different
occupations and pursuits are the requirements
for various foods. In hot climates a quantity
of farinaceous food containing little heat-forming
power, as in the common staple rice, is suf-
ficient for the needs even of those who labor,especially when combined with succulent fruits ;indeed, the persistence in the diet of the tem-
perate zone in the tropics is a fertile source of
disease. In cold climates, large quantities of
the stronger heat-giviug foods, as fat, are
absolutely necessary, and the inability to digest
fats on the part of the negro and the monkey,
as said before, is the cause of their mal-nutrition
and tendency to die of tubercle in cold climates.
While the people of Africa and Asia are largely
vegeterians, many of the inhabitants of America
are almost exclusively meat-eaters. Ere the
introduction of cereals by the white mean, the
flesh of animals was the staple food of most
North American Indian tribes-lean, restîcs
savage, carnivorous, animal kind of human
beings they were. Flesh is the chief fo<'d ol
the Gaucho of the Pampas-a restless, untirin
race, living almost wholly on horseback. The
flesh-eating Mahometan is a powerful, active
minded, zealous fanatic, mauch more activel3
dangerous than the quiet, inoffensive, rice-eating
Hinmoo.

This is as certain as it seems at first sigh
singular. Still we are ail more or less ac
quainted with the action of food upon th,

character. Bread and water, with confinement,
was the old treatment of stubbornly refractory
boys, and was certainly effective. The denial
of nitrogen had its effect upon the will. The
energy of the British soldier has always been
attributed. and rightly so, to his liberal dietary
of beef. The effect of food upon the nature of
the consumer holds good of ail the higher forms
of life. "The carnivora are in general stronger,
bolder, and more pugnacious than the herbi-
vorous animais -on which they prey; in like
manner, those nations who live on vegetable
food differ in disposition from such as live on
flesh " (Liebig.) A be'ar at Giessen was very
gentle when fed on bread, a day or two on
meat made him savage and dangerous. This
effect of food upon the disposition may often be
utilized with ad.vantage either in allaying the
excessive determination of the child or in bracing
a man up to his work. The effect of the ni-
trogen upon the brain is to evolve and discharge
nerve force freely, and this rules and regulates
the actual force which takes its origin in the
respiratory foods consumed. These respiratory
foods furnish the force itself, but the nitro-
genized food supplies the manifesters of force.
" The hunted deer will outrun the leopard in a
fair open chase, because the force supplied to its
muscles by the vegetable food is capable of
being given out continuously for a long period of
time ; but in a sudden rush at a near distance,
the leopard will infallibly overtake the deer
because its flesh food stores up in the blood a
reserve of force capable of being given out
instantaneously in the form of exceedingly rapid
muscular actions" (Haughton.) Nitrogen is the
essential factor in all explosive compounds, from
gunpowder to nerve force. It endows the con-
sumer of it with energy, and enables him to
discharge his force quickly and rapidly. Nitro-
genized food is requisite for ail active work, it
gives active, positive courage, and its properties
may consequently be utilized : on the other
hand the explosions of passion in the gouty man
contrast with the calm of the vegetarian. For
all intellectual work, entailing the expenditure
of much brain force, a nitrogenized diet is

- desirable ; for long and slow continuous muscular
work it is not so imperatively necessary.

Ere leaving the question of the effect of
different foods on the will and energy, it may

t be not unprofitable to glance at their effect upon
- our noble bondslave, the horse. A diet of hay,
e carrots, etc., will keep him docile, tractable,

Fod
.
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and quiet, but sluggish and unergetic. Cor, similar means. On the other hand, recently,

and especially when combined with beans, makes there has sprung up a plan of reducing the

him sprightly and energetic, but restless and amount of fat borne by a person when this

difficuit to manage. rls food ascts his speed reaches what is termed obesity. This plan is

and endurance, and without his nitrogenized called Bantingism. It consists of the withdrawal

food e would ceut a poor figure at a race, of all hydrocarbons as far as possible, and the

because without it he could not discharge his substitution for them of albuminous food. As

force fast enough withoult is other f ood the mentioned before, it is effective but not free

agricultural horse could neher sustaif his long from risk, and the attempt to suddenly convert

hours of labor. The patiente docile, long- omnivorous man into a simply carnivorous crea-

enduring farr-horse is a perfect contrast to the ture, has entailed much disease from the

rstless, highm-ettl s quick ovr ng race-horse ; overloading of a system with the products of

nor does it al lie in the effet of inheritance, nitrogenized waste. Ilowever simpleupon paper,

there is uch in food, as the trainer both of the modificatin of the system by food is mucb

men and horses wcll knows. The form of food more difficult in practice; and a spare peison

consund has a great effect upon the nutrition, often sighs in vain for plumpness, and the obese

and the excess of respiratory foods is stored up vainly seek reduction. Of the two, perhaps a

as fat. Thus the farner fatte s his stock on reduction of bulk is to be attained with more

rich hydrocarbonaceous food, and in Dahomey certainty. - Front " The Maintenance oj

the king's wives are artificially fattened by Health."

H1NTS FOR THE SICK-ROOM.

When a woman thinks of making deliberate

choice of the profession of a sick-tnrse, she

mnust of course take into careful consideration if

her character and temperamfent are or are not

suited for so arduous and trying an avocation.

If she is a person of excitable nature, and pos-

sessed of but little self-Lontrol, she can be wisely

counselled to give up the idea of a life for which

she is so thoroughly unfit ; but no peculiarities

of character or temperament can eaempt a wo-

man from being called upon by the plain voice

of duty, at one time or other of her life, to take

her stand by the bedside of one dear to ber, and

soothe as best she may many a.weary hour of

restlessness and pain.

Very few, indeed, are the women who escape

this rule-most have to take upon themselves

the burden of attendance in a sick-room-and

perhaps there are few subjects upon which the

generality of women are so well intentioned and

yet so ignorant. With the very best and kind-

est meaning in the world, attention bestowed

upon a suffering person may be productive of

more discomfort than comfort to the patient, and

endless annoyance to the physician, just because

the zealous but, alas ! untrained and undisciplin-

ed volunteer does everything the wrong way.

Again, from a mistaken and unreal idea of

true delicacy and refinement,\ many women

shrink from ever seeing or learning anything

about suffering or sorrow; and so, whein the in-

evitable fate brings the sights and sounds of

pain, the dreadful realities of death, cruelly

home to them, they are paralyzed by terror, and

useless-ay, worse than useless-to those mnost

dear to the. Let all true women train them-

selves to posses self-control, calhiess and

patient courage; let then strive to acquire a

certain aniount tf knoledge of the carcs and

duties of a sick-rooi; let them not shfn fern

hearing the details of this or that form of suifer-

ing and disease, and gladly and readily offer help

(when they rightly and safely can) outside tbe

bounds of their own immediate home circle. Let

them rejoice in any fitting opportutity tsat iaY
corne in their way of perfecting theisSCves In

this, the highest and holiest of a woral

duties, so that when their own time of trial

cornes they may not fail.

Taking it for granted that there are many who
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will gladly take a few plain and practical hints
on this subject, I shall condense the result of a
somewhat long and wide experience into a short
space.

And first : It is in things which of themselves
appear trifling and even insignificant that the
comfort of a sick-room is made or marred. For
instance, an energetic and amiably intentioned
person places a cold pillow beneath the shoul-
ders of a patient suffering from pneumonia, that
is, inflammation of the lungs; a fit of coughing,
perhaps a restless night, is the result. Five min-
utes' warming of the pillow at the fire would
have prevented all this mischief, and even con-
duced to sleep. Dress, again, is a matter of
great importance in a sick-room, and here I
nust entera protestagainst that verycommon prac-
tice of the amateur sick-nurse of making a "guy"
of herself. I really have seen such startling and
unpleasant costumes donned " for the occasion"
es seemed to me enough to cause delirium in the
patient if long contemplated-shawls and dress-
ing-gowns and wraps of such an obsolete and
awful character, that the shadow of the watcher
cast upon the wall by the dim light of the night-
lamp must form a horrible "old granny," and be
by no means a pleasing reflection to meet a sick
man's eyes as he wakes, weak and confused,
fron an opiate-won sleep.

The best dress for a sick-room is plain black,
for the simple reason that no stain shows upon
it ; an old silk is the most economical, but silk
rustles, and is therefore objectionable. Black
alpaca is very serviceable-not made long
enough to trail, upset chairs, and get under the
doctor's feet ; and not having hanging sleeves,
but fitting close and neat at the wrist, so as to
be finished off by nice white linen cuffs. I have
seen a hanging sleeve catch on some projecting
point of chair or t3ble, and convert a glass of
egg-flip into a " douche" externally applied,
swamping the patient into a yellow sea, besides
sending her into hysterics. A habit of moving
quietly about the room, and yet not treading
"on tiptoe" and making every board in the
floor creak its loudest, is also very advisable;
and nothing can be better by way of "chaussure"
than those soft, warm felt boots now so common ;
they both keep the nurse's feet from becoming
cold, and make the least possible sound in mov-
ing about. Of course, the manner of speaking
in a sick-room is all-important. Oh, the hor-
ror of that dreadful " pig's whisper," which pen-
etrates to the inmost recesses of the room, and

wakes the sleeping patient as surely as the bang-
ing of the door!

In some of the most severe diseases, such as
cholera and* diphtheria, the patient is often
intensel conscious of all that is passing around
him. The wish to know everything that is said
and done is extreme, and nothing excites a
patient so much as anything like whispering and
mystery. The natural voice, only so much low-
ered as to be perfectly distinct, is then the pro-
per tone for a sick-room. If silence is needed,
let it be complete, and no whispering permitted
either in the room or, worse still, outside the
door.

And now I must say a few words on a disa-
greeable, but yet most important subject. In
any case where operative surgery is necessary, it
cannot be too strongly insisted upon that no one
shall remain present whose calmness and self-
control are not a certainty. I remember well a
delicate and difficult operation having to be per-
formed-not a painful one, but where success
mainly depended on the perfect stillness of the
patient. Scarcely had the first slight incision
been made when the room resounded with the
moans and cries, not of the sufferer, but the
friend who had kindly come to support her
throug- the ordeal ! With many a sob and
choke and gurgle the friend was assisted from
the room, and then all went well enough; but
great delay, and much increase of nervousness
on the part of the patient, naturally resulted.

Thus it may be seen that anyone who is in
the least nervous, and cannot be certain of her
own powers of self-command, acts with truer
kindness in remaining absent from such scenes
than by becoming an added source of anxiety
where there is so much already of the gravest
character. If, however, a woman has the moral
courage to face such trials calmly and without
flurry-if she can do simply what she is told, and
nothing more-if she can hold her tongue,
wholly dismiss herself from her own mind, con-
centriting all her attention on the patient, she
may be of untold help and comfort. On the
other hand, a sick-nurse who asks the doctor
endless questions, who presumes in her igno-
rance to criticise his treatment, who is spasmodic
in her sympathy and ejaculatory in ber lamenta.
tions, is pestilent in c k-room, and should, if
possible, be got rid of at any cost.

But as well as the nervous and excitable
nurse, there is another species of the genus against
whom I would warn anyone who in the least
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values bis 0w" comfnort, and that is, the persol perfect freedom from nervous dread than the fact

who nsists upon chelpifg You" to nurse sone of being able to sleep at once, quietly and nat-

very severe case, and neyer ceses assuring you urally, and without the mind being obliged to

v e , nddeve cat e time, but dwell upon the work of the day. The best

that she " keeps up splendidly at t US sak cholera nurse I ever saw used to tell me that she

afterward- ;" and then coes n o t iniation of often sat down in the corner of a room, on the

what a ti e you will have of it with her, when floor, and " slept right off " for half an hour at a

what she is pleased to cal thf ireaction " sets time, either day or night, just as such oppor-

whathin peane ore aggreating than to tunity for rest presented itself. But of course

in. Nothing can be more aggravnd look for- there are exceptions to all rules ; and one of the

contemplate such an individuaich she assures most devoted and the most fearless in attendance

ward to the breakingaured on the sick, during a terrible epidemic, died just

you is inevitable, aou and everybody else are when the worst of the battle seemed over.

will come just when ursig the rea sufferer, and But to return to some of those " trifles," the

tired out with nursig the d sleep yotr knowledge of which is so needful to those who

when you want to ides of baving to put hot- would try to fulfil well the duties of an amateur

sleep out. Ther feao amustard poultices sick-nurse.

wat er rsieet, ano lo to her aching When active personal care of a sick person is

to her side, and cooling lotions nmartyr (the undertaken, the finger-nails should be kept very

brow, and watch her se osan icho or some short. I have seen a long nail tear open a blister

while you are wishingher akfrom place), is and expose a raw surface, causing great pain.

ote pesant hcpation, as you sit opposite For the same r'eason, all removable rings should

not a pleasant ang night of satching, and she be taken off ; and any ornaments that hang loose

to her through a long ghof w vainglorious and make a jingling noise are best dispensed

tells you, with a melancholy yet r this after- with,as they irritate and annoy a sensitive patient.

countenance, how she shall payour sug- It seems to me that this very unpretending pa-

ward." But she treats wt be ndeed, she per will be hardly complete without alew words

gesionb ittrhe salppointed if she might not as to the diet that is best for anyone acting as

would be bitterly dispo This sort of thing sick-nurse in a long and trying case.

immolate herself-and you. shness," a kind of One great point is to let no silly notions of

is what I call " selfish unselfi s its own bill- sentiment prevent your making a practice of tak-

self-sacrifice that is always act ng.a ing substantial and regular meals ; and when you

Bstrhere is one kind of nerVousness which I have to sit up all night, be sure and have food at

Bt think is ith sufficien t consideration, hand, and never go more than three hours with-

do not think meets with uble fear which you out eating. Now I am going to say what I

nd s eoea disease that is know many wili highly disapprove of, and it is

aill find tbnk this sort of fear is far this : when you are nursing a long and anxious

e c ntiu o thin t and it apPears case, and you want to be able to "stay"' to the

oe otinctitutional than mental, end, avid al stimulants. There is nothing you

to me most uncharitab tperament a "so fright- can do such hard work upon, there is nothing

ee thus nervous by tem te one has a that will support you in long-continued watching

ened," etc. De upon it, if better aw and fatigue, like good, well-made coffee. Stimu-

great dread of infect
0ion, he is Mr a prson ex- lants only give a temporary excitement that

from the chance of hdread of smal passes itself off as strength. They injure that

aeat and overpowering • should do clearness of thought, that perfect quietude and

pail in r fevert or diphtheria, Irecollectedness, which are so essential to the good
nearxa cseofe t prevent that pe" sick-nuse ; and they tend more than anything

ral m y ce of the kind, becaus a rule, I be- esc to that miserable " breaking down after-

nee han tse' heo are prfectly fearless arc ward" of which I have already spoken.-

m poractafe; ndtherfect ftuer tetlieve that those woth e sn re et of Harpr's Bazar».

comparatively safe ; andte sn
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THE ARTIFICIAL MOTHER.

BY G. H. P.

" No," I said, " I can't stand this any longer. w

I might as well have no wife at all as have one xv

who, instead of belonging to me, her lawful lord ti

and master, is at the beck and call of sundry o

small specimens of humanity, to whose remorse- t

less tyranny she yields an obedience as implicit

and uncomplaining as that of the most abject o

slave !"

Numbers 8 and 9 of our littie family circle had b

arrived together, and, sturdy littie fellows that

they were, hid recognized the situation at a

glance, had deposed NO. 7 from hier position ofs
supremacy, and had set up a despotism over their
mother and the'household perhaps the most un-

merciful that had as yet been experienced.
It will be apparent from this preliminary

word, that I am a mari-ied man, sufficiently so,

the superficial reader may imagine. But it is

precisely my complaint that, while my opportu-

nities for the development of my pae-entai quali-

tics are unsurpassed, my married life, as far ase

the society of my wife is concerned, don't amounit

to-well, to the value of a Confederate dollar.

If, going "fair shares " with my progeny, I

had been permitted to put in a dlaim for say an

even tenth of lier attention, I should have no-

thing to say. But those ogres of children pull hier

to pieces in small mouthfuls through the twenty-

four hours between their nine voracious selves,

mîthout giving me a chance for even a thirty-

second nibble.
In giving thiem their classifléation in the ani-

mal kingdom, 1 slhould, I think, place them

under the head of " Polly.pophagi, " or " Mother-
devourers."

I was just beginnîng to console myself with

the thought that before No. i becamne old

enough to sit up eveniugs, No. 7 would learu to

go to sleep before midnight, whien Nos. 8 and 9

arrived, as I said, " ail in a heap, " and derang-

ed my calculations. "«No," I said, for ç;erhaps

the 99 9 th time, as the materna1 s1ftte, after

eliminating Nos. i and 2 in a flood of disgrace

and tears (that gave them the appearance of a

compound waterspout) tuçking up 3, 4 and 5,

ho were accidentally good, and turning over to

e the cradles containing 6 and 7, with injunc-

ons to "keep them stirring," rushed off to

bey the vociferous calls of the despots in chief,

he two last arrivals, " it won't do."

" Polly," I asked, as she returned, a little out

f breath, with a red-faced tyrant on each arm,

'what do those (' wretches,' I was going to say,

ut fortunately checked myself in time) young

entlemen want ?"

"Why, a little motherly affection, to be sure,"

he answered, commencidt to " croon " to them

n the language peculiar to mothers and baby-

om. " They want me."

''Bosh," I rejoined. "Theywant merelysome-

hing soft to touch, a swinging motion to addle

heir brains (if they have any), and a monoton-
ous din in their ears, and they would be just as

vell satisficd if these were supplied by a steam

engine as by their mother. It is all nonsense to

alk of babies having affection."

Polly, however, was too absorbed in the
"crooning " process to listen to my insinuations,

and the beginning of a growl in one of the

cradles at my feet recalled me to my own duty.

But while I worked, I pondered. The word
uttered in jest remained in my mind. "A
steam engine ' Yes. Why not? Or an engine

of some kind to perform at least this routine

labor of keeping the young savages at rest by

keeping them in motion. Something steady,

and soft, and swinging, and " crooning."

Pshaw ! Science has solved worse problems

than this. It is simply the construction of an

" Artificial Mother." The thing is possible,
and it shall be done 1 I gave my cradle a kick

of malicious satisfaction, that evoked from No. 7
a roar of rebellious protest, and then absorbed

myself in the fascination of the thought.

On my way to business the next morning, I

called at the studio of an artist friend to see a

new picture, and my eye, rested on a la y-figure
standing, gracefully draped, in one corner. It

fiashed across me that this was just what I

1g
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ded My friend to spare it the treatment of the gizzard with a weak solution

wanted, and I persuad self ad in of aqua regia, which softened away ail its harsh

to me for a time for some work I mY reminiscences, and the interposition between

hand. r arouse the this and the tubes of a pair of miniature drum-

ha id not want to startle Polly0 so I carried heads (made of mouse skin) as reverberators of

of the twins premnaturely, nd devoted the sound, gave me the happy resuit of a com-

the icire ur to a disu g week to epe plete serics of " croon waves. I was able also

aithe igure pn inrf the ensuing eîk o i- finally to arrange these in three sets of chords,

allthe u spar ieors r She was, fortu ately for mn y so that the crooning could bc made piano, and-

purpose of the finest Pi a s esion ante, or, furiossissimo, according to the age,

and double extra-jointed, and there was "ue condition or degree of obstreperousness of the

naneS f a1 ing the inward power (c'tac infant being operated upon. Of course the

int) ar the outward apput details clock-work upon which the crooning depended

Swill not weary my readers wt rwas entirely distinct from the system controlling

of y lbor. 1 becaIme so absorbed in ixiY w
dl give hought to any- the movements of the body, being of necessity

ask thab s. ould hardly and my wife much more complex and delicate, as supplying

thing else. y business suffere ,etting a vacant what might be termed the brain power of the

ctare inpo that MY face wasg as spending creature. When I noticed the precision with

and she thought l was spen uf- which my safety stop-valve worked, bringing
stare upon it, athat horrid' club. It is suff- the most furious croon-waves to a complete stop
too many hours ffectual exper

cient to say tbat after varioi inffcta 
theos uioscoo - aest cm lteso

th te ompressed aire and eleçtri- within the tenth of a second, I could not help

ents wath steaig in the longing that its application could be extended

City, 1 at lengtb succee npaigI
I aty lghs dan a edock work combina- beyond the range of artificial mothers.

cy, of aclo concton th What an ideal domestic existence would be

tion ofch byra aoncin serith bd , my a ser s, ovetins n a that in which the natural article could be brought

tnhf id , arms and shoulders, moved heat of to a safe stop within the tenth of a second!

t niforc swing, tîmed to coincide wilaced her. . It now jcmained only to put the finishing

The roig-chair in which 1 f he movement touches Od" my " mother " in completing her

were perfect and I even flattered myself that attire and adornments. I gave careful attention

there was somne special race i the upward to the details of these, for I knew that those

ere wa soe spi and quite a motherly effect twins were very sharp fellows, and I did not

toteof the arms,ad qfte a propose to give them any ground for irreverence

t the downward bend of the head. bors ws or even criticism in the appearance of the lady

to t the crowning attachment by means of who was to stand to them in loco matris. One

thi d alex ncrooning atthent, b ry mble of Polly's nursery gowns with the color of

the dup s g ase m onotonous soun e ds i w as which the tw ins were perfectly fam iliar, w as

wlic with whos reaming Ont of skilfully abstracted from her wardrobe, and

ule (o failiar), which came session that no- gracefully draped round the "mother," whose

the ou i nuboe stop.valve arms and breast had first been carefully padded.

thing but the action of the "fety The face was delicately touched up by my

could break off t cost me much artist friend (whom I had finally been obliged to

This part of y i mother that unless this take into my confidence), until it wore an air of

Tiparnd t for I knew rother excellent maternal affection and solicitude almost surpass-

care and anxiety, ess al her ing that of the original ; and the. hair (which

ulite gomde a l for nothii . M y niechan cal

c t would be minciple t g the as one of the expensive items of my purchased

qualits wol e guess the princp paraphernalia) was arranged as nearly as possible

read e will easA ries Of dim inutive s f in the regular "disarrangem ent" to which the

ed in the ehest, th le the babies were accustomed.

tubes were arrarig nngs tebbiswreacstmd

uns were onked by clock springs, w (deli- This I found difficult to effect without im

wc e re c o duct ed troug gazard) to the pairing the safety of the fastenings, and I
ounds were c from a turkey ibnation d eaded somewhat the chance of one of the

catec The first attempt with t at the twins in an enterprising moment giving a grab

out. T eries ofdunearthly gasps, host at the "light ringlet just sweeping his face,"

Sa f g c b eonlyt a setect the gveS, but it was a tisk that bad to be incurred.

of a gobble, but a little modificati.o h a"
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And now she was complete, and my heart
beat high with triumph and expectation, and
visions came before me of the time when, with
a whole team of " artificial mothers " crooning
peace and comfort through the house, Polly and
I could roam away in blissful idleness and
renew the days of our youth.

A carefully-prepared rag-baby was laid in the
arms of the expectant mother, the two sets of
works were wound up, the starting springs
touched, and the rocking and fondling and
crooning commenced, with such perfect na-
turalness, grace, and harmony, that I was
carried away by my delight, and caught myself
saying, "My dear, you are a grand success, and
reflect credit on your maker."

I put on the stops, and the baby dropped
with an easy motion of the arms into the
" mother's" lap, the crooning softened down
into the gentle murmur of the "piano," then
ceased altogether, and the mother sat looking at
ber sleeping child with an aspect of such calm
dignity and sweet motherliness that I was ir-
resistibly impelled to give ber a kiss of husbandly
approval.

"What would Polly say ? " I thought, as I
wiped from my lips the slight touch left On
them by the damp paint. Removing the rag-
baby, I lifted with some effort the chair con-
taining my handiwork down to the door of my
parlor, which, since the advent of the twins, had
been appropriated by them as a special private
nursery, where my occasional presence was
permitted only on sufferance. The moment
seemed propitious for my experiment.

I could hear the twins yelling with vociferous
indignation for their slave Polly, who had evi-
dently been called into the farther nursery by
some outbreak among their predecessors. I
opened the door, placed the rocking-chair cozily
in front of the fire, smoothed down -the drapery
and loosened out the hair of its occupant, and
gently laid a twin in each arm. A touch on
the springs, and the arms moved up, clasping
the still clamorous infants to her breast, the
head bent over, the feet touched the floor, un-
pelling the chair with a uniform swing, and
with an equally uniform monotony the steady
waves of the " crooning '' poured forth from ber
lips.

The twins hushed their angry complaining,
and looked up enquiringly at the being to whom
their destiny (in the shape of their father) had
confided them. It was a moment of terrible

suspense. If their keen perceptions discovered
the fraud, if they decided that in addition to the
creature-comforts of warmth, and motion, and
noise, it was essential to their happiness to have
also the "je ne sais quoi" of motherliness that

my substitute could not bestow upon them, if
(in the laguage of the day) their unsatisfied
yearning revealed to them that their souls were
not fed, and their sensibilities not ministered to,
my beautiful theories would fall baseless to the
ground, and my labor and hopes would indeed
have been vain.

But no ! Firmly held in the warm embrace of
the untiring arms, evenly rocked in the steady
swing of the chair, and dinned into unconscious-
ness by the unbroken stream of sound, they
stilled their noisy complainings, accepted the
situation, and relapsed into a state of blissful
contentment and repose. It was evident that
babies have no souls that need ministering to,
and my " artificial mother " was a success. I

threw myself into an easy chair with the con-
sciousness that I had done a great work for the
world, for myself, for Polly.

Just then I heard ber step approaching. The
sudden cessation of the wonted cries had
alarmed her keen ear, and she came flying in,
looking, with the flush of haste and alarm upon
her face, especially pretty and charming.

"Our new nurse, my dear," I said, waving
my hand towards the chair.

" A friend who has come in to lend a hand,"
I proceeded rather incoherently, seeing that
Polly stood taken aback with doubt, bewilder-
ment, and vague apprehension.

"In short, my dear, my new articial
mother," I burst out in desperation, as she still
stood and stared, while the rocking went on
without ceasing and the crooning started on
the higher key.

" Artificial what ? " cried Polly. " Oh,
Tom ! what frightful experiments are you
making with my blessed boys? Let me have
them at once," she cried, rushing at the figure.

Buttthe babies were but clutched the tighter,
thes:hair swung more swiftly, and the " croon-
ing" burst into a louder strain with what
sounded like a defiant ring.

"Give me my children," shrieked Polly,
trying to check the ceaseless swing of the chair,
but the "mother " continued imperturbable and
answered her vehemence with a bland, fixed
smile.

" Tom, help me ; the thing is a demon !"
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franti- I could hardly tell which looked the

Pollymd i eraition, Pn she terrible of the two.

cally at the r s. Bt even asunti Then there came a " whirr" and a snap, and

calhe the baies re b k the facm, r e l with a frightful crashing together, and a last

spke t h e w gin black in t ih g burst desp irig " croon," the " mother " sank in

seemed merged into one. The croont fragments on the floor, shooting the two babies

into a savage roar, as if indeed a fiend to to the opposite ends of the room like billiard-

possession of MY innocent mother, and to MY bals from a carom.
pessedianation y eiseemed that her With the whirr and the crooning, and the
excited imaginaton at her face assue On crash still ringing in my cars, I woke up and

expression of demofs iae l fr mace found I had tipped over the cradle of No. 7 on

epso h ac maloCice. ti polly suc- top of No. 6, and the collision had produced a

Just then, wt eocostgJust then with other u m tfo e chair. small pandemonium.

Fr i muling the mtood facite g ca other, My " artificial mother " was a dream, but may

For i moment they sto d defiance until I not hope also a prophecy ?-Christian Unom.

glaring at eah other in rage andd

COUNTRY KITCHENS.

It is a mistake to suppose that a kitchel mnust clothes in the cooking-room. If this is tb

Iis k t s because it has not costly a plan,. a small wash-room could be

necessarily be uncomfoable, substituted for the back kitchen at no great

gas, hot and cold water, stai O a pect City expense.

coan elevated range. " Yu is the formula. But, supposing there is but one room for

An hnces in a Country Place, exception of cooking, washing, and ironing, and that there

As, aese conv ience w it hees, if the has been no attempt to introduce ino this the

build cooe uto oun them. A ens building "modern conveniences " (which is the'actual

hisWl caoses to have them. fice a fan- state of things in most country houses), there is

bilde chhnouse would willingly sacrifieafn no need for a sublime resignation to every

ciu oiice somewhere, or have the parlors less n edfrasbiersgaint
h orn in ordere kitchen made imaginablekitchendiscomfort andinconvenience.

conviente in o rtabe, if the idea were A pump ought to be regardéd as a necessity

onaet hnt a cmfortal he the in a country kitchen. If the room has but one

chnet to him. But sul tghe with no window, and neither outside door nor open fire-

suggs wisdon g to guide the r, arrive at the place. it is badly ventilated, and therefore

wrche ancion ta i there m ,st be a kitchen uncomtortable. Itisaisounwholesome. Papered

woman; uon, hat thermsbned l what walls and a row of shelves, unenclosed, called,

so ad consider that Pa? complaisance, a dresser, are neither of

place it wi b least conspicuous, thein cleanly. Both uncomfortable and un-

pait wf house dispoed of. latd, clean'y is the little pot closet ; too shallow to

if the avdied the matter a itethey o or admit of a proper disposition of the cooking

if nte it have to kitc n the fro th a utensils, so that the big pot, indignant at the

ciokib ten, tntaining the range. sute pile of articles thrust upon him, bursts open the

whine htoe n, the back kitchen for surie door at the most unexpected times, and as-

theking s easn dhe tati ubs shold be tonishes the occupants of the kitchen with a

the ho seo. IThe stationary tus statio ry vision of the frying-pan gyrating over the floor,

b the asfgocn. d If there are n rt or the gridiron leaping up like a jack-in-a-box.

ie the back .con thus voidin g the ne- There is no- need whatever for sbmitting tc,
t w td soiled such discomnforts as these,

that was ou asteam, an
cessity of the weekly sloP
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The first consideration in a cooking-room is and will not retain its good looks very long, and

cleanliness. Tried by this test, papered walls it requires much vashing at the expense of the

are an abomination in such a place. You servants' backs. Carpeting collects dust with

cannot darken this room through part of the marvellous rapidity, and gives it out vexy libe-

day in summer, as you do others, and, conse- rally under Biddy's broom. But, alas ! in Our

quently, fly specks will be numerous. These climate Biddy's feet will get cold in winter if

walls absorb the kitchen odors and steam, and she habitually stands on bare floors or on oil-

the smoke rests lovingly upon them. If creep- cloth. To prevent this, some people lay riugs

ing things get into a house, they are sure to in front of the tables and sink. If a carpet is

insinuate themselves ,into the paper on the walls. laid in a kitelen, it should be tacked down as

Hard-finished walls are really more cleanly, for lightly as possible, or fastened with carpet rings

they can be washed ; but, unless the finishing is slipped over smoothheaded tacks, because it

better done than in the kitchens we have seen, should be taken up frequently to be well shaken.

they soon look dirty, and this is the next worst A dresser is one of the things absolutely ne-

thing to being so ; for such finishing soon cessary. It may be well for the housekeeper to

becomes discolored and "splotchy.". There insist upon the fact that a set of open shelves is

is nothing that will compare with the oldc no more a dresser than twenty yards of silk is a

fashioned whitewash ; not color wash, but wvhite- dress. If you have a dresser made under your

wash, pure and simple. The color wash msygive own directon, the best form is to have two wide

the walls a prettier tint, but it Must be put on close s below, and three narrcwcr ones above,

by a practiced hand, whereas whitewash can lvith a row of drawers, a the toi of the lower

be apllied by any one, whenever a (lirty spot closets. The upper closets should be far enougi

makes its appesrance. It is truc that unprac- above the lower to allow the top of the latter to

ticed hands do not app)ly the bnîsh as evenly as. be used as a table. These lower closets are
could be wished, but a few strèaks more or less d for the cookng utensils, and sould
don't matter, when we can ail see that the streaks be, at least, two feet deep. The upper clos

are whitc and ciean. may be a few inches less in depth, and it is a

i otin't have the wood-work painted; don't good arrangement to have two of these provided

have anything painted. Things h a kitchen ith shelves; a small one as a place of Sen-

will get soiled. It follows that they must be porary depost for meats, vegetables, and things

cleaned. Sa p is a foc hefore which paint taken from the store-room to he presently

invariably (1uits the field. Very soon the color cooked, înistead of having them standing about
w ill be off in spotn, and no ng less than o the ktchen tables. This closet sbould, of

repainting the whole roo will ever make i course, be nearest the range or cooking stove,

Iook cean agaid . It is still more oblectionable and in it the peppr, saIt, and other condiments

to ucave the wood in its native state. It re- b near at bad. The middle and largest

quires bard and frequen scrubing to keep this closet contains the kitchen crockery and tins

lean, and even this process will flot suffice to shat are no to be hung. The third one, without
kecp all sorts of Wood in good conditior, Some shelves, is for tins and other tbings that must be

woods -seem actcally to blacken under the hung up. It might he well ta have a shelf or

scrtbiwg brush. But, if the native wood, even two at the top of this closet, on fNieh the fat-

commpfl pitie, is wehl oihed and varnished irons, soaP, starch, bluing, and s.ihver-cleaniiig
hightly, the room wilI bc the prettier for it ; articles couhd be kept. sy this arrangement

and, sitb very lîttle washing, the wood.aork everything s inclosed from the dust and flies.

can be kept sweet and clean. Shades, made of fine wooden slats, are vcry

The mast cleanly kitchen floor is simiharîy suitable for kitchen windows, as tey soften the

treated -- ic native wood oiled. This oihing liglb t without darkening the room. Tcey re

ivilI bave Io be renewcd on the floor at long iexpeafsive, only costing about sventy-five

intervavs. If the boards are so roughly laid that cents a yard, and fixtures " are very simple.

they cannot b iis treated, it nay, perhaps, t hen, the lighting of the roo p is to oe con-
cle well to stain the instead with black walnut sidered. A anp that bas to be carried front

,tain. l u ilt have ta be renewed every place ta place is not a kitchen coinfort. If it

spring and fal ast a cost of about fifty cents could be managean, a anging fixture to hold a

Oil-cloth is a cleanly covering, but it is costîy, îamp, not too far front the range, would be best,



What Is The Mater ?

for it is very desirable to have the light fall
from above upon your work. Even two lamps
would not give too brilliant a light for such a

r#rticularly nice job as cooking ought to be.

The very best oil would only cost a cent or two

a night for the extra lamp. But we know it is

often impossible to hang a lamp in a kitchen

with safety; and the next best thing, perhaps,
is to have the lamps in brackets at each end of

the room or at the sides. The shape of the

kitchen mnst determine where the light is to be

placed ; only so dispose it that the room shall

be well illuminated.
These remarks may rouse the ambition of

some country housekeepers, and stir them up to
revolutionize their cooking abodes of discomfort.

They can, doubtless, improve upon the plans
offered here, and devise many a " convenience."
-"Scribner's Monthly."

WHAT IS THE MATTER?

I have noticed a great difference in the crying
of children. Some babies, and some older

children, when they cannot have what they

want, or when they feel unwell, keep up such a

rgoderate kind of " boo-hoo-hoo " that no one

is much affected thereby. Other babes cry with
all of their muight, going so nearly frantic if
their pain of body or mind is not allayed, that
al in the vicinity are nearly driven frantic also.
This difference depends much upon tempera-
ment, but sometimes it scems to'be the result in
considerable measure, of different methods of
baby-culture. But, oh dear ! how can we know
just the right way each time ? A baby is such a
complex thing!

" What is the matter with that child, that it
cries so? "--" Firsty, is it a sticking pin ?"--
"No."-" las it been hurt in any way ? "-
"No."-" Is it colic ?"-If so, it draws up its
legs and inclines to double itself together while
crying, and perhaps its feet are cold at the same
time., Warmth, by external application of warm
cloths over the bowels, or simply a warm hand
underneath, as the little one lies face downward,
is the simplest and best cure for colic, and a
gentle patting upon the back at the same time
nay help on the cure. Don't try the various

teas so generally recommended. If you begin
on one, you will probably have to follow it up
with another. Not a drop of any. kind of
"herb tea " have aiy of my babies taken.

But what is the matter with the screaming
baby ? Ear-ache perhaps, as several times with
mie after hot windy weather lately. Get a

piece of cotton-wool--pull it out of a bed-quilt
or comfortable if you have no other-and wet
it with sweet oil or glycerine, and stuff it into
each ear of the sufferer to soften the wax, the
hardening of which, from undue exposure to
cold or wind, causes the ache. If the baby is
teething, and its gums are troublesome, it may
be best to call the doctor, but look carefully to
its diet, and keep its nerves as quiet as possible.
If you can not find the source of its trouble, and
it still cries, wet a clean napkin or soft towel in
cool (not cold) water, and lay that gently over
its head and forehead, and possibly it will stop
crying at once, and drop asleep in a few
minutes. I have tried this more than once,
with success. After all, perhaps the baby was
oniy hungry, and having asked in vain, by all
the pretty ways of asking that it knows, it bas
cried out in despair or rage, or earnest entreaty,
while it has been tossed, and trotted, and
chirruped to, and dosed, perhaps, all for nothing.
You thought it was not time for it to be hungry,
but its last meal may have been spoiled in some
way, so that it got little, or was obliged to
throw it up almost as soon as swallowed. But

do not offer it the breast until you are sure that

something else is not its trouble. It may be

suffering from too much food already.

It is not a very simple and easy thing to bring

up a modern baby in the midst of modern civi-

lization. Nevertheless, it is the most interesting

work and study that I know of at present.-
Faith Rochester, in "Agriculturist."



The Dress of Girls.

THE DRESS OF GIRLS.

The number of American women who
suffer more or less from uterine derangements
and diseases, is estimated by intelligent physici-
ans to be four-fifths of the whole. It is freely
admitted by physicians that the greater part of
these diseases are superinduced by the unhealth-
ful style of dress that has prevailed and still pre-
vails. At the bottom of our woes lies the
corset, compressing the chest and upper part of
the abdomen, and forcing down upon the most
delicate and sensitive organ in the female struc-
ture all the organs of the abdomen, thus causing
retroversion of various kinds. The weight of the
heavily-trimmed skirts adds its terrible quota to
this pressure, until it is almost marytrdom to
move under the load. Thus burdened, hundreds
and thousands of women stand all day about
their work mn shops and houses, gó up and down
stairs, bear and rear children, all the time suffer-
ng pain and langour and wearines inexpressible.
If women dressed as sensibly as men do, they
would suffer no more inconvenience than men
from standing at their work and from going upand down stairs, for women have just as many
muscles to " keep them up " as men have.
The sympathy which has of late been expressed
in our daily journals with poor shop-girls, who
stand all the time behind the counter,
should take the form of earnest expos-
tulation with them to adopt a healthful
style of dress, for it will be found,
almost without exception, that they are laced
tightly, that their skirts are heavily trimmed,
that their shoes are high-heeled, and that the
weight of their clothing hangs from their hips.
Those who have tried to convince women thus
unhealthfully dressed to lay aside every burden,
and the corset that so grievously afflict them, to
diminish the weight of their trimmings, and to
suspend their skirts from their shoulders, know
how very hard it is to persuade them that by
making these changes in their dress, immense
relief will at once be felt. Yet those who have
been thus persuaded, and, they are many, can
testify in most unmistakable and emphatic
terms to the blessedness of the results.

Another great cause of disease mong women
is insufficiency of exercise, particularly of walk-
ing in the open air, which strengthens the
muscles of the abdomen and gives them firmness
and elasticity, so they can hold up and keep in
place the organs within. But how can a woman
tightly laced, and bearing from six to nine
pounds around her hips, walk comfortably ?
She cannot. Her shoes, tight, high-heeled,
suitable only for sidewalks, make country
rambles more a pain than a pleasure. A neatly
fitting, thick-soled, low-heeled, calf-skin shoe
is almost indispensable for agreeable walking in
the country, but how many ladies have such an
article in their closets ? With lungs compressed
so that the blood is only partially oxygenated,
with uterus forced out of place, so that the
whole nervous system is depressed, with exercise
neglected, of course the appetite for food
becomes feeble and morbid. Stimulating and
unwholesome foods, condiments, and dainties
must be used to tempt the appetite, and thus
increase the general debility. This picture is
by no means exaggerated. It faithfully portrays
hundreds and thousands of our women. In this
condition, no wonder so many of them look upon
child-bearing with repugnance, and die in the
attempt to become mothers. kIow is it possible
that they shall give birth to healthful children ?
Is it matter of surprise that the children of such
mothers are puny, delicate, short lived ?

Now, though Hygiene should not cease to be
preached to such women, yet the hope of the
future generation is not in them, but in the girls
that are growing up. If the dress and diet and
exercise of our girls can be according to the laws
of health and life, if they can grow to maturity
unvitiated by the baneful practices and customs
that have made invalids of nearly all their
mothers, we may hope in another generation
for a tar more healthful and beautiful race of men
and women than we have now.

Girls, it must be remembered, have exactly
the same muscles as boys have, and no more
need bandages and waists and other aids in hold-
ing themselves together and keeping themselves
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erect than boys do. Until puberty there is very arrayed withal, cannot be too strongly re#

rette difference between the two sexes in any hended. Nothing so becomes childhood and

respect, excePt that boys are somewhat stronger girlhood as simplicity. The effect upon the

than girls, but not more able to endure fatigue forming character of spending so much time and

and exposre with impunity. Country girls thought upon mere personal adornment, is most

who are free to run and climb and row and share pernicious. While the child should be ftudying

inw al outdoor athletic sports, ask no odds of the habits of birds, insects, animais, and plants,

their brothers in anythig-need to ask none. exploring the wonders of the world into which

And such girls pass from childhood to woman- she is born, giving herself to her studies, or

hood with scarce any unpleasant consciousness acquiring practical knowledge of the various

attending the change. Espcially in this transi- arts and accomplishments suited to her age,

tion shguld they be free fromall restraints of the over attention to dress diverts her mind from

shouldroom and be permitted the utmost indul- ail these and fosters a love for ornament and a

genre in ail outdoor exercises and amuse- passion for personal display quite inconsistent

ments. 
with a genuine love for moral or tellectual

As mhe dress of boys permits perfect freedom excellence and attainment.

of moveresnt, that of ygrls should do the same. Those women who have reached eminence in

The mn clothes should be suspended from the the higher walks of literature and art, have not

shouldes, ant no more n quantity than is re- been noted for their love of dress. Doubtless,

quired for warmth and coveing The lower were less time and thought bestowed on the

limbs should be completel incaseid in flannel apparel of their daughters by fond and ambitious

luring the winter, and in catton during the mothers, and more upon the cultivation of their

ummen and the drawers should be close, so minds and the harmonious development of their

umrn the drae o u boys enjOY social and moral characters, woman would take

may be permaittet girls, without any risk of a far higher rank than she does now in the

exposure to their persans. Ail tightness or estimation of the intelligent of her own and the

compression about the waist, wrist, neck, or other sex.

ankes, should be avoide, so that ever muscle While simplicity should give law to the dress

may be free tao act and the circulation of the of girls as well as to their manners, no pains

bloat nawhere impeded. Thus dressed and should be spared to have it tasteful, appropriate,

bmod o ail opeie -ad r sports and and beconing. A style of dress suited to a girl

'permitted to partake of al pn nraof certain complexion, form, and ihovement,

exercises, the appetite of girls will be normal, o eti opein om n loeet

an such as ta make plain ani wholesome food would be utterly unbecoming to a playmate

agreeable to them. Nourished thus, they will differing from her in these respects. For clear

kna nothing of dyspepsia, nervousness, irrita- and rosy complexions, we choose tints of blue

knot nti t f dsberles ailments that usually and neutral tints ; for brown and amber-hued

bility, and the numgeros aimho to woman- complexions, crimsons and scarlets; but in

accompany the change from gir o labor, to neither case is elaboration of ornament necessary

endure, and ta become healthful mothers of to produce fine effects, and in both, uncon-

sciousness on the part of the wearer of what she

healthful children. r as on, is a prima requisite to its perfection.-

The present fashion of heaping upan girls ae i n, if Health.

he paraphernalia that women in full tress ar Scieof
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ROAST DUcxs.-Choose plump ducks, with
thick and yellowish feet. They should be
trussed with the feet on, which should be scald-
cd, and the skin peeled off, and then turned up
close to the legs. Run a skewer through the
middle of each leg, after having drawn them as
close as possible to the body, to plump up the
breast, passing the same quite through the body.
Cut off the heads and necks, and the pinions at
the first joint; bring these close to the sides,
twist the feet round, and truss them at the back
ofthe bird. After the duck is stuffed, both ends
should be secured with strings, so as to keep in
the seasoning.

To insure ducks being tender, never dress
them the sane day they are killed ; and if the
weather permits, let them hang a day or two.
Make a stuffing of sage and onion sufficient for
one duck, and leave the' other unseasoncd,i as
the flavor is not liked by everybody. Put them
down to a brisk, clear fire,- and keep them well
basted the whole of the time they are cooking.
A few minutes before serving, dredge them
lightly with flour, to make them froth and look
plump, and when the steam draws towards the
fire, send them to table bot and quickly, with a
good brown gravy poured round, but not over the
ducks, and a little of the same in a tureen.
When in season, green peas should invariably
accompany this dish.

Time, full-grown ducks from e to i hour;
ducklings, from 25 to 35 minutes.

Ducklings are trussed and roasted in the same
manner, and served with th same sauces and
accompaniments. When in season, apple sauce
must not be omitted.

BOILED FowLs CHICKENS.-In choosing
fowls for boiling, it should be borne in mind
that those that are not black-legged are generally
much whiter when dressed. Pick, draw, singe,
wash, and truss'them in the following manner,
without the livers in the wings ; and, in draw-
ing, be careful not to break the gall-bladder:-
Cut off the neck, leaving sufficient skin to

skewer back. Cut the feet off to the first joint,
tuck the stumps into a slit made on each side of
the belly, twist the wings over the back of the
fowl, and secure the top of the leg and the bot-
tom of the wing together by running a skewer
through them and the body. The other side
must be done in the same manner. Should the
fowl be very large and old, draw the sinews of
the legs before tucking them in. Make a slit in
the apron of the towl, large enough to admit the
parson's nose, and tie a string on the tops of the
legs to keep them in their proper place.

When they are firmly trussed, put them into
a stewpan with plenty of hot water; bring it tu
boil, and carefully remove all the scum as it
rises. Simmer very Aently until the fowl is ten-
der, and bear in mind that the slower it boils,
the plumper and whiter will the fowl be. M.any
cooks wrap them in a floured cloth, to preserve
the color, and to prevent the scum from clinging
to them ; in this case, a few slices of lemon
should be placed on the breast ; over these a
sheet of buttered paper, and then the cloth:
cooking thern in this manner renders the flesh
very white. Boiled ham, bacon, boiled tongue,
or pickled pork, are the usual accompaniments
to boiled fowls, and they may be served with
white sauce, parsley and butter, oyster, lemon,
liver, celery, or mushroom sauce. A little
should be poured over the fowls, after the
skewers are removed, and the remainder sent in
a tureen to table.

Time, large fowl, i hour; moderate-sized
one, ) hour; chicken, from 20 minutes to Y2

hour.

BOULETTES DE PoMMEs.-Dresssome apples
by steaming them, peel and pulp them, add the
juice of two lemons, four eggs well beaten, some
sugar, and a little cream. Mix all well together,
roll it into littie balls, with a few bread crumbs
to give a proper consistency, if needed. Throw
then into boiling butter, and, when done, serve
upon a dish strewed over with white sugar in
powder.

Siutedd Recpu.

SELECTED RECIPES.



The Scienc and Art of Teaching.

THE SCIENCE AND ART OF TEACH-
ING; or, the Principles and Prac-

tice of Education. By George Vic-

tor Le Vaux, Member of the Royal
College of Preceptors, England.

Toronto: Copp, Clark & Co.

This work, by one of the earliest con-

tributors to the NEW DOMINION MONTH-

LY, is deserving of special mention as a

valuable contribution to the teacher's

library. It opens with an introductory
Ethnological Essay, by the Rev. George
Bell, LL.D.; after which Mr. Le Vaux

proceeds to treat of the Principles and

Practice of Education. Part I. contains

ten chapters on the First Principles qf
Teaching. Part II. treats f the Man-

agement of Schools; and Part III. of

the Methods to be pursued in Teach-

ing. The last two parts contain a vast

number of practical suggestions which

can hardly fail to prove of great value

to the teacher. We have marked a

number of extracts which will give a

good idea of the worth of the book.

THE TEACHERS EXAMPLE.

A teacher should be regular and punctual i
all his dealings and undertakings, no matter
what others may be. It behoves hin' to be a
bright example of these virtues not for bis own
sake alone, but for the sake of those imitative
beings committed to his charge. Unless his
actions exemplify his precepts, he cannot with
propriety insist upon their observance by others.
lie who neglects to practice wbat he teaches or
preaches is, at best, but a recruiting agent for
the aleady numerous army of hypocrites. lUs
tongue says one thing and his actions say ai-
other of opposite or different import, so that he
is divided against himself, and therefore his
teaching " cannot stand." The rules a teacher
makes, and the precepts he utters, are as bind-
ing on himself as they are on the pupils. The
teacher, as well as the taught, must be subject
to the common law of the school. If possible

be should never be late in his attendance. As a

rule, he should arrive at least ten minutes before
the time fixed for the commencement of busi-
ness, and he should dismiss the pupils punctu-
ally "when their time is up." If he be not
regular and punctual himself, how can lie insist
on others being so ? especially when these
others are little children. " Method is the
hinge of business," and there can be no method
without punctuality, and no progress without
regularity and continuity of application.

ADVANTAGES OF LEARNING UNDER-
VALUED.

The low estimation of our ancestors for the
profession of education arose decidedly from
their personal ignorance and the little value they
placed on education itself. Some amongst us
who received little or no education in, their
early days may still inherit this spirit, and be
induced thereby to undervalue the advantages
of learning and the merits of the teacher. These
people, or any of them, m'y perhaps speak on
this wise-" Oh ! I have got along pretty well
in the world-made an independent fortune-
and yet I have had very little book knowledge.
I spent only six months at school. Many of my
acquaintances who received a college education
could never succeed at anything. I wish my
children to follow my example in all things."
By entrenching themselves behind such argu-
ments these anti-education people only exhibit
their inherent folly, vanity, and utter ignorance.
If they got on so well in the world with so littie
" book knowledge," how much better would
they have got on had they been favored with a
good, sound, liberal education ? Might not
their .educated (?) acquaintances have been
equally unsuccessful even though they had never
entered a college ? In that case perhaps their
fate would be worse than mere failure in busi-
ness. Was extensive learning and profound
knowledge the real cause of their want of success
in life ? Are you sure, dear parent, should your
children grow up uneducated, that they (like
you) will be successful in amassing a fortune, or
even a mnere competency ? Was not your suc-
cess as an uneducated man an exception, rather
than a general rule ? Does ignorance really
elevate a man, enabling him to become a better
individual and a more useful citizen ? In your
intercourse with the world did not -rou yourself
acquire an education before you acquired a for-
tune ? Answer these queries honestly, and abide
by the result ; but remember always that God
and your country expect you to do your duty,
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Why should men, otherwise respectable, be ad-
vocates of darkness and enemies of progress?
Without education and without teachers to im-
part it, man, in the course of a few generations,
would, in all probability, retrograde into a state
of barbarism. We earnestly hope that the time
is at hand when none of our citizens will be so
ignorant as to exhibit such ignorance, and when
every man will gladly aid in promoting the in-
tellectual, moral and physical welfare of his
fellow-men.

INFLUENCE OF SURROUNDINGS.

In our opinion, it is simply impossible for
the best of teachers to maintain good order in a
large school, under certain conditions-conditions
for which parents and trustees are wholly respon-
sible. It not unfrequently happens that teachers
who are hot appreciated in one locality become
the idols of another. It is a fact of common oc-
currence that he who has failed to maintain order
in one school becomes eminently successful in
this respect when he removes to another sphere
of labor. What is the cause of this apparent
anomaly ? Why is it that in one place his
labors produce nothing but leaves, whilst in the
other tey bear abundant fruit? The efficient
teacher of the one school is voted inefficient when
he assumes a similar charge elsewhere, and why?
Teachers, and other experienced persons, will
give a variety of practical and suggestive an-
swers to these queries. Many will ascribe the
result to prejudice, factious opposition, difference
of locality and in people ; but, although all these
answers may be true in certain cases, yet there
is still another cause of local or temporary pro-
fessional failure for which the trustees and par-
ents are personally and collectively responsible.
We allude to the absence of comfortable and
attractive school accommodation. The school
house should be large and airy, agreeably furnish-
ed, comfortably heated, and well supplied with
school apparatus. The school should be well
swept every evening, and properly dusted every
morning. All its appendages should be a model
of cleanliness, neatness, and comfort. The
apartments should be properly ventilated, and
sufficiently large to accommodate all the pupils
in attendance. The various articles of -furni-
ture should be kept in their proper .places, and
each place should have its proper furniture.
Pupils should be clean in person, neat in dress,
smartin appearance, kind and courteous in dis-
position, dutiful ánd obedient-ever ready to
" bear and forbear." But how can such habits
of order and propriety be inculcated with suc-
cess whae external conditions are militant-
where the school and everything connected
therewith are suggestive ofdisorder, misery, and
meanness? How can a teacher, however skilful,
be expected to command success in such a place ?
How can cijldren be expected to form habits of
order and industry in over-crowded schools-the
windows. being broken, the desks "rickety,"
the seats uncomfortable, the cold unbearable,
or the heat oppressive? Where there is no
pump, no washing apparatus, no playground or

gymnnasium, no cloak-room, no singing, no
music-nothing whatsoever to render the sciool
attractive. It is impossible. Such a school
room, with such surroundings, is a silent but
powerful inculcator of disorder and discontent,
and would counteract the precepts and example
of the most eminent and worthy educator on
earth. It is time that parents and trustees should
become conscious of the fact that the best and
most skilful teacher cannot Permanently main-
tain good discipline in a miserable over-crowded
class-room, where defective appliances and in-
sufficient appointments ever tend to generate
discomfort and produce disorder.

Some years ago the writer was officially con-
nected with a public school in one of our west-
ern settlements, in which the average attendance
exceeded one hundred and sixty. In the junior
division, many of the pupils had no desks ; in
the primary division, more than one-half of the
children had no seats, and were under the ne-
cessity of squatting themselves on the floor, so
that their class-room resembled an infant " tailor-
ing department." The few seats were densely
crowded. There were no maps, no cards, no
books, no decorations-absolutely nothing in the
room but some old-fashioned desks, which .ap-
parently were old enough to have "come over
in the Mayflowep," a few rickety benches, a table
minus a leg, a stove, a poker, and an old drum.
The senior division, on the first floor of the
building, was tolerable, but devoid of any de-
carations or furniture calculated to cultivate the
taste of the pupils. The intense noise which
occasionally prevailed in the former divisions
was favorable for the cause of disorder in the
latter, and had a tendency to " drown " the
voice of the teacher as there was no " deafening
material " in the floors. Just fancy such a state
of things, and the impossibility of any teachers
(under these circumstances) to inculcate, with
success, habits of order and propriety. For
twelve month's or more, the trustees "quarrel-
led " about the provision of desks and other re-
quisites-half being in favor of supplying the
necessary drticles, and half against it-and dur-
ing al] that time the parents and guardians of the
children looked on with calm indifference.

PRIZES.

We are inclined to believe that prizes or te-
wards should bc used in every school. The
prize system, in its purity, is more suitable fqr
colleges and universities than for common and
middle class schools. Judging by our own ex-
perience, and the information gleaned from
others, we have no hesitation in stating that,
when "prizes " are offered in these schools as
an incentive to study, they should partake of the
nature of rewards, and be so numerous that elery
industrious, well-conducted child can receive
some token in recognition of his efforts "to be-
come good and great." The number of prizes
offered to each class should be in proportion to
its size. Prizes should be offered for efficiency
in each individual subject, and also for pro-
Gciency in the Aale programme of school studies.



No pupil should be eligible to compete for the
latter prizes unless his character and conduct
were irreproachable ; but every pupil haying his
name on the school register should have per-
mission to compete for the prizes for individual
subjects. There should also be "good conduct
and " regular attendance "prizes, or rewards,
in addition to the foregoing. Unless these things
be carefully attended to, the system of awarding
prizes or rewards will fall short of the object in
view. If prizes or rewards be introduced at all,
they should be awarded to good conduct, dili-
gence, punctuality. amiability, and incrinsic
worth, as well as to superior talent, or marked
success in certain examinations ; and, as afore-
said, they should be so numerous that every
deserving pupil shall receive some tangible evi-
(rence of the appreciation of his efforts.

MUSIC IN SCHOOLS.

Now, thanks to the enlightened spirit of the
age, music, vocal or instrumental, or both, is
being introduced into all our public schools.
Almost all the superior public schools are pro-
vided with a piano or melodeon. This is special-
ly true in cities and towns, and the country
schools are following suite. Many a time has
the writer enjoyed the sweet performances in the
public schools of New York, Ohio. and Illinois.
In these schools, one of the pupils plays volunta-
rily whilst the classes are marching to or from
their class-rooms. Everything is done with pre-
cision and in silence. Not a sound is heard on
such occasions but the music and the pi
measured tread. When the wê-ther is col , wet,
or boisterous, the respective divisions practice
certain evolutions during intermissions in the hall
or class-rooms. These evolutions are very grace-
ful and becoming, and are sometines accompani-
ed by patriotic and soul.stirring songs. The
principal, or the first assistant, superintends, and
one of the pupils discourses the music. Such
exercises as these are calculated not only to re-

fine the taste, elevate the affections, and create a

love for the school and its officers, but likewise
to educate citizens and patriots who shal rival
the worthies of ancient Greece and Rome. The

pupils of "the music class" preside at the piano
in turn, and, on ordinary occasions, many of
them Pemain in to practice during recess-prefer-
ring the enjoyments of the school-room to the
pleasures' of the play-ground. Music, in fact,
is one of the characteristic recreations of public
school life in America. We would it weîe so in
other countries also. The cost of the instrument
is a mere trifle in comparison with the benefits
it confers on the rising generation. It furnishes
a continual feast to the pupils at school, and at
home it is the source of much rofitable amuse-
ment. Give the young warblers a chance to

• speak their thoughts in music.
If convenient, it would be well to put the boys

through a course of military drill. No other ex-
ercise will be so effectual an aid in school gov-
ernment. It trains the pupil to habits of prompt
obedience-it predisposes him to observe the
rules, and regulations, and, to a certain extent,
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prepares his mind to receive durable impressions.
In a military and physiological point of view itwould be wise pehPs to have all school boysdrilled, and trained to the use of anms. Anycountry adopting this policy would, in less thanfifteen years, be a nation of citizen soldiers-powerful as a friend, terrible as an enemy.

RIGHT HABITS OF STUDY.
It is not necessary that a large number of

studies should be mastered in youth, but it is
essential that pupils should acquire the ait of
studying aright, and that whatsoever is taught
should be taught livingly, philosophically, pro-
foundly. In teaching history, for instance, it is
not necessary that the pupil should be taken
though the minutiae of the subject from the crea-
tion until the present day, or that he should becompelled nolens volens to pore over the frag-
mentary records of lost races, much less rthe
gigantic" volumes which relate the story ofmodem nations. Rather let the pupils be taughtto study-" read, mark, learn, and inwardlydigest "-the history o an individual nation.As he proceeds, let the teacher show him how toapply the principles of historical evidence to thestatements contained therein ; let bum then be
led to trace the causes and effects of events, and
directed to investigate the motives of actions, sothat be ma observe the workïngs of husan
nature in wht bas been done and suffered a* let
him endeavor to detect the ruling spiit ofeach successive age, sympathizing with what is
noble and abhorring what is unworthy ; let himmaster the great trtùths and impulses which form-ed the basis of human action in the past, and
learn to judge impartiall of men and things
whilst recognizing a morProvidence, a retri-
butive justice, amidst all mutations and cor-
ruptions. He will thus acquire the art of trac-ing ail events to their origin, whilst forming a
judicious conclusion as to their ultimaté effects.
The exercise thus afforded will enable him to
study aright, and as he grows in years he will
extend his researches (should time Permit) until
he had studied the whole course of human
history. One book studied in this way wil
afford him more educational discipline than
would all the histories in the world read in the
usual cursory style.

ILLUSTRATE WHAT IS TAUGHT.
The teacher who would succeed in his profes-

sion must remember that one of the great ecrets
of success Ls the power to make study attractive by
practically illustrating what is taught. Child-ren can, and will, learn any subject, however
difficult, if the teacher can only make it sufficient-1 interesting. In studying these thibgs, or in
directing others how to study them, prudencewill not permit us to fetter mind by rules toorigid or too numerous. Curiosity, amusementand natural tastes may be allowed to direct thestudent in certain exceptional cases in the higherinstitutions of learming, and we are of opinionthat, within certain limits, a similar indulgence
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might be extended to the pupils of the hgser visable that their attention should be directed taclasses in public schools. This principle is re- the acquisition of a large number of subjects atcognized in the Cornell University (Ithaca), the same time. Better at first to concentrateand with marked advantage. The studies of their attention on a few, and then gradually keeppupils may be as wide as their condition in life adding to their number as they grow in mentaland mental calibre will permit ; but it is not ad- strength.

*i0tit.

SIR MATTHEW BEGBIE,
CHIEF JUSTICE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

On Nov. 26th last, Her Majesty the vogue. The Gold Commissioner's au-
Queen conferred on Matthew Baillie thority was flouted. The gravest crimes
Begkie, Chief Justice of British Co- were committed in broad day; and, atlumbia, the honor of Knighthood at Yale, a Vigilapce Committee had been
Balmoral. He was the son of the late formed to rid the place of the armedCol. Thomas Sterling Begbie, of the ruffians who held high carnival there.44th and'48th regiments, and of North The Chief Justice at once set aboutHeath, near Newbury, Berkshire, Eng- reforming these abuses. The Vigilance
land. He was born in 18 1; and educated Committee was disbanded. A few ofat Elizabeth College, Guernsey, and at the most desperate villains were caught,St. Peter's College, Cambridge. In tried, convicted, and punished. Within
1841, he took his degree of B.A., as a a year the whole aspect of affairs hadwrangler, became fellow of his college changed. Pistols and bowie - knivesin 1844, and in the same year was were no longer openly worn. Life andcalled to the Bar at Lincoln's Inn. The property became as safe as in the bestfollowing extract from the Briiish Co- parts of London; while a feeling oflonisi, Victoria, V.I., speaks of his security existed, and exists, that doesservices in that country as follows:- not obtain in any other country on the"When he went to the Mainland, in Pacific coast."
1859, he found a state of lawlessness The engraving is by Walker &existing, entirely foreign to a British Wiseman, after one in the Illustrated
country. Gambling was everywhere in London News.
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